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Time – 00:08 
Senator Eduardo Girão

I declare this Session now open and under God's protection, we begin our work. 

I want to make an opening statement here.

So, I give a special welcome to all of you who are invited to be here with us, and also to the 
interested people who have come to the Federal Senate in order to participate in this Session, that I 
consider Historical. It represents a Special Semi Face Session which was called pursuant to the Act 
Of The Director Commission, number 8 of 2021, that regulates the operation of Remote and Semi 
Presentational Sessions in the Federal Senate and the use of the Remote Deliberation System.

It is also done in compliance with the application number 193 of 2021 of my own and by other 
Senators which is approved by the Federal Senate Plenary. I am in communication now with 
Citizens who are watching us on Senate TV through the Media and this Review House of the 
Republic. They can also participate in this Session through the following web address 

www.senado.leg.br/ecidadania. 

It is this service that provides people a direct link to enter the Hearing with us or you can also 
contact us by free telephone on – 061.2211 REPITO 0800 0612211 

So if you want to ask any questions or make a comment please do so, but I can't commit myself to 
every question being asked of all of our Guests here because we have a limited time here within this
Planned Session. But let's try with the Team. 

Yago, who we have here from the Attentive Federal Senate Team and he is here to select some 
questions and put those to our Guests at the end of this Session, which is intended to celebrate the 
75th Anniversary of World Ufology Day.

So, I want to inform you that our desk here in front is unfortunately only able to seat 4 Guests at the
table and they will remain there from the start to finish, but we will also call on some Guest 
Speakers who will use the podium in order to give their explanations. 

So I want to compose the table of Speakers now. I would like to call Mr. Ademar José, who is a 
Lecturer as well as being the Editor & Director of UFO Magazine. He also has a lot of merit with 
the Mutual UFO Network of Brazil. Please. Thank you.

I also want to enjoy calling Mr. Wilson Picler who is a Founding Partner and the President of the 
Uninter Group based in Paraná, but acting across the country. Thank you very much for your 
presence.

I would also like to say that we have the presence of two illustrious International Guests who know 
the subject a lot and are Scholars with many publications on the matter. They have come to Brazil 
especially for this ceremony which makes it very clear who is watching us and also, they did not get
a penny of reimbursement from the Federal Senate for their presence. 

They are here because they are making a point of participating in our Session and I am very happy 
for their presence, which will serve to brighten up this solemn event. 
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So I want to call now on Mr. Gary Heseltine, will you please come to our table here. He is a Retired
English Detective, so can you please come down to the table here. Thank you.

I also want to call to this table with great honour. A man whose work that I have also been following
for some time with some documentaries that I was able to watch and he is the American Researcher 
of Ufology, Mr. Robert Lambert Salas. Thank you so much for your presence here today and I 
welcome you to our Session.

The Presidency informs me that this Session will have the participation of other Guests who are also
with us here and one of those Guests who is here in person is Mr. Geraldo Neto, who is a Writer. I 
thank you too very much for coming and he is here in the front row.

Mr. Jackson Luiz Camargo who specializes in the Analysis of Official Documentation is here with 
us too. Thank you a lot for coming. 

Thanks as well to you, Mr. Thiago Ticchetti, who is a Government Advisor and is also the 
Chairman of the Brazilian Commission of CDU 

Thank you also for the your presence, Mr. Rony Vernet, who is an Electronic Engineer with a 
specialization in the Industrial Automation and Telecommunications Industry. 

Thank you so much for your presence, Mr. Inajá Antônio Curlovski who is with Rovski and he is a 
University Professor of Undergraduate and Postgraduate Police and Criminal Experts at the Paraná 
Criminalistics Institute. 

I had the opportunity to meet him in a lecture there at the last Congress that we had in Curitiba, in 
March of that year and your exhibition was there too at the time. 

I thank you all that we have invited here. Now with respect, can we all stand for the Brazilian 
National Anthem, I thank you all and with the Sun of Freedom, we can challenge.

We even had a special thing that I had never seen here in the Federal Senate, we had to sing a piece 
of the chapel, see? You are a good sign. But look I wanted to make a brief opening here. After 
NASA put the Hubble telescope into Space in the 1990’s. Why did Humanity have to completely 
review its perspective about the Universe? Already in the first 10 years of operation of the telescope
there was over 30,000 new unknown Galaxies discovered with some of those Galaxies having more 
than 1 Trillion Stars. Our own Galaxy, The Milky Way, had its size revised from 100 to more than 
200 Billion Stars after 30 years of Space Research due to the deep field capabilities of Rambo. 

Scientists now estimate that the Observable Universe has over 200 Billion Galaxies. We are talking 
about Galaxies and Stars here because only Planets closer to Earth can be observed with our current
level of technology. Even with this great limitation it is still possible to estimate that in our Galaxy 
alone there are at least 2 Trillion Planets. 

These calculations are sufficient to assure us statistically of the existence of Intelligent Life not just 
on Planet Earth, which is just a tiny grain of dust in the face of the magnificent greatness of the 
Visible Universe. In short, that is a phrase that always comes to mind. 
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From my early childhood this subject awakened in me a desire to know more, but that was a phrase 
that always let me see that the Human Being could express such pretence in thinking that we are not
alone. Right in a Universe of my God. So it's like that. We are very honoured. It is very rewarding 
to have this opportunity to organize this important event here at the Federal Senate, which is 
designed to celebrate the 75th Anniversary of World Ufology Day and it was chosen to represent the 
massive sighting’s of Unidentified Flying Objects in US Airspace in 1947

On the 24th of July in 1947 to be exact. 

Following this event, dozens of Nations constructed Official Structures for the monitoring of these 
events and they were almost always subordinate to the Armed Forces. Brazil was the first country in
the World to officially recognize the existence of Unidentified Flying Objects, which were of Extra-
Terrestrial Origin, in the year 1954. Only 22 years later, France became the second country to do so 
in 1976.

Over the last few decades, many records and observations in Brazilian Airspace have been 
accumulated. One of the most significant cases occurred in 1986 when 21 Spherical Craft that were 
around 100 meters in diameter were followed for hours by Brazilian Air Force Aeronautics 
Fighter’s and they have already made this data available to the National Archive in Brasilia

There are 20,000 pages of Documents with Movement Records as well as the movement of ships 
that do not fit our level of technology, but there is also a lot more information that still needs to 
become public domain because it is not. This is the same old question. If there are such Sightings 
then all of this is a possibility. What is the possible collaboration that these Intelligences can offer 
us when Spherical Craft like this can exist. 

We will hear from people today who study how we live in a moment right now which is even 
delicate to Humanity. Not just from the Pandemic, which caused us to rethink the day to day routine
and question what is important for Life. The importance of being close to the family, from the 
fraternity, for us to review our values, but also the War that is happening there between Russia and 
Ukraine. This moment that we live in is difficult for Humanity, in the 21st century, and it is very 
important that we reflect on all of this.

The same situation occurs in the United States and I am talking here from the Sightings Report that 
the Pentagon released in 2021 last year, in the middle of the Pandemic. It was a memorized report 
on 144 cases of Sightings and only 1 of the 144 cases, only 1, received explanation compatible with 
the conditions of our Planet.

It is also 21 years since the first Ufology Museum in Latin America came into existence and it is 
located here in Brazil in the Municipality of Itaara in Rio Grande do Sul, as well as a large 
collection. This Museum also has an Observatory. Bio Astronomical. 

Look, I sincerely hope that this Session goes well and I want to extend my gratitude to Senate 
President Rodrigo Pacheco that opened this Space. The voting here was unanimous amongst the 
Senators and they made this Session possible for the celebration of the 75th Anniversary of World 
Ufology Day.
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I also wanted to thank you because this House is Democratic and in this House we absolutely don't 
have to have any kind of prejudice. It is a subject that deserves a reflection and our attention 
because it has a certain way and we will also see here some Scientific Studies that were conducted 
for the various cases.

We hope this Session will be enlightening and the first step, so that we can somehow do the 
research but also we must be open to this current subject here in Brazil. It is expected that this 
tribute will also favour the wide dissemination of information by Governmental Organizations on 
the subject and I want to thank everyone that is on the American Senate. 

There was a synchronicity because our application was approved on March 17th of 2022. But I didn't
have it yet when we approved the set date. The US Congressional Hearing was held on May 17th and
that is exactly 2 months after we had approved our application for our Public Hearing to talk about 
the Pentagon Report in 2021. Do You see how interesting it is, I didn't particularly have the slightest
idea, I don't know if the Scholars here knew that the Senate had approved the request in the sense 
that I had already made it and that I didn’t have this understanding on June 9th of 2022.

It looks like the subject is very hot at the moment and on June 9th of this month, they announced the 
creation of a group dedicated to the studying of Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP) from a 
Scientific point of view, which includes both the UFOs and the observations of Natural Events in 
the sky that are still unknown to us.

I want to start immediately because we came here to listen today and my goal here is also to learn, 
without any judgment. I think that in order to exist today, we have to have a certain humility in 
order to learn from those who study the subject and with those who are dedicated to Ufology. It is 
always good to remember that Ufology is a set of subjects and activities like that of Wikipedia. It is 
a set of subjects and activities which are associated with an interest in Unidentified Flying Objects 
and other related Phenomena that serve as a Research Objective for our Governments and other 
Independent Groups of Journalists and Scientists who have an interest in our General Society and 
the Phenomena which is related to Ufology. This can have several characteristic’s ranging from 
alleged Extra-Terrestrial Contacts, Kidnapping, Communications, as well as Abductions and 
Disasters which are theoretically originated from this subject. So we will hear, that in Brazil there is
a culture of this Phenomena.  

I think that our first Speaker here, who is Lecturer Dr. Wilson Picler, will talk about what the 
Brazilian People think about this subject and he has several research publications on this theme. So, 
I already want to grant him the floor here immediately for 15 minutes and that will be the protocol 
that we will make the template for this evening. There will be 15 minutes for each Lecturer and then
we will have the 5 minutes of a tolerance so as to complete your reasoning at the end.

I will read some of the questions from the Audience and some of the questions that you are all 
asking as a Citizenship through the Senate Portal. I have already spoken about that here at the 
beginning and I gave you the phone number and website to submit your questions through. Please 
also leave 5 minutes of final considerations for each Speaker. So, I will already call on here and 
pass the floor to Mr. Wilson Picler. You are free to use any of the tribunes here in the Senate and he 
is Ex-Federal in the State of Parana and he specialised in the foundation of our Scientific 
Methodology and is also the President of The UNINTER Group. Thank you for coming.
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Mr. Wilson Picler – The 1  st   Guest Speaker  

It is good to have here today our very excellent Senator, Eduardo Girão, who I want to greet by 
name and I would like to greet all of the other Senators of this House. I want to greet the House 
Colleagues since I was a Deputy from 2009 to 2010. I also want to greet the public who represent 
the Brazilian People and why not greet the Cosmic Intelligences that may be watching us right now 
as we begin to conduct this conference. 

I have prepared a slide show for you which we will have to go through very fast because I have only
15 minutes to contextualize to you about Life in the Galaxy and the possibility of Life in the 
Galaxy. Then I will present an Opinion Poll conducted by 2 Interviewers with a sample plan similar 
to those that are used in Electoral Polls. It will show all of Brazil, all states of Sex, as if it was a 
survey of Electoral Opinion, but it was applied with questions about Ufology. I will present the first 
slide where we have the Milky Way and I will point out this here.

Here we have the Milky Way and our position is pointed out there so you can see that we are far 
from the centre of the Galaxy and we are almost as far from the edge of the Galaxy. 

Fig 1.1 – Anatomy of The Galaxy

We are right in the middle of the Galaxy and this is very important here in a vertical cut where you 
can note the location of our Earth in the disc.

This is very important from the Astrophysical point of view because Scientists define this location 
as the Green Region. 
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Fig 1.2 – The Habitable Zone Of The Galaxy

If you look here at Fig 1.2, this is a moderate illustration about the concept of the Habitable Galactic
Zone because it is far enough away from the centre of the Galaxy so as to avoid explosions of 
cloudy events of great energy that can sterilize all Life in a whole region of the Galaxy. 

We are also distant enough from the edge, because it needs to see Metal Density that Astrophysicists
call Metality where heavier elements, or the LNG, form which are crucial in order to be able to 
form Planets.

Fig 1.3 – The Conservative Habitable Zones “H”                           Fig 1.4 – An Optimistic View

In a more conservative view, these would be the regions of the most conducive parts of our Galaxy, 
where it will be able to house Life such as our Carbon Beings. Currently a review is being done and
the Scientists live for debating this. They think that it is very difficult to delimit, as in the previous 
slide that circle to a very specific region as shown in Fig 1.3. Some say that all of this Green 
Region, as shown in Fig 1.4, is conducive to Life. Then there is another stream of Astrophysical 
thinking that says that the Earth is a very rare event.

A Simulation was conducted in 2010 by Duncan Forgan of Edinburgh’s Royal Observatory. The 
data collected from the experiments support the opinion that there is no solidly defined Galactic 
Habitational Zone which indicates the possibility that there are potentially Hundred’s of Extra-
Terrestrial Civilizations in the Milky Way Galaxy Alone. 
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It is rare, but in the face of the grandeur of the Galaxy, Scientists have found that it may occur and 
could produce millions of Planets like our Earth. If I may, I will present what is most important 
about our Opinion Poll and of our more recent findings about finding an even more Habitable 
Planet than the Earth, which are called Super Habitable Planets. Life there could be more pleasant 
on the mind than we have here on Earth. So, all of these limitations of limitations that say it is not 
possible to have this are being broken all of the time as our technologies advance, which our new 
finding’s are based on. 

We are here today discussing this subject and I made a point of showing these Astrophysics slides 
for the general public to realize that we are not dealing with subjects here that are inventions or 
hallucinations without any foundation. I also want to give thanks and to greet all of the Scientists of 
Astrophysics and Astrobiology for the important collaboration that they have given in order to help 
us seek the Life that exists in the Universe out there. Ufology seeks to know if these Strange 
Objects that the Pentagon has also been investigating, and has been investigating for a long time, 
are now opening this Agenda because you need to know that these Objects challenge the Planets 
Leaders and the Entire Defence System. 

Our Aircraft are powerless before Crafts of such size and technology. So the vast majority of this 
subject is kept in State Secrets and they are now releasing something because of the pressure from 
the Society among them. It is the Ufologists who have been dealing with this Agenda, they have 
been encouraging the Government and they require that this Agenda be opened so that the results 
can be publicized. Well based on that, we did an Opinion Poll of 2,000 Brazilians who were aged 16
years old and older. 

Filter 6 – Religion
Response Rate 100%

Fig 1.5 – Table Showing A Breakdown Of The Brazilian Population, Based on Religion

In this slide I am showing the Religious Split so that you can see the balance of Religion today in 
Brazil and they are being displayed as a percentage. 
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• 33%  - Catholic.

• 23%  - Evangelical.

• 9.7%  - Has no Religion.

• 7.4 % - Spirit.

• 1.8% - Afro Brazilian Religions.

• 1.8% - Atheist

• 0.3% - Judaica which is a spiritualist Jewish Religion.

• 0.3% - Buddhist.

I show this slide because Religion is important. There are the Religious Concepts that forces the 
Citizen to believe that we are unique. So, this in a way has a great impact on this answer, from the 
division of people according to their Religions and how we will observe this in my research. Then 
the first question that was asked of the Brazilian People was balanced both by Sex and also 
balanced by Age.

Lace for education, is a well designed sample plan discussed with 3 statistics, and this Institute does
Electoral Opinion Polls. We have consolidated our experience and the first question that was asked 
is:

Question 1: Do you believe in Extra-Terrestrial Life or UFOs.

Fig 1.6 – Pie Chart Showing Percentage Of Sample Population That Believe In UFOs

• 67.4% - Of the Brazilian Population say that they do not believe in ETs or UFOs 

• 32.6%  - Believe that it is true.
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Senator Girão, I find that a very significant number against a country of over 215 million 
inhabitants. To have 33% of the Population interested in this matter is great, so I want to 
congratulate you for it and for the initiative shown by the House. The Senate and the National 
Congress is the Temple of Democracy and it welcomes all of your thoughts. I am showing this 
research so that they are not a minority. Minorities of much less than 33% of the right Population 
obviously is not the majority, but very expressive.

In this slide we stratify by Age, so we observe in this slide that the Young People who are Aged 
from 16 to 24 who have a level of belief at 45.9 %. 

Do You Believe In 
Extra-Terrestrial Life, ETs, UFOs? 

Fig 1.7 – Table Showing The % Of Sample Population That Believe In Extra-Terrestrial Life, & UFOs By Age

As the Population becomes older it will produce a response in the index that can be minor so it was 
a revealing data set which showed that Young People are more optimistic about this topic and from 
the gender point of view it is a bit balanced with 31.9% for Women and 33.4% for Men. 

Do You Believe In 
Extra-Terrestrial Life, ETs, UFOs? 

Fig 1.8 – Table Showing The % Of Sample Population That Believe In Extra-Terrestrial Life, & UFOs By Sex
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No Yes
Female 68.1% 31.9%
Male 66.6% 33.4%
Total 67.4% 32.6%

No Yes
Age 45 to 59 70.0% 30.0%
Age 35 to 44 70.2% 29.8%
Age 60 & Older 70.9% 29.1%
Age 25 to 34 66.9% 33.1%
Age 16 to 24 54.1% 45.9%
Total 67.4% 32.6%
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Fig 1.9 is another relevant data set which shows that as the Wage Income Levels Increase, the level 
of YES replies also increases. As you see here that for More Than 10 Times The Minimum Wage, 
some 45.5% to 46% say YES. Which is almost Half of Brazilians with this Higher Income Wage. 

Do You Believe In 
Extra-Terrestrial Life, ETs, UFOs? 

Fig 1.9 – Table Showing The % Of Sample Population That Believe In Extra-Terrestrial Life, & UFOs By Wage

I believe that from the point of view of Religion, the first slide on Religious Divisions was the 
sampling profile and here is the result.

Do You Believe In 
Extra-Terrestrial Life, ETs, UFOs? 

Fig 1.10 – Table Showing The % Of Sample Population That Believe In Extra-Terrestrial’s, & UFOs By Religion

We can see from the table the people who believe in Extra-Terrestrial Life or UFOs from a 
Religious Perspective.  

• 30% - Evangelical.

• 27% - Catholics.

• 48% - Spiritists so the Spirits are more proactive in this respect.

• 27% - Afro Religion and curiously next.

• 61% - Atheist and. 

• 65% - Agnostic even believe in ETs to which the research revealed to the Senator.
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No Yes
Catholic 69.6% 30.4%
Evangelical 73.2% 26.8%
Has No Religion 60.8% 39.2%
Spirit 51.9% 48.1%
Umbanda, Candomble or other Afro-Brazilian Religions 72.8% 27.2%
Atheist 39.0% 61.0%
Agnostic 34.5% 65.5%
Did Not Inform 44.0% 56.0%

No Yes
More Than 2 to 5 Times Minimum Salary (RS2.424,01 & RS6.060,00) 69.2% 30.8%
More Than 1 to 2 Times Minimum Salary (RS1.212,01 & RS2.424,00) 69.9% 30.1%
From No Income Up To Minimum Salary (RS 0,00 & RS1.212,00) 72.8% 27.2%
More Than 5 to 10 Times Minimum Salary (RS6.060,01 & RS12.120,00) 61.9% 38.1%
More Than 10 Times Minimum Salary (RS12.120,01) 54.5% 45.5%
Did Not Declare 73.1% 26.9%
Total 67.4% 32.6%
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Very well, so you believe in Life other than these Earthly UFOs so the next question was asked 
according to their Level of Education. 

Do You Believe In 
Extra-Terrestrial Life, ETs, UFOs? 

Fig 1.11 – Table Showing % Of Sample Population That Believe In Extra-Terrestrial’s & UFOs By Education

• 30.6%   - Were illiterate with just an Elementary School education, that is the middle line.

• 31.4%  - Who have completed their High School education.

• 40.4%  - Of Brazilians who have completed or not completed a Higher Education believe.

This is another survey, Senator Eduardo, and this one I managed to do in 2017 with approximately 
700 Samples. You can see that the result is the same and it is important to repeat the questions with 
other Citizen Samples because this is giving us a greater degree of confidence in the survey as we 
see the same profile in our survey.

Fig 1.12 – Table Showing The % Of 2nd Sample Population That Believe In UFOs By Education

• 36% - Of people whom during this survey replied YES and 

• 64% - Said NO.
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No Yes
Full or Incomplete High School 68.6% 31.4%
From Alphabet to Completed Elementary School 69.4% 30.6%
Completed or Incompleted Higher Education 59.6% 40.4%
Total 67.4% 32.6%
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But that is not what you observe in these bar graphs and also as the degree of education rises then 
the YES level rises significantly as you observe there in the last graph on the right. Blue is YES 
with 73% of the Brazilian Postgraduates believing in this theme, they believe in this Life, this 
country believes that we can be visited and they also believe in UFOs. So for those who answered 
YES, we asked more questions, because if the subject doesn't believe in UFOs then there is no use 
continuing research with the questions. So this is what you, the public, answered. 

Question 2: We asked other things about the opinion of the 32.6% that said YES, on the existence of
other Intelligent Extra-Terrestrial Life in the Universe and if they could have Developed 
Technologically.

Fig 1.13 – Pie Chart Showing The % Of Sample Population That Believe In Technologically Advanced ETs

78% of those that replied YES, said that they believe that, in the Universe, there are other 
Technologically Advanced Lifeforms and this is of the 32.6% that said that they believed in UFOs 
earlier. But when we talk about the Universe, there are other Galaxies. It is these Billions of 
Galaxies that Senator Eduardo Girão quoted and that we are in 1 Galaxy out of those Billions of 
Galaxies. So, 78.3% says YES, they believe that there are other Technologically Developed Races 
in the Universe. 

Question 3: When we asked: Do you think that there is a Technologically Advanced Civilization in 
our own Galaxy?

Fig 1.14 – Chart Showing % Of Sample Population That Believe In Advanced Extra-Terrestrials In Our Galaxy
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% obs
Yes 78.3%
No 16.6%
Don’t Kno / No Response 5.1%
Total 100.0%

% obs
Yes 64.9%
No 29.0%
Don’t Kno / No Response 6.2%
Total 100.0%
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64.9% says YES, that they believe that even in our own Galaxy, there are Technologically 
Advanced Extra-Terrestrials. The Galaxy is very, very wide so I think for us to address the subject 
of Extra-Terrestrials we need not even get out of our own Galaxy as it is wide enough to support all 
of these theories.

Question 4: We asked them if they believed that there is a Technologically Developed Extra-
Terrestrial Race that is Observing Us From a Distance, and you answered.

Fig 1.15 – Chart Showing % Of Sample Population That Believe In Advanced Extra-Terrestrials is Observing Us

• 68.7% - Believe that Extra-Terrestrials visit us and observe us closely.

• 61.6% - Of them, Senator Eduardo Girão, believe that they are just visiting us 

This is based on those 32.6% who responded YES at the start, but half of them do think that the 
Extra-Terrestrials do visit us. I also want to tell the public that are watching us here today, that these
questions are being answered by the people and the Interviewers do not interfere. Absolutely 
nothing. As it should simply be a question that is asked and then a table is created to display your 
replies. It is the people and not Professor Picler talking here, nor is it any of our Presenters. It is the 
people here that are giving their opinion. Very good.

Question 5: It was asked in the Hypothesis that these Extra-Terrestrials visiting us would be 
Technologically More Advanced. How Much More Advanced Would They Be In Regards To Time? 
And The Women Believe: 

Fig 1.16 – % Of Women Who Believe In ETs & How Much More Advanced They Are, In Regards To Time
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% obs
Yes 68.7%
No 28.3%
Don’t Kno / No Response 3.1%
Total 100.0%
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• 21.6%  - Of the Women think that they would be Thousands of Years in front of us.

• 19.8%  - Thought that they would be Hundreds of Years ahead of us.

• 16%     - Said they would be Hundreds of Thousands of Years ahead of us.

• 15.5%  - Said that they would be a Million Years ahead of us.

• 15.1%  - Say that they do not know.

• 12%     - Said that they could be a Billion Years in front of us.
 
This sample has been a little distributed, but if you now feel the weight of this question, then I think
this creeps out a lot of people who are watching us now, including Scientists. These answers mean 
that the Brazilian People believe that if we are being visited by these Technologies, which are 
thousands of years Ahead of us, then you can imagine what would ours be like. For 100 years we 
have been wanting to go to Mars and we already have plans to go to Alfa Centauri near the 
Constellation of Centaurus. So, there are considerations outside of the Solar System which are very 
close. There is even a Planet there which has the possibility of sheltering Life and all of this is 
expected to happen in the next 20, 30 or 50 years, at most now. 

You pray that they’re only a Thousand years ahead of us but if they are a million years in front of 
us, then that's the answer, as to my understanding, why this theme is so delicate. This is also why 
they don't interact with us so easily because it would give a very large Technological Leap to 
Humanity and we are unfortunately at War. The Nuclear Threat is very, very high. The experts, like 
we have here with Captain Robert Salas who was a 1967 Nuclear Missile Launcher, are saying 
themselves that they are very concerned about the threat level of Nuclear War, obviously, and that 
we are not matured enough to get technology far beyond what we already have.

So, we have to improve ourselves Ethically and Spiritually first and why not also more 
Democratically as we are also suffering a Crisis of Democratic Representation. So, Senator Eduardo
Girão, what I mean is your excellence, is that we are unfortunately late. For us as a Humanity, the 
fact that these Technologies may be a million years ahead of us could prevent us from mastering 
them and this is very important to keep in mind. I'm expressing my opinion here, and I think that 
this time gap is an impediment so we have to improve, and improve a lot so that we can advance in 
this Agenda.

But you are to be congratulated because we are doing our work and we are able to discuss this 
subject today in the Senate of the Republic. This is very important as it is a subject of interest to 
33% of the Brazilian Population. I want to thank you all here and I think my time has ended. 
Thanks for the opportunity. I'm glad I was in time then so I have set an example to the others. 

I can do everything in him who strengthens me, we are dealing with different things with the 
unknown, and this generates fear in some people, but I'm not afraid because I have faith. 

We can all do that and that strengthens us.

Very good.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

I want to thank you very much for your participation, Mr. Wilson Picler, who came here directly 
from the state of Paraná to honour this Session. I also wanted to thank the people who we have in 
the Auditorium here today which is practically packed here at the Federal Senate Plenary, so I 
would like to thank you all for your presence and for coming here to honour this Session.

We will pass a list around so as to make it possible for you to put your name down on it and you can
also mention which Entity you are here representing today, or not, and we can name these Entities 
at the end of the Event. I also want to thank the Visitors who are here at the Federal Senate Gallery, 
I am very happy to see you every day. We receive Visitors here in the morning, in the afternoon and 
at night with an increasing amount of Brazilians, especially Brazilians that are enjoying Politics and
who are following this subject. So, let's say that this is a vigorous moment for the country, for the 
awakening of the Citizenship and that you are charging your Parliamentarians. Your visit is very 
important here, as this House is your House. We are here to serve you, so you are very welcome. 

In a moment I want to quote the Group that is here, I'm seeing everyone but I don't know if they are 
part of one Group or they are spontaneous Visitors, but they are coming here in a selfless way, so 
please, feel very welcome.

I would also like to give thanks for the presence of the Masters Caio Mário Pereira from Brazil who
is Lieutenant Colonel of the Parliamentary Advisory of the Brazilian Air Force and also Lieutenant 
Colonel Rodrigo Fernandes Nascimento who is an Advisor of the Institutional Relationship of the 
Air Force of Brazil.

I thank you very much for your presence here at this 75th anniversary event of World Ufology Day. I
want to immediately pass the floor over now to our dear brother, Ademar José Gevaé who has 
helped us a lot to organize this Event. He has held Congresses in Brazil for many years and is one 
of the pioneers of this subject here in Brazil. 

He is a Journalist and a Lecturer for the oldest magazine on UFOs which is called UFO Magazine. 
It is also the oldest publication about Ufology in the World and it is from Brazil. He is a director in 
Brazil and a Mutual UFO Network Coordinator in South America in the central internet of 
Coalignia of Extart and he is the Author of “The Agroglyph Agricultural Work in Brazil”, which 
goes into the history of the UFOs in this country. 

So, please feel comfortable and if you want to go to the podium, please do so but if you want to talk
about the subject where you are then please feel free to do so as well.  

Doctor Ademar You have 15 minutes and 5 more tolerance here from our table.
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Doctor Ademar – The 2  nd   Guest Speaker  

I want to thank your Excellencies, Senator Eduardo Girão and other Senators who signed the 
Protocol of Request for approving this Event and those people are Senator Eliziane Gama and 
Senators Alessandro Vieira, Exalci Lucas, Jorge Kajuru, Marcos Durval, Paulo Rocha and José 
Antônio Reguff. 

We are making history in Brazil here today and also in the World of Ufology, this is the first time a 
Senate is ready to deal with the Morphological Issue and I want to ask you to put the slide show up. 

Fig 2.1 – Animation Of Jets Pursuing A UFO

In my presentation I will show some Air Force Documents with UFO Accounts, and for those who 
do not know, as the Senator has already recalled, they have already been released by the Brazilian 
Government and by the Brazilian Air Force. There are now 20,000 pages of Documents that are 
available to you in the National Archive here in Brasilia. Now you have to make time to see them, 
because according to the National Archives Employees this is the Session about the most sought 
after Documents of all the UFOs in Brazil which begins in the year 1500 with the arrival of Pedro 
Álvares Cabral. 

Fig 2.2 – Animation Of Native Indian Tribes Witnessing A UFO
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He had already found Indians who described light balls, numerous lights and that they pursued 
them. They called them Curupiras or Boitatá. Then we had as well, if you remember Senator, that 
this Ufology began on June 24th in 1947.

Fig 2.3 & Fig 2.4 – Animation’s Of Landed UFOs During A Contact Event

Then we had the first immediate contact with an Extra-Terrestrial Being that happened in Pitanga in
Paraná, this is a very important thing as it was the First Abduction that was taxed on the people and 
you will attend a lecture by a colleague of mine Tony Najar on this subject about the First 
Abduction which happened in Brazil. So, Brazil is a pioneer on everything.

Even us here, because of our pioneering, we started the Brazilian Commission of Ufologists in 2004
and the UFO Magazine, as well as the UFO Documents that have been released through the 
Freedom of Information (FOI) Campaign. Which already has opened 20,000 pages of previously 
Secret Air Force Documents that are no longer Secret. We took advantage of the 2011 Freedom of 
Information Law that allowed us to have access to this material. But we did not want access to this 
material for us alone as we also wanted this material for Society, as it is Society who benefits and 
the Ufologists are part of that Society. So we have all benefited equally. But, then it happened. 
Documents have gradually emerged after decades from the 1950’s until the 2020’s and we have 
countless Documents and numbers that can be scrutinised by anyone in the National Archive.

Fig 2.5 – UFO's Are Admitted To Be Real By Brazil Against USA Wishes
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This whole story started in 1954 as you know, Senator Eduardo Girão. Colonel João Adil de 
Oliveira was well received when he went to the United States to find out more about the UFO 
Records and he received a strong indication from the Americans of not letting this issue proliferate 
in Brazil as they did not want it to proliferate in the United States. But as a good Brazilian, the 
Captain of the Air Force came back to Brazil and he declared that the UFO Phenomenon is real and 
that it requires our attention which would be seriously led by the Brazilian Authorities.

We were the first country to have this responsibility and later 2 Organisations were created to 
research Flying Saucers. The first is the Unidentified Air Object Investigation System that operates 
on a Wednesday in the 4th Regional Air Command Building in São Paulo and the other is Operation 
Prato which operated out of the 1st Regional Air Command Building in Belém, which is very 
important and will be treated here as the property in this Event.

Fig 2.6 – 4th Regional Air Command Building & Operation Prato In The 1st Regional Air Command Building 

We will also have something that no other country in the World had and that was Ordinance 551 G3
signed by none other than Brigadeiro Junite, who at that time was the Commander of the Brazilian 
Air Force. In this Document, he determines that all of the existing UFO Documents spread 
throughout the Air Force Units of Brazil were to be concentrated in the National Archive. So, they 
were a sent to Condabra here in Brasilia which is the home of the Brazilian Command Spatial Air 
Defence and from there they were sent on to the National Archives. 

Fig 2.7 – Ordinance 551 G3
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This is in force, so far, not only for the Military, but it will also be used for the reporting to the 
Military of some viewing or sighting which then goes to Condabra and from Condabra then it goes 
to the National Archive. Imagine the number of pages, there should be over 20,000 pages because 
reports of observations of Unidentified Flying Objects arise all of the time in this country. We at the 
Brazilian Ufologists Committee were initially received in 2005 in Sindacta and Condabra where we 
could deliver the Brazilian Ufology Manifesto for the appreciation of our Military. But not only 
that, in 2013 we were invited by the Defence Minister Senator Celso Amorim to attend a meeting at 
the Brazilian Ministry of Defense in order to address this subject. 

Fig 2.8 –  Brazilian Ufologists Committee Meet At Brazilian Ministry of Defense to Address UFO Issue

This has never happened anywhere in the World, but this has happened in the Brazilian Military as 
they were very inviting to our people to visit the facilities where the Documents are kept, and those 
Documents that were released empower Christians. Thanks to the effort, among others, of the 
Ufologist here Fernando Aragão Ramalho who is their Representative Civil Servant of the House. 
These Documents ended up in Condabra and in the National Archive. As he had spoken in Sao 
Paulo from 1969 to 1972, the 4th Regional Air Command and the Unidentified Air Object 
Investigation System will have made observations. 

Fig 2.9 –  4th Regional Air Command & Fig 2.10 – Brazil's Aerospace Defence Command & The National Archive 
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At the same time period in the United States, they were conducting Project Blue Book, which aimed
to ridicule witnesses and to discredit the Hawks who are pursuant of Ufology. While at the same 
time in Brazil, our Military not only accepted collaboration from Ufologists but they also praised 
witnesses while also respecting them for their integrity. This is rare and some of these procedures 
were determined by Colonel Gilberto Zanin de Melo who was at the time Commander of the Flying
Object System for the Investigation of Unidentified Aerial Objects.

Fig 2.11 –   Colonel Gilberto Zanin de Melo

It would of course be the ideal situation if the year that you were researching had a Government 
Facility for the study of UFOs which was not exactly public and announced, but it was a structure 
that also had a Transparent Society. They would allow Access to Documents from the Program, 
along with the identification of the Researchers that conducted the research and the 2 published 
bulletins that has crucial information about the UFO Phenomenon throughout Brazil.

Fig 2.12 –   System Of Investigation For Unidentified Flying Objects
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Even Statistics and Cases Surveyed by our Military are done in the same way that our Civil 
Ufologists do and this has produced numerous Documents. There is confidence that this is an 
important topic for Society to observe and that this has been Confidential. How old it actually is has
been Confidential for years, for decades, until this Confidentiality was finally released there with 
that Stamp that you can see on the following Documents.

Fig 2.13 –   Confidential Documents After Being Stamped For Release

It is because this lecture has already been presented elsewhere and now you can see within the 
drawings of Unidentified Flying Objects that we even have cases of UFOs contemplating outside. 

This is absolutely unprecedented in the World or in any other Government, to have made 
Documents available in this way. At that time, there was no cameras in 1969 as it was rare for 
someone to have one. So the Researchers recorded the Occurrences that were reported by the 
Population in drawings.

Fig 2.14 –   Confidential Documents After Being Stamped For Release
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Fig 2.15 & Fig 2.16 – Confidential Documents, Stamped For Release With UFO Drawings Beside Reports

This is a relatively revealing drawing because they even have cases where there were vulphs left 
and cases of UFOs that left impressions in the ground outside while also making Contact with 
Humans. (I am Unsure of the meaning of Vulph Here – A Correction would be appreciated) 
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Fig 2.17 & Fig 2.18 – Confidential Documents, Stamped For Release With UFO Drawings Beside Reports
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Fig 2.19 & Fig 2.20 – Confidential Documents, Stamped For Release With UFO Drawings 
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Fig 2.21& Fig 2.22 – Confidential Documents, Stamped For Release With UFO Drawings 
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We also had 4 specific guidelines in 1989 that determined how to record Flying Discs in Brazil by 
the Military and this resulted in a Dossier with thousands of pages that Brigadeiro José Carlos 
Pereira, who is deceased with 2 years now, had put it into a Digital System and this determined the 
creation of other Documents that release information about this and that is the Traffic Document 
Hotel.

Fig 2.23 To Fig 2.28 – Documents That Are Stamped For Release At The Traffic Document Hotel
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Fig 2.29 – Documents That Are Stamped For Release At The Traffic Document Hotel

This is how the Military refer to the UFO subject, as the Hotel Traffic Phenomenon and these cases 
can be found in almost all of the Air Force Facilities that have not yet been sent to Condabra and 
have not yet been sent to the National Archive. Then we had 2 very important facts about the UFOs 
officially and that will be addressed by one of my colleagues here.

Jackson will talk about Operation Prato and that will be discussed along with the history of the 
Indians having contact with Extra-Terrestrials in Acre which will include Documents from IBAMA 
of the Federal Police and other Federal Agencies. 

Anyway the Documents are numbered in the thousands and they are gradually coming to light, the 
Brazilian Ufology is not yet fully enlightened and this is not complete, it is partial. 

Fig 2.30 To Fig 2.31 – Animations of UFOs
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But it has begun and it has had a very deep beginning. What we are doing here today is part of this 
beginning so as to enable us to go on to the middle of the process. We are gathered to address the 
subject in the Federal Senate which is a thing that is absolutely rare my friends. The American’s and
the English practically did not believe me when I invited them to see that we would do this work in 
the Federal Senate of the Republic of Brazil. Anyway, the Documents are already beginning to 
appear and they are numerous. 

Fig 2.32 & Fig 2.33 – Confidential Documents, Stamped For Release With UFO Drawings Beside Reports

They are revealing as they show the action of 6 Extra-Terrestrial Races on our Planet and in 
particular, in our country that today has admittedly one of the largest quantities of UFO Occurrences
in the World. Second only to the United States of course where you hear of everything, but we have 
Concrete Cases registered by Military Pilots from the Service. Not a week goes by in Campo 
Grande in Curitiba, where I live, in my office without getting a call or some contact from a Civil 
Driver who had his Aircraft Chased by Unidentified Flying Objects.

Finally the Secrecy still continues, the Secret continues but many Nations have already made partial
openings on the subject. But, as you can see, it is the Vatican who has the most information about 
Flying Saucers because it has spent centuries worldwide with their Missionaries. If some people in 
Africa has seen Unidentified Flying Objects for centuries. Who are they to stop it? 

If someone in 1820 in Mexico saw an Extra-Terrestrial Flying Object that was descending from 
another Flying Object, who should he report it to so as to record the place. Who, or what 
Organisation is also able to do the same thing around the World in Oceania, in Asia and in South 
America. So, this need rang a bell in the Vatican and the Vatican began to record UFO Occurrences 
and today they are estimated to be in the thousands. At this point, I thank you for the opportunity of 
your Excellence Senator Eduardo Girão and the other Senators that I mentioned at the beginning. 
We have at the end here a letter for you from Brasilia in which we expose what we believe about the
UFO Records, what we have already found out about the UFO Records of our country and what we 
both have done about this subject being the main force behind the creation of a Civil and Military 
Permanent Committee for the Organized Research of UFO Records. 

Thank you very much.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much. How so much information was brought here with Official Documents by our
dear Ademar José Gevaé once again and I am happy to see that in Brazil, he has a history with files 
that were already released and within those Documents, the subject is recorded.

I heard that our Armed Forces have much respect for this subject and this is important because the 
rule of good coexistence is respect, as the American Senator himself repeated here recently at a 
Public Hearing. Last month in May, this was also the theme in the United States, so it is very 
important to realize this synchronicity. What I mean is that we have a very good Audience for 
Senate Sessions.

We are also live here with an Audience of 1,300 people only on YouTube. It is also being 
transmitted on Senate TV by the Media, so we have no way to calculate how many are watching. 
But people are really interested in this subject and we have an obligation to hear them. We are open 
here in this House in an inclusive way for all visions on topics of interest and also of our 
Population. 

I want to greet here some more Visitors who are coming to the Federal Senate and who are visiting 
us here and getting to know our facilities. You are all very welcome. 

Thank you so much for your presence and I will already call here immediately our next Guest 
Speaker, Mr. Jackson Luiz Camargo, who specializes in Official Document Analysis and he has 
books also published on the subject. I had the opportunity to attend his talk in Congress that was 
held in March in Curitiba, the next one will be in German in Sao Paulo next September, which he 
will also be present for.

I now give the floor to Jackson Luiz Camargo for his exhibition for a duration of 15 minutes, with 
the tolerance of 5 more from the Presidency of the House. 

Thank you very much.
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Jackson Luiz Camargo – The 3  rd   Guest Speaker  

Honourable Senator’s, and all Ladies and Gentlemen present here today. Good morning and I am 
happy to be presenting to everyone here today and to our Audience that is watching us discuss one 
of the most important UFO events that has taken place here in Brazil, and I would also say in the 
World. It is an event that lasted for 13 hours with demonstrations for thousands of witnesses and it 
is the most logical Historical Case from the World of Ufology.

Having been witnessed by people of All Races, All Creeds, Religious Forms, Ages, by Civilians, by 
Military Personnel, by Pilots, by People in Jail and which was Officially Registered in Documents 
of the Brazilian Air Force. It was confirmed at a Press Conference by the Military which occurred 
on the night of May 19th in 1986. I will summarize the 13 hours of demonstrations in some slides 
for us to have a general idea of what happened. I would ask you to put up the presentation, please.

Fig 3.1 – Showing Animation’s Of The UFOs & Their Location In A Photo & On The Map 

These events began around 5 PM on May 19th in 1986. 

The first Sightings occurred in the rural area of Santa Isabel with a Single Object being observed for
approximately 1 hour and if you look there where we have that indication, that yellow line in the 
lower left corner gives an indication of the movement of that Object which was made at 6 PM on 
the 19th of May in 1986.
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Fig 3.2 – Showing Animation’s Of UFOs & Their Location On The Map & Black Needle Military Acadamy

In this Moment, the UFO positioned himself North-West of the Tower of São José dos Campos 
Airport and from that moment it began to be observed from the local Airport Control Tower. In the 
Control Tower we had the Sergeant Sérgio Mota Da Silva who was the On-Duty Operator. That is 
what we see in this image. He observed this Object and contacted other Control Centres. Firstly, he 
made contact with the Guarulhos Tower to confirm if it was an Aircraft and he was an extremely 
competent Operator who was experienced in his occupation. He already realized that what was 
being observed was not normal because the Object had stopped for a long time in a Stationary 
Position. 

I indicate that in the image on the left where we have a red target and I only intensify the Object in 
reproduction so that we have a notion about what he saw. It was like an Aircraft Headlight which 
had Stopped in the Sky. This happened after the Object came in contact with the First Tower 
Control Centre of Sao Paulo that manages the Air Traffic which is approaching the City.

He told the Control Tower that he was questioning the presence of an Object that was near the 
Airport. Sergeant Sérgio Mota Da Silva watched an Object North-West of the Control Tower of The
Sao Paulo Airport, which is the Control Tower of São Paulo and they also captured another Object 
in Alécio then after that. We already had 2 Objects and that was just the beginning of the 
manifestations because then we had the presence of other Objects that were emerging. Other 
Objects began to emerge here on the left as you can see on the map, in Fig 3.2, of the manifestation 
of the Objects between 7 and 8 PM. So, you can see that new Objects continually appeared.

The Guaratinguetá Region contains the entire Paraíba Valley at the City of São Paulo which runs 
along the edge of Rio de Janeiro and this was being observed by several residents of the City. Those
people included Brigadier Socrates Monteiro, who observed the Objects from his quarantine 
window on Copacabana Beach. We also had Sightings from the Black Needle Military Academy of 
the Institution, which is a School that was located there in Resende, where they observed these 
Objects in Caçapava in Guaratinguetá. 
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Around 2,000 Military Personnel, who were there, observed the passage of these Objects at the 
same time that a Blackout occurred. This Blackout was caused by the interference that was 
generated by these Objects and several other cities of São Paulo were also reporting Sightings. Even
in other states of the region of Uberlândia, in the City of São José do Rio, reports had also emerged 
out of Preto from a family that was travelling through the countryside. They observed the 
appearance of a Stingray Shaped Object that flew over the vehicle and Caused Electrical Crashes in 
the car. But the demonstrations did not stop there. At around 8PM other Objects emerged in the 
region of São José dos Campos. We had them in representation, we were tracking the 2 Objects 
Alignments, they were Sparkling Objects that were changing colour and we currently have the 
recordings of conversations made in the Control Tower who were communicating with the other 
Control Centres. 

The Sergeant who operated the Control Tower was reporting the appearance of these Objects and he
reported the presence of these 2 Objects in the Tower, North-West of the City as we observe in the 
image here, in Fig 3.3, to the centre of the slide. We have another Object that he described as a 
White Dot which was North of the City and while he was reporting to the Air Defence what he was 
seeing, he observed a Triangular Object with Lights at the Ends that made a Rushing Flight. 
That made him extremely impressed with this Object as it was extremely dark and he observed this 
Object flying against the lights of the Petrobras Refinery. So, the Object was very close to the 
Refinery and in-between the Refinery and the Airport, and also practically over the City's urban 
area below.

Fig 3.3 – Showing Animation’s Of Red Orbs & Black Triangle Near Refinery

This enlistment of the Craft made quite an impression beyond the Control Tower of the Airport and 
this was in addition to Sightings in the City of Rio de Janeiro by Aircraft that were in transit from 
Rio de Janeiro to São Paulo, so they also had Sightings.
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I have found reports of Aircraft Passengers reporting the presence of these Objects following the 
flight and I also have reports from other people in the City of São Paulo who were mainly at the 
same time as Ricardo Jafet Avenue, observing a very Large Object over the City at around 8 PM.
This Object was reported to the Air Force and we also have the audio of one of the Air Force’s 
communications which was asking if there was any Military Aircraft around the City at that time 
because there was the report of an Object that was hanging over the City.

We also have some slightly dramatic situations where Pilots were frightened by an Object that was 
essentially trafficking and it was approaching in the opposite direction of the Aircraft in an apparent
collision route. This generated some attention in the Military who started to request support from 
our Air Defence in order to help identify what this Phenomenon was through the use of Radar 
Confirmation and everything else.

Fig 3.4 – Showing The Xingu Plane, Colonel Osiris Silva & Commander Alcir & Photo’s of UFOs at High Speed

Around 9 PM, Colonel Osiris Silva, who was a Minister, returned from Brasilia to São José dos 
Campos along with Commander Alcir aboard this Aircraft, which we observe in the left corner of 
Fig 3.4. It was a Xingu Aircraft and they were asked if they saw some Objects. They scrutinised 
these Objects for a few moments, they observed these Objects and tried to approach them, one of 
these Objects was especially large which he observed from a reasonable distance so the Colonel and
the rest onboard didn't have a notion of the Objects size. 

But witnesses on land and witnesses that I discovered later managed to calculate the size of this 
Object and calculated that this Object would be a Mother-Ship that was also reported in the Air 
Force Audio Files that were recorded at the same time. This Object was calculated to be around 
1500 meters long and would have Smaller Objects Accompanying The Flight of This Larger 
Object.
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In Brasilia here on the outskirts of the City in the Gama Region we have a Navy Instruction Center 
at the same time with the Castest Denomination but today they have another name. There was 120 
Military Personnel present at the time and they observed the passage of Objects overhead and many 
of them had to be supported due to the emotional impact of the situation. To the right hand side of 
Fig 3.4 on the previous page, we have 3 photographs of the Objects that were published in the 
Newspaper Vale Paraibano days after, which were made that night by reporter Adenir de Brito. 

He was told about what was happening above the City and he took these photographs. Then the 
negatives were taken by a Scientist for analysis. But the negatives were never returned and neither 
was the analysis itself, as it was never revealed. Here we have another map indicating the 
demonstrations at around 9 PM.

Fig 3.5 – Map Showing The Locations Of The 21 UFOs On “The Night Of The UFOs” in 1986

The manifestations on this day are most likely the same size as the 21 Objects reported by the 
Air Force as well as a number of Witness Cities. There was a far greater number than the 21 
Objects being witnessed by the Military and they confirmed that this number of 21 Objects 
was the amount of Objects that was both recorded on the Radars and Confirmed Visibly by 
the Military. If any Civilians observed Objects in other regions and that was not somehow on 
the Radar, then this did not enter the Air Force Account, so it is a Much Greater Event than 
we imagined.

At the same time that these observations occurred here in Brazil, similar observations of 
Objects were seen that exhibited the same kind of behaviour and they began to be reported in 
our neighbouring country Uruguay. Faced with so much manifestation in the face of the 
threat posed by these Objects on Air Force Bases and Strategic Units of the Brazilian 
Government, Several Fighters Were Ordered To Intercept.
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Below on the left, in Fig 3.6, we have Lieutenant Kleber who was the First Pilot to take off for 
interception and he declared at 10:34 PM that he had spotted a Bright Object for about 20 minutes. 
He chased the Object that he saw which appeared on the edge of his Radar and also appeared on the
Radars of the Air Force.

Fig 3.6 – Photo of Lieutenant Tenente Kleber, and Captain Jordão 

It was during this period of interception that there was interference with onboard equipment 
which endangered the safety of the Aircraft. The disorientation that this interference 
produced as a result of their interception of the Object was overcome by the extreme 
competence of the Pilot and Operators. He was directed to return to the Base and he landed at
10:50 PM. 

Here on the right we have Captain Jordão. He spotted Lights and an undetermined 13 
Objects that positioned themselves along side his Aircraft. They were flying in formation, 
being 6 Objects on one side and 7 Objects on the other while also demonstrating complete 
Intelligence, which can be seen in the behaviour of these Objects. This excludes any possibility
of Natural Phenomenon, as some Sceptics have tried to explain this case with. After the Pilot 
figured out that he was being followed, he thought that he needed to lose these Objects so he 
tried to make a manoeuvrer in order to observe what was following his Aircraft and he saw no
Object as these Objects were already moving away. 

On the next page, in Fig 3.7, we have 3 of the other Pilots that were ordered to intercept the 
Objects, at the top we have Captain Viriato and he got them on his Onboard Radar on 5 
occasions. He also saw a Gigantic Acceleration of one of these Objects that had reached 
approximately 15,000 to 18,000km/h which is a speed that until today our Aircraft could not 
match.
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Fig 3.7 – Photo of Captain Armindo Viriato, Captain Rodolfo Silva & Captain Julio Rozemburg

Not only was this Object able to accelerate at a very high speed but it also did so while flying in a 
Zig Zag pattern. Any Earthly Aircraft that reaches this speed, if you try to make a closed turn at this 
speed the Aircraft will be destroyed because of the resistance from the pressure due to the G-Force 
on the Aircraft which is very large and this results in the full loss of the Aircraft. 

Captain Rodolfo, he was accompanied by an Object that manifested itself as a Smart Aircraft. 

Even when he was manoeuvring with the Object, without testing if he was overwhelmed, he was 
unsure if the Object was in front of his Aircraft or if it was behind the Aircraft, anticipating the 
manoeuvre he performed. But it was not captured by his Onboard Radar, it was only seen on the 
Ground Radars and he also did not warn anything down. 

We also have Captain Rosemberg who did not see anything and he also recorded nothing on his 
Onboard Radar.

This was all widely covered by the Press and was confirmed at 2 Brazilian Air Force Press 
Conferences on the 21st and the 23rd of May. A report was supposed to be released 30 days later but 
it came out approximately 30 years later and that report is quite revealing. 
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Fig 3.8 – Showing Media Photo’s From Interviews, Panel Discussions & Newspaper Articles

Here we have some pages of that Document about the case on the left and we have Brazilian 
Documents on the right and we also have American Documents talking about this night that was full
of Sightings here in Brazil.

Fig 3.9 – Brazilian & American Documents Concerning “The Night Of The UFOs”
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Jackson. Will you allow me please just to register the presence of some people here and you will 
have your time back, so do not worry as we will replace it.

But I would like to greet here the Elementary School Students of the College Index Natural Institute
of Child Development from here in Brasilia. 

Please feel very welcome to the Federal Senate and I am increasingly happy with the Young 
Teenagers as we saw just here already that Elderly Adults are coming to visit here at the Federal 
Senate that is open for you to visit as well. 

After this period of the Pandemic is over, the people are really coming to know what is yours and 
where there are important decisions to be made for your country. Thank you to the Teachers for 
your initiative and congratulations to you and to the Students. 

God bless you.

All is well now and we have refunded your time. Do not worry. Sorry there for interrupting. 

Thank you Sandra. 
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Jackson Luiz Camargo – The 3  rd   Guest Speaker Continued  

Here we have 3 interesting excerpts from the Final Report that came out almost 30 years later and 
there are conclusions from the Brazilian Air Force that these Objects, which were recorded that 
night, vary in their velocities from the Subsonic Range to the Supersonic as well as being able to 
remain in a Stationary Position.

Sometimes the Objects were Static at a given moment in the sky and next they were 
Accelerating to Mach 15 showing us their ability to accelerate and stop suddenly. This is a 
very interesting feature because it was practically Instantaneous Acceleration and they 
couldn’t accelerate like that if it was a Conventional Aircraft like ours for example. Any Pilot 
on board would have suffered the consequences, with perhaps even Fatal Consequences for 
those on board.

Item 3 is the most interesting conclusion of the Air Force as a conclusion of the constant facts 
that were observed in almost all presentations. It does seem to this Command that the Objects
are Solid and somehow, it also reflects their Intelligence for their ability to track and maintain
their distance from Observers as well as fly in formation, but not forcibly. The conclusion of 
the Air Force possibly excludes the possibility of any Crew Members within these Objects.

But some Objects reported that night were 30 meters in diameter or length while others were 
1,500 meters in length but most of these Objects were reported as being around 100 meters in 
diameter. I assume that it Must Be Manned, but by whom, we do not know.

This occurred on May 19th in 1986, at a time when there was no cell phones. People practically had 
no cameras at home with no method for camcorder photography and there was no internet. I ask 
each one of us here today, that if this situation was repeated today. Who would be prepared for it? It 
would be an event that would be widely released and filmed by thousands of people and it would be
reported in real time, with people being alerted by WhatsApp and you could go outside yourself and
see all of this demonstration. There would be no way for them to deny the reality of these facts in 
the face of an event of this magnitude.

We Ufologists who are interested in this subject are students of these mysteries and we have the 
preparation to face this fact, but those of us who are not aware of it, what would the impact be on 
those people. Possibly this type of impact would not be good and many people would be taking Into
question their own beliefs and deep felt insecurities.

So it is extremely important that Authorities of the Air Force and especially those in the Navy and 
Army, who I call on here, that have never released their Documentation. We have to make them 
provide this Documentation so that we can conduct a deeper study of Events like this one and so 
that we can show all of the Population that this is a real fact of Life, that this is true and especially 
that a Commission needs to be formed by Military Scientists so that Ufologists can study them. 

This will help us all to understand this Phenomenon and help make the Population aware of 
it, because if there are Non-Human Intelligences who do not originate from any Nation of the 
Earth and if they were to decide to make contact someday, then we need to be ready for it.

This is my message. Thank you all.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

I am very grateful for your report Jackson Luiz Camargo, who is a Manager at the Information 
Technology Specialist for the Analysis of Official Documentation, he is a member of the Center for 
Research of Exobiological Cipex and is a Consultant for UFO Magazine and is also on the Website, 
Portal Phenomenon.

He is the Author of the books “UFOs in Space And On The Moon” and “The Official Night of 
UFOs” in Brazil. 

So I am very happy with your participation. Thank you so much for coming to the Federal Senate 
and for your excellent exhibition. 

I already said here at the start and I need to warn you that I gave information here that was wrong 
about the Session being broadcast live on Senate TV.  Yes it is live on YouTube and broadcasting 
since the beginning. 

But, as a Session is happening at the Human Rights Commission now too, our Session here in the 
Senate has been confirmed that it will be on Senate TV at 2 PM. So, we will have our replay. It will 
be broadcast now live on YouTube and we will have the replay on Senate TV later at 2 PM. So I 
wanted to give this information here now.

Come on, let's go to our next Guest now whom I wanted to call here.

Now, another Guest will take over the podium to give his presentation here and that is Rony Vernet. 
He is an Electronic and Computer Engineer with a specialization in Industrial Automation and 
Telecommunications with a Master in Physics by the Brazilian Research Center Physical and he is a
Career Employee of the Petrobras System and a Technical Education Teacher at Rio de Janeiro 
State Network.

So, thank you very much for your participation and please feel free to make your exhibition. 
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Rony Vernet – The 4  th   Guest Speaker  

Thank you very much. 

Other Authorities are presenting themselves to the Brazilian People and the cases that will be shown
below are impressive, not only because they reveal that there are Phenomena not yet understood 
that are very interested in our Indigenous and Riverside Peoples from the Amazon, but also because 
these Incidents were proven after investigation by the Brazilian Government whose Documents are 
available through the Freedom Of Information Law and also from the National Archive.

Fig 4.1 – Official Documents Of The Maranhao e Para Case & The Acre Case 

Some of these cases are sensitive because they involve Permanent Injury and the Deaths of People, 
however, closing our eyes and ignoring these facts will not help us to understand the Origin of this 
problem. We must first reflect on ourselves here, when our own Researchers take a Helicopter and 
descend into the Amazon Rainforest.

We capture a Jaguar and we put a GPS Tracking Device on them. We do invasive procedures to this 
Jaguar to study and preserve its Species and this can be seen as an aggression towards the Jaguar. 
Just suppose now that this Jaguar was then to die from a natural reaction to having been shot by 
your reassuring dart. Then is it a murder from the animal's point of view? Probably yes, but not if 
the Researcher was just trying to protect that Species.

To allow ourselves to interpret these issues we also need to advance our Science along the border of
the unknown so as to understand the origin and intentions of these Phenomena. The Documents we 
are going to talk about are official Documents about cases in Maranhão Pará and Documents also in
Acre of the Brazilian Forces as the Federal Police, Funai, and The Public Prosecution Service.
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The First case that we will comment on is the case of April 29th of 1977 on the Island of Crabs on a
vessel where 4 people were removing wood from an island and 1 of them had been hit by a Light. 
As a result 1 person left to get help and the 2 other people stayed with the injured party. Details 
from that incident were widely reported and there was one excerpt in the Newspaper, shown below, 
from the state of Maranhão stating that these Phenomena began to pop up by the Cities of the States
of Paraná do Maranhão and also in Pará along the border. In Maranhão they were called Fire Balls 
and they were flying over the houses of the Riverside People and the expected “Beam of Light” that
was causing them Physiological Effects such as Weakness, Redness, Paralysing Damping 
Headache, Imbalance, Mental Confusion and Fainting.

Fig 4.2 – A Newspaper Clipping From The State Of Maranhao About The Maranhao Case

Most of the victims were simple Riverside People and Fishermen, who were attacked most of the 
time when they were alone. It didn’t matter whether it was at night or during the day, this case did 
not spare the Capital São Luís either. This region didn’t have such popular names that visitors to the
area were familiar with. But they began to Observe not only Lights, but also Forms of These Air 
Vehicles and the Population of various localities were panicked by the “Beams of Light.” The 
Mayor of the City of Pinheiro Manuel Paiva even confirmed that the Phenomenon was real and that 
he wanted to communicate that reality to the Ministry of Aeronautics.

One boy in this video shows Vehicles descend from the sky and fly over the City at low altitude. 
After the events had started in July 1977 in the City of Viseu along the Border with Maranhão, the 
focus of the performance of the Phenomenon began in the State of Pará, where they were attacking 
more Victims and even in the Capital, Belém.

People stopped leaving their homes after 6 PM. Pastors gathered in the same houses and prayed to 
try and chase the Phenomenon of Luminous Beams away and they responded when these Objects 
were shot at. Men were mainly hit by the Beam of Light in the Neck Region while Women were hit 
in the Chest Region near the breasts.
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Fig 4.3 – A Doctor Examining A Female Patient & The Mark Made On Her Right Breast In The Para Case

Meanwhile the Authorities tried to digest what the witnesses were saying and the Secretary of 
Public Security of the State of Pará at the time, Soares Guedes de Araújo, even declared that these 
people should take a soothing or seek a Doctor and that there was No Lights there in reality. It was 
all just in their imagination.

In the City of Virgin de Nazaré the panic was such that Mayor José and owner Favacho Soeiro Evil 
wrote a letter to the Brazilian Air Force asking for help, which was also followed by the Mayor of 
The Municipality of Colares Alfredo Bastos.

Fig 4.4 – Photo Showing Some Of The Concerned Villagers In The Para Case With Dr. Adelaide
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The only Doctor in the Doctoral Region tried to meet the large number of people who filled the 
medical posts claiming to have been hit by the Beam of Light. The bright Doctor’s own parent, 
Avelar, was attacked by a Beam of Light that prevented him from moving any part of the muscle 
even to ask for help from then on. 

They experienced a deep weakness, as if they were being doped. The Population began to abandon 
the City and it became empty. The absence of Fishermen also brought hunger and a lack of food, 
even the only Delegate in the Municipality had fled with fear.

But the brave Doctor Adelaide stayed and continued to serve the Population and from that moment 
a Team from the Air Force was ordered to the site in order to identify what was going on and try to 
restore order.

Fig 4.5 – Doctor Adelaide Showing Some Sketches In Her Notebook

In October 1977 with the support of the Mayor of Colares, Alfredo de Bastos, and of Councilman, 
Manoel Costa, the Military of the 2nd Session and the Session with 2 of the Air Force Intelligence 
Officers, went to the place led by Colonel Camilo de Ferraz de Barros who was already established 
in the region.

A month later from November 1977 the Captain Commander at the time Colonel Uyrange Bolivar 
Soares Nogueira de Hollanda Lima, was appointed by the Commander of the 1st Commander 
Brigadier, Protásio Lopes de Oliveira, to Command what he named Operation Prato. This name was
a clear reference to the Flying Saucers, although he himself thought that what was happening in the 
region was nothing mysterious. He thought that there was a trivial explanation for all of it.

Maria was also interested in the subject and Report No. 45, which was issued by the 4th Naval 
District Command on the 23rd of November in 1977, reported in Belém's Newspapers that from 
April of 1977, several News Stories were published about these UFOs. They were terrorising the 
States of Pará and Maranhão and this report included the most affected locality on a map. 
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Fig 4.6 – Individuals Involved From The Intelligence Services & Far Right Colonel Uyrange De Hollanda

A more spotted Air Vehicle Design that can be seen on the next page in Fig 4.7 along with a 
document which was signed by the captain of Mari Guerra Paulo, Fernando da Silva Souza. It has 
an attached application No. 71 of 77 and it is also signed by a council woman of the Maracanã City 
Council requesting that the Larger State Of The Armed Forces in Brasilia helps to investigate the 
Phenomenon and that they were taking measures.

Operation Silver Command thought that all of this dealt with the madness of the Population and 
Natural Phenomena and the like, however an event involving the Commander Colonel Uyrange de 
Hollanda and his Team along with members of the Former Intelligence Service, SNI, Identified The 
Format of an Air Vehicle that was a Fully Black Disc. It had a Light at the Bottom of the Vehicle 
with an estimated size of 30 meters in diameter and it was stopped right over the Military's head. 
From that moment onwards the Capital had no doubt. He said that it was something mysterious and 
unknown.

Another witness is the amazing Dr. Adelaide Cecim who has proof that she saw 1 of these Objects 
up close. Dr. Adelaide's second words were that until that moment, even though she had heard all of
the news about the inhabitants being attacked, I still doubted that it would be something that I could
see. The Doctor saw in the Village in the late afternoon, still in the light of day, a Cylindrical Flying 
Object with a Panoramic Window in which I saw 2 Dark Skinned Beings With Blond Hair. Her 
Sketch is shown in Fig 4.7 and there are similar sketches over the next few pages.
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Fig 4.7 – Sketches Of The Cylindrical Shaped UFO & The Beam of Light That can Bend at Will

Fig 4.8 – Sketches Of The 9 Different Types Of UFOs Seen Under Operation Prato
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The reports prepared by the Operation of FABI, said that there were drawings of the Objects sighted
with 9 Different Shapes of the most varied sizes. According to the Commander of the Operation 
there was also more than 500 photographs taken as well as 16 Hours Of Filming with Super 8 and 
Super 16. Included in this was 3 Private Films taken by Colonel Uyrange de Hollanda who are in 
the possession of the Air Force. According to Colonel Uyrange de Hollanda, some of these photos 
taken by him and by his Team was of a nave of the Mother-Ship where Smaller Objects entered.

Fig 4.9 – Sketch Of The Cylindrical Object, It’s Manoeuvring Capabilities & Photo’s Of The Orange Glow

The commander said that he went ahead and saw an Object in the Shape of an American Football 
with a diameter of 100 meters while he was only at a distance of 60 meters away and he was 
wondering if it was a building inside. It stopped in front of the Military and they started filming and 
taking photos of this Phenomenon. After commenting on this photo shoot and showing it all to the 
Military in a Special Session, Operation Prato was finally ended and officially closed.

In August of 1997, after more than 20 years of silence, Colonel Uyrange de Hollanda was 
interviewed by the Ufologist Gavaerd who revealed several details of the Operation. 

In April of 2009, the campaign of the Brazilian Following Commission was able to release some 
Documents from Operation Prato, but meanwhile, according to Colonel Uyrange de Hollanda, the 
Final Report was sent to the Air Force State in Brasilia, which has not yet been completely released.

Please make a request here for the Air Force to make a full release to the Brazilian People all of the 
Documents of Operation Prato, including photographs and filming that was captured that never 
came to the public.
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During the interviews granted in 1997, Colonel Uyrange de Hollanda, has already stated that he has 
information that the performance of these Vehicles in the Amazon was extended in banners from 
Fortaleza to Manaus. Almost 40 years after the cases were investigated in Pará, a new wave of the 
Phenomena began to happen in the Amazon, which would also be investigated by the Government. 
These are cases in the state of Acre where there were close contacts with Indigenous People with 
Unidentified Phenomena according to Indigenous reports, these Object began to fly over in 2013.

The first Indigenous Interactions with the Light Phenomena happened between the rivers and the 
forests in the region where it began to take place more regularly from July 24th of 2014 after the 
World Cup in Brazil. An Object came down in the Alpicha Village near the Acre border with 
Turkey. The Light was Bright as it shot across the sky causing the Indians to panic and an Indian 
went to where the crash happened. The Leadership of the Funai Indians wrote this Funai letter 
which was commenting on the account of this Object that would have descended into the Maranata 
Village. It was Cylindrical and Luminous after which the Funai began involvement with the Armed 
Forces and also with the Acre State Government.

The Object descended exactly on the yard of this Village that is in the photo below. The 
Government Bodies involved in an investigation that began from there were FUNAI, The Federal 
Police, The Federal Prosecutor and the Public Security Secretary of the State of Acre. Delegate 
Marcelo named Inquiry 4 of 184 of 2014, to investigate criminally if there was some crime being 
committed by those wicked ones on the Society of an Indigenous Community. Then Federal Police 
Officers conducted a Mission in that Village based on this inquiry and also on August 20th the 
FUNAI issued a report compiling the information and distributing it to several Organisations 
including the Armed Forces and ABIN. Department Of The Federal Police 

Fig 4.10 – The FUNAI Indians Yard & Fig 4.11- Branches Of The Government Investigating The Phenomenon

The leaders of the Indigenous Tribes reported that this Object was visiting the Village all of the time
from 6 to 10 PM, which has interrupted their fishing activity. The Federal Police then carried out 
their first Mission. One of the testimonial’s of this Mission is by Paula Colares who is a Doctor of 
Anthropology who filmed with the Indigenous People’s, an Object descending into the Village with 
Green, Red and White Colours. The Indians in this video start to take a shotgun to the Object but 
then gives up and the Object climbs in the direction of the horizon. This video is available in 
attachment to this inquiry from the Federal Police. The Federal Police, so I imagine that it was 
finished and it was filed, right? 

There was a lack of evidence that there was a crime being committed against that Population. So the
Prosecution was the Prosecutor.
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“The public mystery that manifests itself” from the words of Anthropologist, Carolina Comanduli, 
who was in the Village in January of 2015 to participate in a meeting between Indigenous Peoples 
in Brazil and Peru. Around 9 PM after dinner. She saw the Bright Flash being fired in the Village 
yard. She found it strange because there were no clouds and the sky was clean.

She then prepared to stay at the house of today's current Mayor Isaac Pianco of the City of 
Marechal Thaumaturgo and that is the closest City to the Indian’s Village and today the 
Mayor is in his second term. In Isaac's house, she observed while she was preparing to sleep, a
Spherical Light which entered the house, it floated about a half meter off the floor. Then 
Paula was sure that it was not a person as she saw the Phenomenon closely. 

She was terrified. She tried to turn on to her side and go to sleep but that was something that she 
just couldn't do. No teams and no resources were available to conduct a Mission in the Village so 
the Prosecutor's investigation ended. Thinking the Phenomenon was over.

In the year 2016, in a Tribe more to the South-East, which was one of the more isolated campaigns, 
an Object descended to where there was a Group of Indigenous People and it burned all of the 
lanterns of those Indigenous Lantern types. An Indigenous Person took a shotgun and aimed it at 
this Object but he was struck with a “Beam of Light”, that left him hospitalized and he was rescued 
by the Indigenous Airton Carolina Comandulli. She is in the photo below, in Fig 4.12, and she is 
also a Village Teacher.

Fig 4.12 – Carolina Comandulli

My investigation recently released more than 120 pages of Official Documents about these 
investigations and more than 20 minutes of videos chosen by the Federal Police that are available to
the Brazilian People. This Phenomena began in the Intimate Turkey Lukanas in 2001. Finally They 
Left And Entered The Sea But Later They Came Out Of The Rivers And Began To Turn Towards 
Kaupa in 2008.

They were also in Peru and the Objects came to Acre from 2013, to at least 2 of the Tribes from 
what we know. But we know too that by the tendency of this line, it may be a fact that other 
Indigenous Communities are being affected and that they are helpless.
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Fig 4.13 – Photo of Indigenous People Affected By The UFOs

There is a lack of help from the Protective Organisations and these other Indigenous Tribes are 
probably being affected as well. But they are responding with a shotgun and then they are being 
attacked by these Light Beams as a result, without knowing at all what was happening.

That's why, what Jackson has said here is very important and we need to talk about this. We need to 
make the Population aware of the people who are the most truly in need and they are our Isolated 
people and our Riverside Fishermen. It is still happening today in those places where these films 
were taken and it has been taking place for decades. The Serra da Beleza Region in Valença in Rio 
de Janeiro is a region that has been researched for decades. In these regions there was a Light 
Phenomena that was witnessed by Arnaldo's Family and I give thanks for their presence here today. 

Fig 4.14 – Map Showing The Direction The UFO Travelled & A Photo Of The Valley In The Acre Case
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He is a father of 2 Entrepreneurs and he has a great respect for this Phenomenon because he has 
been living with them since childhood.

From this moment I make an oath to the National Congress and to the Brazilian People for which I 
promise to report only the truth from an event that was observed by me after more than 4 years of 
visiting this Region. I believe that as a man with a Master's Degree in Physics and also as a Federal 
Civil Servant, the credibility of my person and my class of witness did not contribute to the 
arousing of interest from our Congressmen and for Research Institutions to Study the subject.

On the 10th of June of 2021 at 6:47 PM, I saw an Object that was about 5 meters in diameter 
and the Colour Shone Brightly like cast iron. It appeared at the top of the hill known as 
Cruzeiro, where Arnaldo has built a 13 meter cross in honour of his deceased father.

At that moment I made Bolivar Soares Nogueira write down what I was seeing. It was like a 
Sun in front of me with a Very Large Glow, but you could stare at it without it hurting your 
eyes. When the light diminished I took my binoculars out and that had enough optical focus to
allow me to observe details of the Phenomenon at a distance of approximately 18 meters or be 
it roughly at the same clarity and distance that many of you observe me here today.

In place of that light, there were Human Beings which were estimated to be between 3 and 5 
Meters Tall of Opaque Black Colour, Whose Bodies Were Fluid as if they Contained Liquid. 
They were also capable of Floating Smaller Lights in the same original light colour that 
accompanied these Beings.

It was possible to see that they looked in my direction and seemed to be aware of my impacted
presence before unknown to me, I dropped the binoculars as I was preparing to film with 
some coupling accessories. So, I started filming the Phenomenon only through a semi-
professional camera without zoom resource and the historical recording lasted for several 
minutes, but of a low quality of light at an estimated distance of 400 meters.

This case proves how difficult it is in making a good recording of these Phenomena due to 
Human Failure and it imposes the need to use Automatic Registration Stations. So, on this 
historic day, we are inaugurating in Arnaldo's lands, in a place that has contributed a lot to 
this subject Scientifically by letting Researchers go to their place. Today he came here to help 
make himself available to the Government, to the Federal Research Institutions and to the 
Armed Forces who are going to investigate the Phenomena in the region.

I thank Arnaldo very much and I call for a round of applause, if you can, for the contribution that he
has given to this subject and to the Brazilian People who want to visit this region as well. Today we 
are inaugurating on this property the expansion project of the first Monitoring Station for these 
Phenomena. 

This Station is made up of state of the art Motorized Cameras, with Many Ways Of Communication
and it has Solar Panels. It is capable of Detecting and Automatically Recording the Phenomena that 
appear in the region and soon it will be installed with Several Sensors that will be collecting data 
from these Occurrences and such, including Tracking and an Artificial Intelligence Software that is 
using this same Methodology.
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I have a minute to complete my presentation. 

This same Methodology is already being executed with the highest investment amount at the Julius 
Maximilian University of Wuerzburg (JMU) in Germany and the Galileo project in Harvard in the 
United States. It is possible that soon we will have the First High Resolution Image of the 
Phenomena which was obtained by a Civil Research Institution.

This case was reported by me as well as many other cases that have been reported, which are less 
impressive, so that you may understand that these reports do not just Describe Lights that come and 
go towards Space. This opens up a wide range of possibilities for an explanation of the 
Phenomenon. If the Phenomena is not from the Earth itself, then this is one possible reality or it 
could possibly be from an Alternative Dimension, which is still being pierced by modern Physics. It
could be, Ourselves From The Future, or it could be, A Phenomena That Operates In Parts Of Our 
Seas And Rivers, as observed in the cases of the Amazon and also because of the cases revealed by 
the US Navy and the United States Department of Defense. 

These are questions whose answers depends on data collection and analysis prostitution from our 
Scientific Institutions. Now, at the end my presentation I am asking the Senators to do something. 
The National Security Intelligence Approach is already being used in Brazil, and without apparent 
results. I would ask you to make an order so that it is complemented by a Scientific Promotion 
Approach in order to Study this Phenomena that arouses the curiosity of us all. This subject has the 
potential to Transform the World as we know it and it will have Sociological, Technological as well 
as Anthropological and Cultural effects. 

Thank you very much.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much for your presentation Mr. Roni Wernet who is an Electronic Engineer with a 
specialization in Industrial Automation and Telecommunications.

I will immediately pass the floor over to Mr. Geraldo so that we can stay on schedule here.

So let Neto be invited to choose the tribune that you would like to speak from as he is an 
Entrepreneur in the Real Estate Investment Sector, an Industrial Corporate Creator and a leader of 
the House of Chico Xavier and Pedro Leopoldo nearby Belo Horizonte. He is a Speaker, Writer and 
an Editor of Vinha da Luz, Spiritist Publisher 

So, I thank you there for your presence.
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Mr. Geraldo Lemos Neto – The 5  th   Guest Speaker  

Thank you very much and good afternoon to you all. In the name of God I greet this House, the 
Parliamentary of the Federal Senate of Brazil, our dear Senator Eduardo Girão and compliance to 
the Ladies and Gentlemen present here today. Our participation here this evening will be about the 
relationship of Spirituality and Ufology. 

I ask for permission to order the technical area that puts the presentation here for us.

In fact, Ufology concerns itself with a specific theme and that is the Plurality of the Inhabited 
Worlds. It has been in the history of Humanity for thousands of years. 

We will see that the search to understand our presence here on Earth since it indicates a Vedic 
Civilization called the Aryan People that flourished around 3,500 years before Christ.

Fig 5.1 – Showing Artwork Depicting The Aryan Civilization Who Are Also Known As The Vedic Civilization

We have already dealt with the theme in Zoroastrism about the Religion that arose in the civilization
of Persia also called Mandaism or Parisism. 

Have any of you investigated this? 

The Plurality of Monotheism based Inhabited Worlds had flowered in the 6th century BC by the 
Zarathustra Prophet and it is also known to the Greeks as Zoroastrian.
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Fig 5.2 –  Artwork Of A Zarathustra Prophet In The 6th Century BC Teaching About Other Inhabited Worlds

Between 460BC and 300BC, or some time around the year 400BC, Demoter Christ taught his 
students about the possibility of a great diversity of other Inhabitable Worlds and about the 
possibility of Life on them. 

The Philosopher Aristotle, from 384BC to 322 BC, was another one who discussed the Plurality Of 
Inhabited Worlds in the keeping of debates with schools that denied the fact and also with the 
Pythagoreans who thought that all Celestial Bodies were inhabited.

In the 2nd and 1st centuries BC, the Druids were people of European Origin who had inhabited these 
regions of Pre-Roman Europe. More notably in the Galls and in Brittany, whose Priests were the 
main representatives of the Celtic People and they had among their teachings the Plurality Of The 
Inhabited Worlds and for the same reason, they revered the Heavens.

But it is Jesus of Nazareth of Galilee, 2,000 years ago whose word was recorded by the Apostle 
John the Evangelist. John 14:2-3.

“2 – My father’s house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have told 
you that I am going there to prepare a place for you? 3 – And if I go and prepare
a place for you, I will come back and take you to be with me that you also may 
be where I am.”

In the Platonic Neo School we will see Lucretius in 99 to 55BC as well as Claudio Ptolemy between
the years 83 and 161 AD claiming that the whole Visible Universe would not be unique. In other 
posterior Philosophical extracts they also dealt with the Plurality of the Inhabited Worlds, in 
Plutarch's speeches of Hanou, from Berger Hacker, from Fonteneller, from Emanuel Suedemort and
in San Ranfer's Charles Sweden.
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- Religion that emerged in the Persian civilization,      
   taught the plurality of inhabited worlds.

- Zoroastrianism is a religion, also called Madaism     
  or Parsis. Based on monotheism, it began in ancient 
  Persia around the 6th century BC. for prophet          
  Zarathustra, called by the Greeks as Zoroaster.
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But it is in the most celebrated French Astronomer of the 19th century, Camile Fararion, that the 
concept of the Plurality of Inhabited Worlds reaches such culminations and he published 
enumerable works speculating on the subject between them in the book known as Urania.

It was also in the 19th century when Allan Kardec wrote the “Spirits Book” as Hippolyte Léon 
Denizard Rivail, which encodes the Doctrine of Spirits and which has among its 14 Fundamental 
Principles of the Plurality of the Inhabited Worlds in the Book of Spirits, published on April 18th of 
1857 in Paris. He asks the Superior Spirits if all Globes that circulate in Space are inhabited and the 
answer was yes and the man of the Earth is far from being supposed. The first is Intelligence in 
kindness and imperfection.

Fig 5.3 –  Translated Slide Of The Plurality Of Inhabited Worlds Quote From Allen Kardec’s Book 

Then he states that, God improved the Living Beings of the Worlds by competing all of these 
Beings to the ultimate goal of providence from their belief that it is only them on the Planet that 
they have dwelled on, out of God's wisdom who has done nothing that is useless.

To these Worlds that he has given a more serious destination than to recreate the views, in fact there 
is nothing in position or in the physical constitution of the land that can induce the assumption that 
she likes the privilege of being inhabited with exclusion of so many thousands of millions of 
Worlds.

Fig 5.4 – A Poorly Translated Version of The Slide & He Has Not Given A Page For The Quote From Kardec
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Comments From Allen Kardec

“God populated the worlds of Living Beings, competing all these Beings for 
the purpose of the final provides. Believe that there are only those on the 
planet that we dwell outside to doubt the wisdom of God who does not rent 
useless. Right, to these worlds there that he has given a destination more 
would be than to recreate us the vision. Alias, there is nothing, neither in the 
position, nor in the volume, nor in the physical constitution of the Earth, 
which can induce the supposition that it enjoys the privilege of Habitation, 
with exclusion and so many thousands of millions of worlds”

The Plurality Of Inhabited Worlds

Are all the globes circulating in space inhabited? 

Yes, and the man of the earth is far from being supposed, the first in 
intelligence, in goodness and in perfection. However, there are men who 
think that they are very strong and want this small globe to be privileged to 
house rational beings. Pride and vanity! They believe that God created the 
only one for them.

L.E. Page 55
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In the next question he asks if the physical constitution of the different Globes is the same and the 
Spirits response was that they do not resemble each other at all. Then, because they are not the same
for all of the physical constitution of the Worlds, it should be concluded that they have different 
organizations and different Beings that inhabit them and the answer, no doubt, is like how among 
you the fish are made to live in the water and the birds in the air.

He also deepens the subject in the question 181 of the Spirits Book, the Beings that inhabit different
Worlds have different bodies from ours and change according to the conditions of the Worlds in 
which they inhabit but is more or less material as to the degree of purity that has come here.

Later in 1864 he publishes the Gospel according to Spiritism in Paris and his preamble on the 
subject.  It is said that of the teaching given to him by Spirits, it seems that they are very different 
from each other and so are the conditions of the Worlds regarding the degree of advance or 
inferiority of their Inhabitants. Among the Worlds are those who are still inferior to those who have 
Greater Physical Strength and Moral Compass and others are of the same category as ours. There 
are others who are more or less superior in all respects in the lower Worlds, where exists all of the 
non-sovereign Kingly material and their passions being almost null to moral Life. As it develops, it 
decreases the influence of matter in such a way that in the most advanced Worlds, Life is so to 
speak, all Spiritual.

In another book from him about Heaven and Hell, he will comment that the Earth is no more than 
an imperceptible point and one of the less favoured Planets for habitability. It will also say on page 
40 before this grandiose picture that, whatever populates the Universe and gives all things of 
creation an end and a reason for being, are small and petty and that the doctrine circumscribes 
Humanity to an imperceptible point in Space.

In the 20th century we had in Francisco Cândido Xavier here in Brazil our selfless medium friend 
and Apostle of Christ in modern times in several of his works such as those who are shown excerpts
that talk about Extra-Terrestrial Civilizations in the 1935 “Book of a Dead”. His mother tells us 
about visits that were made by the Civilization of Mars and also those who made a visit from the 
Civilization of Saturn. She said that her Spiritual guide clarified all of the diverse Species of the 
Worlds and in her nature was a World of happiness and of learning to regenerate from struggle.

The Planets that roll on into infinity constitute the Universal Family par of excellence, for each of 
them behave as a sister to Humanity and all others that vibrate in immensity. Regarding Saturn's 
Civilization, she reported these Creatures are highly endowed with wisdom, intelligence and 
sensitivity, her senses and perceptions are much superior to those of Earthly men and their ultimate 
concern for their existence is the intensification of intellectual power. They knew how to dominate 
all elements of nature and wisely apply their laws with their adaptations and their continued studies 
have made Saturn one of the privileged regions of the Universe where souls are eager for perfection
and beauty while preparing for a glorious future.

Also the mother of Chico Xavier reports of another visit that was made from a Star System that is 
neighbouring our Solar System. In the Book, Letters and Chronicles of Nineteen Thirty Seven, the 
literate Maranhão Humberto de Campos was channelled by Chico Xavier who wrote the book.
He said that there is a merciful action following evolutionary outbreaks of Earthly Man that will 
then understand the need for an imperative of peacekeeping with the Spiritual progress of other 
Worlds.
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Other works arise from the hands of Chico Xavier in 1939, in the “Book of Emmanuel” on the way 
to the light where Emano tells us that by sunbathing in the Worlds of our Neighbours as apartments 
of our building we will recognize buildings spread out in all directions. Our house is not the 
humblest. 

But countless others outweigh the expressions of magnitude and beauty beyond our building, 
palaces and skyscrapers such as Betelgeuze, Arcturus, Antares, and many other imposing and 
beautiful manorial residences show a glory before which all of our values would go out. In our 
interstellar City we surprise millions of Beings and millions of homes in the most diverse 
dimensions and spells in which Life experience swarms victoriously.

Fig 5.5 – A Quote From “The Book Of Emmanuel” by Chico Xavier

It is also in this book that one of the Planets that surrounds one of the star’s of the Chapel Binary 
Star System, that began to come to Earth between 12,000 and 7,000 years ago, which is also 
reported by Emmanuel, who has written about many Millennia. For many Millennia, one of the 
Chapel Planets that allowed many Terrestrial Globe Affinities to reach the culmination of one of its 
extraordinary evolutionary outbreaks, some millions of Rebel Beings existed there at one time and a
general sanitation action was carried out by one of the great communities of that Humanity. 

The directors of the Cosmos decided to locate them here on Earth and then 4 large exiled ethnic 
groups of the Chapel Star System came up here to Earth and this started with the Aryans around 
12,000 years ago.

They began by inhabiting the Pamir Region, after the Hindus, and they merged with the endogenic 
civilization also known as European Indo. Then they became the Egyptians and finally the 
Hebrews, but all of them came from the Chapel Star System. 
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Taking the sun and the worlds, our neighbours as apartments of 
our building, we will recognize that in surrounding areas 
emerge buildings in all directions. 

Our house is not the most humble, but numerous others surpass 
the expresses of magnitude and beauty. In addition to our 
building, palaces and skyscrapers such as Betelgeuze, Arcturus, 
Antares, and many other imposing and beautiful stately 
residences stand out, displaying a glory before which our values 
would rise. 

And our interstellar city supplies million of homes, in the most 
inverse and sorcery, in which life experience swarms 
victoriously
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The visits to Mars that were also reported by the literate and member of the Brazilian Academy of 
Letters Humberto de Campos. In the book “New Messages of 1940” in which he said something 
very important to all of the Population centres of the Planet Mars, to not feel bothered by the 
harmful influences of Earth which is the only unhappy aura Planet amongst its nearest neighbours.

In the “Commanuel Commorable Book” by Chico Xavier in 1941, he answers the question of 
number 73, the question is if Terrestrial Humanity is identical to other Planets and the answer was 
as follows:

“In the physical expressions, such analogy is impossible in the face of the substantial laws 
governing each evolutionary plan, but we seek to understand by Humanity the Spiritual family of all
creatures that populate the Universe and we have examined this question about this Prism and we 
will see the Earthly Community perfectly integrated with the Universal Collectivity.”

In the 1947 book “Resignation”, Emmanuel will report the Sirius Training System where there is a 
perfectly evolved Community.

“He said Winged Beings were coming and going and that they came to obey the sanctified objective
in a superior work but an understanding of it was inaccessible to them about the atrocities that we 
perpetrated on a temple of majestic proportions that was dominated by indestructible thoughts that 
were far above the Radiant Ship, where a solid translucent tower was raised, there was an increased 
tower that was also transparent and it was similar to the crystal whose inner harmonious melodies 
spoiled the Augusto Sanctuary and it was a vast hive of work and prayer.”

From 1958 the spirit of André Luiz who is a Scientist at the Carlos Chagas Institute wrote the book 
on evolution in the 2 Worlds in which he states:

“The universal cosmic fluid is said to operate the glorious Intelligences that form starring empires 
and within these haunting formations are structured to matter Space and Time obeying Campos 
offering of gigantic fields to the progress of all Beings.”

In 1964, in the book Divine Justice, Emmanuel is also the one who will say:

“That we cannot in the message before the higher Worlds and that we we cannot combine to the 
price that Earth will pay for the promotion by opening the roads of the spirit for this era of light and 
we embraced the victory of the good whatever our action sector.”

Workers of Immortality. We will contemplate the inhabitants of the Earth and take into the right of 
other signs of the Universe, this is our destiny. 

Chico Xavier on the Tupi TV Pinga Fogo program said in a recorded interview and to this day it is 
still available on YouTube, that we are on the threshold of new times when Science will unveil a 
huge future before the Universe. We will understand that we are part of a Universal family and that 
we are not the only World created by God. 

May God bless this parliamentary house and for inspiring our Senators and the entire Brazilian 
Population to know and seek the truth that we are not alone in the Universe and that we are part of 
this great Universal family. 

Thank you very much.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you Geraldo Lemos Neto, who has come from the beautiful state of Minas Gerais to honour 
this emblematic historical event that the Federal Senate has the courage to perform. 

I already want to immediately pass the floor to Mr. Thiago Ticchetti who is a Governmental Advisor
and President of the Brazilian Ufologist Commission. He is very welcome here today to the House, 
so while he takes up his position there.

I want to thank the presence here of Mrs. Van Turvey or Van Turing Sorry!

It is Jay Turvey that came here from the United States to participate with us in this event and she is 
a partner of Mr. Garry Heseltine. 

Thank you very much! 

You are very welcome here to the Federal Senate. 

So, I already have spent my time and now Mr. Thiago, please, you have 15 minutes with a tolerance
of 5 minutes here in the house. 
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Mr. Thiago Ticchetti – The 6  th   Guest Speaker  

I would like to greet Senator Eduardo Girão and all of the Authorities that are present here today. I 
would also like to thank the Senate for this historical tribute to World Ufology Day where the 
people are also watching us on Senate TV, on the Social Networks and also by those present here 
today. Well, I must begin.

The cases that have caused some pain within Brazilian Ufology deserve some prominence here and 
this was an important case to the rich Brazilian oncology. I brought some cases here with images so 
as to illustrate and show everyone what they are watching, that it is Ufology, it is real and it is 
Global.

The first case I bring to you is the case of Iliad Trindade which is a famous case and this is one of 
the most important cases in all of Brazil and in the World. It occurred on the 16th of January in 1958,
when a Ship called the Admiral Saldanha of the Brazilian Navy was nearby the Island of Trindade 
on the Brazilian coast and its crew were doing research which was associated with the International 
Geophysical Survey Year. The event occurred on the same date while they were also taking the 
associated photos, so they were actually obtained through this work. 

This happened in a period after which 5 other Sightings had occurred in December of 1957 until 
January of 1958, when these photos were taken. These Sightings were Witnessed by several 
Military Personnel from various Vessels and also Military Personnel who were on the Island.

On one of these vessel’s there was also a Professional Photographer named Almiro Baraúna who on 
January 16th of 1958 was called on to the deck of the Ship in order to check out and record a Strange
Object that was appearing for all of the crew to see and the Object had the shape of the Planet 
Saturn. When he arrived, it went from the ocean to flying over the Island at the highest point of the 
Island, then followed a path and disappeared.

Fig 6.1 – Showing A Photo Taken By Almiro Baraúna Near The Island of Trindade On Jan 16th 1958
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There were 4 photos taken by Almiro Baraúna and even today these photos are still available on 
many websites and are also available at the Brasilia National Archives which is a place that brings 
together various Documents. 

Fig 6.2 – Showing A Photo Taken By Almiro Baraúna Near The Island of Trindade On Jan 16th 1958

Fig 6.3 – Showing A Photo Taken By Almiro Baraúna Near The Island of Trindade On Jan 16th 1958
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The Photo’s are also on several International sites where people have tried to disqualify these 
photos and they have tried in all ways to explain them away, but no one has been successful so far, 
so I don't think that this subject is for crazy people. I think that Ufology should be based on research
since any classic case that is not explained is for the good people of the Ufology to research where 
here we defend the truth and we conduct the Scientific research of the facts.

Fig 6.4 – Close Up Images Of 2 Photos Taken By Almiro Baraúna Near The Island of Trindade On Jan 16th 1958

These photos were even researched by the Pentagon who wanted to compare what they were also 
seeing in the United States and in the Newspapers of the time. 

Fig 6.5 – A Photo Taken By Almiro Baraúna Near The Island of Trindade On Jan 16th 1958 & A Close Up

These photos were sent to the United States and they were also analysed by the Inquiry and 
approved by the House of Representatives on February 27th of 1958. It was authored by the current 
Deputy Sérgio Magalhães who requested that the Brazilian Navy explain the facts related to the 
incident in response to this request.
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The Request Deputy had access to a Confidential Document from the Navy where the entire 
episode was confirmed including the addition of new date.

The Deputy even went to an old TV Show with the inquiry in hand, he presented it and he showed 
the cover of the investigation, but he could not show it and the Deputy still hasn’t to this day.

This is a request from our UFO Campaign through the Freedom of Information in relation to this 
report and even though this enquiry was known about by the public, to this day it still remains 
undisclosed.

Another very interesting case is the case of Ubatuba, where in September of 1957, several 
swimmers observed a Flying Saucer that was literally approaching the Beach of Toninhas in 
Ubatuba. The Object came in at an incredible speed and when it was about to collide with the water 
he turned upwards and started climbing shortly thereafter. 

Fig 6.6 – Showing A Photo Of The Beach Of Toninhas In Ubatuba Where The Sighting Happened

That was when it exploded on fire and fragments from the Object fell on to the sea near the bathers. 
Some of the witnesses even collected the pieces of the Object after finding some metallic material 
that was very light.

One of those witnesses was referred to in a letter by a Journalist in the Smart Sections of the The 
Globe Newspaper along with a part of this material that was in 3 samples which reached the hands 
of Olavo Fontes and he was the fellow that referred them to do the analysis.

The first analysis was made in the National Mineral Production of the Ministry of Agriculture
under the responsibility of Luiza Maria Barbosa where the exams were performed through 
Spectrography that indicated high concentrations of Magnesium and the absence of other 
elements.

Other exams performed in the samples also indicated a high concentration of other unknown 
elements to our Planet.
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One of the samples was recently delivered to the researcher Andréia Simon Gini from Argentine 
and is exhibited in her Museum, which is between 2 Rivers in Argentina where the Scientist and 
Researcher Jacques Vallee also visited recently. Argentina has taken one of these samples for 
analysis but the result is not yet definitive. 

But what has been discovered so far is that the sample was identified with a high purity of 
Magnesium and it would require a temperature comparable to a new super explosion to create it. So 
it is impossible for you to create yourself and impossible to find in nature.

Fig 6.7 – Showing A Photo Of The Piece Of High Purity Grade From The Ubatuba Case

The next case I bring here in honour of Gevaerd. I was also a Senator on the day that Curitiba was 
literally invaded by Flying Objects. We have records from when this happened on December 14th of 
1954, when we had 3 days of the Objects Flying and this is the photo that is highlighted here. 

Fig 6.8 – Showing A Photo Of A UFO Flying Over A Building In Curitiba On Dec 14th 1954
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They flew over the City for several hours coming to approach buildings and in the Capitals City 
Centre, they were frightening the Population. Stores in the region closed their doors during the 
Christmas shopping period as their Customers had left because everyone wanted to see the show 
that was going on in the sky. It all started around 11AM when 3 brilliant Objects appeared in the 
sky over Curitiba. Around 12 Noon, these 3 Objects were observed reducing their altitude from 
various parts of the City around 1PM, in the afternoon. 

There were people throughout the City who were Witnessing the fact that 2 out of the 3 Objects had
disappeared and only 1 Object approached further when this photo was taken, which is highlighted 
in Fig 6.8 on the previous page.

Due to the large movement of Objects and also the seizure of the Population, the Newspapers took 
to the Christmas holiday streets while taking photos and reporting as well, they were conducting 
interviews from the witnesses and they say that it was because of the Newspapers at the time that 
the Brazilian Air Force took notice and they ordered Fighter Planes to take off and intercept the 
Objects.

What the witnesses also saw was a Plane, a twin engine who was taking images over the City for 
Cartography and the people aboard the Plane stated that they did not see the Object, but these 
Objects were recorded from the cameras of the Photographers in Curitiba.

Another very interesting case of our Brazilian rustic house occurred in Lins and that was a contact 
between a lady and a supposedly Extra-Terrestrial Being. This case happened at dawn on August 
25th of 1968 at the Serafim Ferreira Sanatorium in Lins in São Paulo. It was investigated by Cione, 
which Ademar José Gevaé has already explained to you earlier, and that it was the Unidentified Air 
Object Investigation System at the time. The FABI Organisation for Ultra Research was the main 
protagonist in this case.

Dona Maria José Cintra revealed that around 5 AM in the morning on the 25th of August in 1968, 
she got up as usual but the Doctor and heard cracks outside the Sanatorium and she saw a Woman's 
figure. She went to the door and saw that the Woman had brought her a jar or a container. Possibly 
to put water in, but it was different from what she had seen to be a jar before. 

But it was different and the container which she had seen was around 20 cm diameter but it was of a
greater height. This lady began to communicate with her in a dialect of a language that was 
unknown to her and beyond what she then could understand. 

She went to pick up the water, brought it over, filled a glass, and handed the water to this visitor 
who drank it and when she left, this visitor took a path to where there was a wall of the Sanatorium 
and not towards the way out. 

Suddenly Dona Maria José saw that a very Large Light had appeared and suddenly a Cylindrical 
Object and a Semi Cylindrical Object appeared to go toward this Object and entered it as if crossing
a door in a wall and disappeared. 

There were also registered marks at the site from where the Object had landed as you can see, in 
Fig 6.9, on the next page.
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Fig 6.9 – Photo Of The Landing Site In Lins, Note The Circular Grass Pattern & Fig 6.10 A Sketch Of The UFO

These are brands and these photos are official from this event. They were registered on the spot and 
the case was investigated but there was no conclusion as to what had occurred on this day. Some 
facts that would be clear is that she was Blonde who was dressed in Blue. She also wore a cap, with
her face hidden by a blue veil, on her head but this gives no explanation as to what happened.

We had another very interesting case and this is highlighting the VASP case that happened when 
Pilot Carlos Alberto Góis de Brito and the Flight Engineer Francisco Cesarino observed aboard the 
VASP Plane from Fortaleza to Brasilia, a UFO that pursued and accompanied the Plane. Virtually 
the whole route was dawn and at all times Brito's Commander was trying to contact the Control 
Tower. He was asking if there was any Air Traffic in the region at all that would explain these Radar
Contacts before approaching the people in Brasilia and the Radar had detected this Object. They 
were still seeing it when approaching Brasilia for landing and during the landing procedure, 
Commander Brito asked Sindacta once again if there was any Aircraft in the region that was also 
seeing this Object and to his surprise an Argentine Aircrow Aircraft and an Aircraft from Transbrasil
were seeing the Objects now as well.

Fig 6.11 – Animation Of A UFO Following A Plane In The VASP Case While Approaching Brasilia
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This time Sindacta's Radar was also detecting the Object which shone with a Pure Strong 
Brightness that seemed to surround the Object closely. A few years ago some photos emerged of 
what would be this Object that I present here, and in these photos there is not much in the beginning
because we are talking about something from 1989.

Fig 6.12 – Photo Of A UFO On The Left, Following A Plane In The VASP Case While Approaching Brasilia

So, very few people had a camera but he had a roll camera and rarely did someone take a camera 
inside the Plane. But it would be those photos that would have been taken that show this level of 
detail in these 3 photos on the next page in Fig 6.14. So in this photo we can see the wing of the 
Plane with the identification light and above that is the Object which would be close to the clouds. I 
must also point out here that these photos could not yet be considered genuine but they were made 
by one of the passengers of the flight.

Fig 6.13 – Photo Of A UFO Following A Plane In The VASP Case While Approaching Brasilia
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Fig 6.14 – 3 Photo’s Of A UFO Following A Plane In The VASP Case While Approaching Brasilia

This next case is also an interesting case as we have here Companions of the Air Force, which I take
great pleasure in because my father was a Pilot in the Air Force by the name of Colonel Ticchetti 
and my father in-law was a Colonel of Aeronautics as well. I'm among the Military here now so I 
feel very at home. This was a landing in an FABI Air Force Base. This occurred on December 2ndof 
1996 when a Light Object was spotted by several people who lived near the Guaratinguetá Air 
Force Specialist School in São Paulo, the next day a Circular Brand was found in a Charco at 100 
meters from ÉAR. 

Fig 6.15 – Showing A Photo Of A UFO Landing In An FABI Air Force Base – Called “The Nest Of UFOs”
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It was approximately 8 meters in diameter and it had a circular shape, but inside the brand, the grass
that was there, was laid down and crushed in a clockwise pattern. The Chlorophyll at the time had 
evidence of heat exposure because it was formed in points along the edges of this circle, as well as 
inside where there were burned points. Outside of the brand, the vegetation was intact. This is what 
we normally call the “Nest of UFOs”. Later with the disclosure of the case, the place was built upon
by the connection of a building along the border between the Local Aero-Club and the Expert 
School.

In the Paranoá Dam Case, we have Wilson Geraldo de Oliveira here who coordinated with the 
Phonological Group For Scientific Research within the University of Brasilia and if I'm not 
mistaken, I think that it was the only Group within a Federal University that investigated the 
Morphological Phenomenon. Wilson participated in this case while at the same time he was 
investigating the sighting of a Flying Object. This is one of the photos that was taken by the 3 
Entrepreneurs that were coming from Tocantins. They were engaged by this Object around Lake Sul
in Brasilia until the Paranoá Dam was reached, where these businessmen stopped and they called 
190.

Fig 6.16 – Showing A Photo & Close Up Of A UFO From The Paranoá Dam Case Near Lake Sul in Brasilia. 

It was after this that several vehicles from the Brasilia Military Police arrived and Cabo Galdino at 
the time walked in with a V8 camera to register his approaches so as to prevent him from being 
accused of abuse of his Authority or something similar, so he filmed this Object.

The son of one of these Entrepreneurs was a Professional Photographer and he was in South Lake.
The father then called him and his son came up and took 36 photos of this Object. Beyond this 
photo, and on the internet, the filming of this Object was made by Cabo Galdino and to this day, it 
still has not been explained. This photo was widely released in Brazil by UFO Magazine and to this 
day there is no explanation yet. It was also seen by both the Military and by Public Witnesses. 
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The next image, shown in Fig 6.17, that will bring me to the end of my Senate presentation, is the 
case of Capão Redondo, and this is a very famous case in Brazil that took place on the 2nd of January
in 1998, at around 9:30pm. It was later researched by one of the largest forums that Brazil has had, 
by Claudeikovo, who is now deceased and also by Ricardo Varela, who is a member of the 
Brazilian Commission of Ufologists. 

Several people witnessed the evolution of the event from an Object which was seen as a Luminous 
Device over the houses in the region of Capão Redondo in the City of São Paulo, I have a video 
here to see if I can pass these as excerpts of the video. The image that was made is shown here and 
only images were conveyed in various locations, on various networks and at various stations which 
showed a Spherical Object that was approximately 20 centimetres in diameter and it was almost as 
Bright as a Lamp Light.

Fig 6.17 – A Photo & Close Up Of A 20cm Diameter UFO From Capão Redondo In São Paulo City In 1998

But this Object was performing very fast movements and it was flying low over the roofs of the 
houses of the region without any noise coming from the Object at all. We are talking about 
something that was seen in 1998, we didn't have drones, we didn't have Starlink Satellites and this is
an Object that made shallow manoeuvrers around cars and over auto mobiles as it passed between 
electricity posts and even today no one can identify the UFO. 

Ricardo Varela tried in all ways to reproduce the events by trying to mimic this Object and he 
failed. He even tried using kitchen lanterns and Aircraft planes but he has failed to reproduce the 
event to this day. 

The Object shown in Fig 6.18 on the next page is one of the best images of what we have in what 
we call Ufology and this Object was there for around 30 minutes. It was around 1 meter in diameter,
so that would serve to investigate and carry out an analysis of the area.
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Fig 6.18 – A Photo & Close Up Of A 1m Diameter UFO 

The last case that I bring to you was a case that I received in 2015 which is a sequence of photos 
taken here in Brasilia that shows an Unidentified Object near the early evening of September 27th of
2015 and the images were taken in Engenho das Slabs here in the Federal District at 6:14 PM and 
they were taken at 1 minute intervals. (I have Magnified These Images)

Fig 6.19 & 6.20 – A Close Up View Of 2 Photo’s Of A UFO Taken In Engenho das Slabs On Sept 27 Of 2015
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According to the witnesses, the Civil Engineer who saw the Object said that it was bright and it 
changed several times by spinning like a Satellite and it was capable of instant acceleration and 
deceleration.

Fig 6.21 & 6.22 – A Close Up View Of 2 Photo’s Of A UFO Taken In Engenho das Slabs On Sept 27 Of 2015

This is something that is very difficult for people who think that it is impossible to explain all of 
this away as being just a conventional helicopter or a drone, which it was not. According to him the 
Object emitted Other Lights and Rays which were directed to the ground which seems to be shown 
above on the right in Fig 6.22.

This was the last case that we had in our records here in Brasilia with photos and images that we 
can present. With that I finish my presentation and once again I would like to thank the Space here 
in the Federal Senate and our home and we must keep in consideration that this is a historical 
moment for both National and International Ufology. 

Thank you very much, thank you!
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Senator Eduardo Girão

We thank you here Thiago Ticchetti who is a Government Advisor and the Chairman of the 
Brazilian Commission of Ufologists to CDU. I already want to make a rectification here, so the lady
didn't come from the United States of England of course. So he’s present and he has been following 
our lecture. Soon he will give us his presentation and he came from abroad, that is Mr. Gary 
Heseltine. 

He is a retired Detective from the English Police Force and he is from the land of the playwright, 
William Shakespeare, who has a phrase that said a very interesting thing,

 “There are more things in heaven and Earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your philosophy”

We are here at a very special date, very special, in all aspects. 

Very soon there will be another data that just came out in the International Media now and which is 
the issue of the Supreme Court and this is another matter, but the American Supreme Court, after 49
years are revoking the abortion law in the United States.

It was something like this that I had imagined recently, but Science was evolving and to have this 
historical reversal is great and I want to congratulate the American People, I was there in the United
States several times with my family.

Marcia who is my wife is present here and we went to the “March for Life” there in the United 
States with nearly 1 million people in the snow every year. So, it has been a period of 49 years since
the Supreme Court instigated abortion and this decision is a proven victory not only for the United 
States, but worldwide. After dozens of millions of miscarriages, now the legislation has developed 
along with the advancement of Science in favour of Life and of Women as well, because there are 2 
lives which are directly threatened there.

I already want to pass the floor over now for you, Mr. Injule Antônio Kurowski, he who is a 
Graduate from the Veterinary Medicine and is a University Professor of Undergraduates and a 
Police Postgraduate and Criminal Expert at the Paraná Criminalistics Institute, 

He works as a Coordinator with the UFO Magazine Image Analysis Group and he also works with 
the Editor 

So, I invite here Mr. Injule Antônio Kurowski to begin his exhibition and you have 15 minutes with 
5 minutes more tolerance here in the Presidency. 

Thank you very much.
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Mr. Injule Antônio Kurowski – The 7  th   Guest Speaker  

I thank you very much and I wish to greet the very excellent Senator Eduardo Girão, all the 
components of the table, to all of those present here today and to all of those people that assist us.

I will comment on Abductions, especially those made by UFOs in Brazil, logically by time and I 
will try to condense them. This subject is quite interesting and I would say that it is one of the most 
sensitive topics within Ufology.

Fig 7.1 – Illustration To Help Define The Meaning Of Abduction

So first I will start with the definition of Abduction, and this word is used a lot, which states:

“The act of abducing or abducting; a drawing apart; a carrying away. 

The movement which separates a limb or other part from the axis, or middle line, of the body.

The wrongful, and usually the forcible, carrying off of a Human being.”

This is an Abduction as it is a removal by force.

In legal terms, it then means fast for fraud, violence or seduction. In other words, if you keep the 
person from their normal routine, then it must be defined as an Abduction. 

For Ufology, it is used to describe, to report, to affirm or simply raise the hypothesis of kidnapping, 
temporary disappearances or the supposedly real memory of people who would have been secretly 
led away, against their will or not, by seemingly Non-Humans or entities of an unknown nature and 
origin. 

They are then subjected to Physical and Psychological procedures of complexity not understood by 
us yet and these procedures can be quite painful or scary.

On the Ministry of Justice's Government page, there are over 700 records of UFO appearances in 
Brazil that has been registered on this page and it is good that it is there for you to see. 
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Fig 7.2 –  Ministry of Justice's Government Page Where 700 Cases Of UFO Appearances Can Be Found

If you allow me to go ahead then I will make this brief presentation. So you have to comment, that 
since it has been registered in writing, our history from the Sumerian Tablets. It would have been 
made in Cuneiform Writing at the time, if there were accounts of Abductions that is, but even us in 
the communities that are affected today, poll only the oral record.

Fig 7.3 –  Animation Of A UFO Abducting 2 People From A Field

These are the stories of Abductions by Beings that came from somewhere and are flying around in 
Flying Ships. They have even made contact with Humanity and they have taken some Humans to 
walk in these ships, some have even come back.

In the Book of Kings, 2 Kings 2 – Elijah was taken up to Heaven and he says that the Prophets 
Elijah and Elisha were talking and what they expressed with the language of the time was a 
description of an apparent UFO which they called a Fire Car or a Fire Carriage.
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Fig 7.3 –  Biblical Animation Of A Fire Carriage Of The God’s, Blazing Across The Sky & Powered By 2 Horses

From there comes the Origin of the first book of Eric Van Daniken where he speaks of Chariots of 
Fire. These could be the same Carriages of Fire that are still seen here in Brazil to this day which 
have been released by the Astronaut God’s. (This is the direct quote from the Book of Kings in 
English so as to avoid translation errors. It is not all in the lecture but worth including)

11 “As they were walking along and talking together, suddenly a chariot of fire and horses of 
fire appeared and separated the two of them, and Elijah went up to heaven in a whirlwind.”

12 “Elisha saw this and cried out, “My father! My father! The chariots and horsemen of 
Israel!” And Elisha saw him no more. Then he took hold of his garment and tore it in two.”

13 “Elisha then picked up Elijah’s cloak that had fallen from him and went back and stood on
the bank of the Jordan.”

14 “He took the cloak that had fallen from Elijah and struck the water with it. “Where now is 
the LORD, the God of Elijah?” he asked. When he struck the water, it divided to the right and 
to the left, and he crossed over.”

15 “The company of the prophets from Jericho, who were watching, said, “The spirit of Elijah
is resting on Elisha.” And they went to meet him and bowed to the ground before him.”

16 “Look,” they said, “we your servants have fifty able men. Let them go and look for your 
master. Perhaps the Spirit of the LORD has picked him up and set him down on some 
mountain or in some valley.” 

“No,” Elisha replied, “do not send them.” 

17 “But they persisted until he was too embarrassed to refuse. So he said, Send them. And 
they sent fifty men, who searched for three days but did not find him.”

18 “When they returned to Elisha, who was staying in Jericho, he said to them, Didn’t I tell 
you not to go?”
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In our next story here we have another apocryphal and that is from Enoch in the Book of Enoch. He
would be Noah's Great Grandfather so we have to locate him in time and Space here.

Fig 7.4 –  The Family Tree Of Enoch 

It is already the 7th generation after Adam and Enoch is the son of Jared and the father of 
Methuselah. It is at this time that we see in the biblical accounts that people would live more than 1 
or 2 centuries and Methuselah is one of the most famous of them all for his longevity. In chapter 13 
of the Book of Enoch, he reveals some details about a trip to Space during which he said that he 
was wrapped in clouds and thick snow while also he was contemplating the movement of the Stars 
and lightning, as the favourable winds raised his wings and accelerated his course. He says that:

“I was taken to the sky and quickly reached a wall built of stones and crystal. Mobile flames 
involved their contours. I began to be taken by fear and entered the middle of the flames.”

He said that he was afraid of that fire but entered a vast abode whose weight had also been built 
with crystal as much as his fundamentals. Imagine that he was Abducted and he sees himself in a 
room where he has many lamps, there was no lamp at the time of around 3,000 years Before Christ 
and maybe more.  So what dis he see that he identified as those colourful lamps? He said that it 
does not flame colourful fire, but it is a fire that is not.

He entered a room with crystal walls which some Abductees also talk about seeing when they enter 
the Ship. The walls are sometimes reported to get transparent so that they could see the Stars and 
everything outside of the Ship. Even the ground itself would become transparent and it was this 
transparency that Enoch interpreted as crystal. I want to know what he had in his vocabulary at the 
time so as to be able to express himself. Enoch says that he visited seven different Worlds and saw 
in them Winged Creatures with Crocodile Heads with Leo syrup. (I don’t know what Syrup is 
supposed to mean here)
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It was in the 7th World where he personally found the Creator of the Worlds and he explained to 
Enoch about the formation of the Earth and of the Solar System. He claims that the trip to him 
lasted a few days, but when he returned to Earth, many years had actually passed. This is a typical 
time travel effect which occurs when a craft travels close to the speed of light.

In The Book of Genesis of the Common Bible in Chapter 5 – Verses 22 to 24, it says 

“22 – After he became the father of Methuselah, Enoch walked faithfully with God 300 years and 
had other sons and daughters. 23 – Altogether, Enoch lived a total of 365 years. 24 – Enoch walked 
faithfully with God; then he was no more, because God took him away.”

So, Enoch walked with God for 300 years after fathering Methuselah and he also fathered other 
sons and daughters despite his age of 365 years and he walked with God. After that, he no longer 
appeared, for he had gotten into the Car or Chariot with God and he was taken with him. But he had
passed on his great wisdom and teachings. When he was Abducted again, it was for the last time. 
So, he did not return to us here but he never died, he was taken.

I am leaping a lot through history because there are reports of Abductions throughout history, both 
in Ancient Rome and in Greece, during the Middle Ages and all over modernity. There are many 
reports of Abductions, but one that I find very curious happened in Brazil in the year 1558.

   Abductions That Took Place In Brazil From The 16th Century

Fig 7.5 –  A Translated Slide Discussing The Abductions In Brazil From The 16th Century

We had some Indians from The Tribe of Minox who helped the Portuguese fight the French at that 
time and one of them was Araribóia, who was a Chief. He had a brother named Blue Nemo who 
was later baptized at the ceremony of his marriage and was renamed Sebastião de Lemos. He was 
definitely suited for the report. He said that he had been Abducted in February. He was quite 
mistreated during this Abduction and he was abandoned in a distant mangrove which was dozens of 
kilometres away from the point from where he was Abducted. When he was back to himself, he was
very confused and as a burning actor, he went to talk with the Priests.
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On January 20, 1558, Saint 
Sebastian's Day, the baptism of 
Manemuacu (Araribóia's brother) 
- now called Sebastião de Lemos 
- and his religious marriage to the 
indigenous woman who was his 
companion took place. 
Everything seemed to be going 
well until a few days later when 
Manemuacu disappeared.

Rio De Janeiro, 1555. In the middle of Guanabara Bay, stands out the island of 
Paranapuan or dos Gatos (currently known as the Governador), inhabited by the 
Temiminos Indians. Their villages were frequently attacked by the Tamoios, who 
were more numerous and inhabited the entire edge of the bay.
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The Priests said that they were Demonic because of the report that he had given to them of the 
Beings that he had seen. It is by that description alone that the Priests knew, that those who took 
him were considered Demons. They had treated him so badly, which is not the experiences that we 
have seen in various other reports of Abduction. He was taken in February and he died on the 2nd of
April in 1558. 

Father Antonio de Sá in a letter on July 13th of 1559, is reporting from memory all of the 
disappearances and reappearances of the Manhuaçu that took him, which if I am not mistaken, he 
had disappeared for 11 days, so the whole tribe had already given him up for dead. But finally they 
said that he was crazy and that the Demons would have invaded his body.

This next case of Antonio Vilas Boas is considered the first Official Abduction Case around the 
World after the modern era of Ufology which began in 1947. Antonio Vilas Boas lived with his 
brother and he was preparing to go to sleep when they saw a Strong White Light in the sky but he 
did not give it much importance and he did not wake up his brother. 

The days passed until one day he was working alone with the tractor, when he realized that the 
Light had returned and landed, more or less in the same format that it had presented itself 
previously. But now there was this Ship and out of it came 3 Beings that grabbed him and he was 
taken inside of the Ship.

Fig 7.6 –  Animation Scene Of The Abduction Of Antonio Vilas Boas In 1947 From His Farm
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Despite trying to fight them off, he was taken. This is the description of what the Beings were 
wearing in Fig 7.6 and Fig 7.7, and it would look like a diving outfit, which became quite common 
in the descriptions of Beings.

Fig 7.6 & Fig 7.7–  Animation Scene Of The Abduction Of Antonio Vilas Boas In 1947 From His Farm

He was then taken into the Craft’s interior and within there, the Beings conducted their analysis that
gave him some interesting experiences as they collected the chin's blood or the blood from here 
under the chin. 

Fig 7.8 –  Animation Scene Of The Abduction Of Antonio Vilas Boas In 1947 & The extraction Of His Chin Blood

So, it seems here that we have a very significant matter. These injuries that he received presented 
themselves as marks a few days later. Then they took him to a room, where there was a Naked 
Female Alien. They gave him a liquid that made him feel very attracted to her and they had Sexual 
Intercourse. After that the villager was taken out of the Ship, so he has not got much evidence to 
prove that all of all this has happened. But there were marks on his body and the symptoms that 
Antonio showed were signs of Radiation Exposure, which had occurred. He could not have had 
such contamination in the middle of a field.
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In our next case we have Arthur Berlet in Sarandi, Paraná in Rio Grande do Sul, he was also 
Abducted and he was missing for 11 days as well. 

Fig 7.9 & Fig 7.10 –  Photo Of Arthur Berlet After His 11 Day Abduction & A Close Up Of The UFO Drawing 

His case was also widely publicized and he wrote an account of his whole experience in which he 
would have been taken to a Planet named Acate and this Planet would be 65 million kilometres 
from Earth. This distance is questionable because 65 million kilometres is very close. So it may be 
65 Light Years but he could not explain this. The trip would have lasted 38 hours. They say that the 
Katians that took him, would have a physical type which is much similar to Humans and that they 
communicated with him in German actually. 

When they approached him in the countryside, they invited him initially to go along with them. He 
tried to communicate with them in Portuguese but this Extra-Terrestrial did not understand. He tried
Italian but it was not understood either, and then he tried German. This was the language through 
which they managed to communicate. So, this communication with him was in this language and he
described in his work what this other Planet would be like in regards to the organization of it’s 
cities. 

People would move in a Ship that we will say are more or less similar to that of the gestures 
because they are entering into the buildings and these flying Objects fit on to the floor where the 
person lived. It had landed down inside the apartment. Finally he explores several details there 
about that but unfortunately here we won't be able to go into all that. 

This is another case and that is the case of João Caiana which occurred on the 13th of September in 
2000. As I said, this case is still running so it's Abductions are occurring right now. Who has already
watched the film about the area here where it is occurring in Quixadá. Where they also have several 
cases of Abductions. 

They are commented on all over Brazil and we have these cases on the coast of Paraná where we 
also have cases of Abduction too.
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This is a case that I find quite picturesque and also quite curious outside of the others because he 
was in a car, in a Beetle. João Caiana was in the car along with his wife and daughter who was 12 at
the time and he was travelling to a place to get Jabuticaba.

Fig 7.11 & Fig 7.12 – Photo Of João Caiana With His Wife & Daughter & To The Right We Have His VW Beetle

When they were coming back, the daughter saw it first and she said that she saw some lights 
approaching the car, to the left of the car. She had even thought that it was a Plane that was trying to
land on the road suddenly.

But it was not a Plane and the Object was actually following the car. When they realized that it was 
there along side his Beetle, he noticed this Object himself. He blinked the light and signalled to this 
Object, but he had no idea whether they would respond or not and his daughter played. She comes 
to look at the Object and she was loving it but he was scared. I thought that everything was getting 
serious now and it really got more serious.

Then this light became very big as it approached the car, he even started to notice details of this 
Ship. His wife was scared and he shouted that he was scared. So he raised the windows of the car 
and when it came by him again, he began to smell something strange and he felt weakened. 

His daughter had passed out and the car was still driving. When he saw something on the road that 
looked like what you see at the forest that is to made to prevent animals from passing across this 
space. There is a grid on the road with bars across it and when the animal sees that hole, he becomes
afraid of it. He will not put the paw on it, so it doesn't pass over the grid. This is called a Forest 
Donkey or a Cattle Grid. 

So, he said that the steering wheel wouldn’t do what he wanted it to do and after it gave a bump he 
noticed that the car was floating. He began to perceive the trees which was a eucalyptus plantation 
and as he rose up, he started to see the eucalyptus forest down below while he saw around the car a 
Beam of Light that was raising the car with the family and all inside of it.

By the time they gave in to them, the car was already inside the Spacecraft, inside one of the rooms 
in the Space Ship. At this point he became very panicked. 
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Fig 7.13 – A Sketch Of The VW Beetle Being Taken Off The Road

He doesn't know when everyone in the car fainted or how long it happened for, but he was very 
scared and he only noticed that after the car went down and landed on the ground. He thought that 
everything was normal. It wasn’t until they under went Regressive Hypnosis that they were able to 
describe the contact event and the conversations, along with the advice and everything.

After they had landed, they left the area and they were so scared that he went straight to the hospital
to see if any of them had any major problems. All 3 of them, even the 12 year old girl had a blood 
pressure of 14 over 9.

Other reports such as Antonio Tasca and others also had high blood pressure when they were 
examined later. 

I didn’t think this could be said in such little time because of what it contained. 

Thank you very much
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much. 

I thank you Mr. Injule Antônio Kurowski.

In fact, I was writing down here. The Lord spoke about this case. That is the last case that you spoke
about there from Minas Gerais with Caiana. Coincidentally, I saw a story about it, but these days I 
do not know if it is an old story that is on YouTube. If I am not mistaken, it was done by SBT, if I 
am not mistaken, this is a story that came to the City on a certain date, but I do not know if that was 
when this case was.

It was in 2000. So, I think that it was in 2010, it was 10 years later approximately. The Investigative
Journalist of the Reporting Team had returned there to interview the whole family and it was so 
interesting to see the reaction of his wife. Mr. João was very quiet, very serene, and without fear. 
But the wife was still a little afraid. They went back there to the site, they went through everything 
and they reported that they even went to the hospital.

Then they interviewed the doctor who attended the family on that night, which makes it a very 
interesting story about this João case. The sector also has several documentaries of a non-
geographical nexus which are there in film productions. This subject really arouses interest.

Many people have now been interviewed on this subject and even the US President has already 
been interviewed on this subject. This movie area here was a production of Brazil and the United 
States, if I am not mistaken in 2011. I was able to participate in the production too. So it's a movie 
that really in some way, reports about that region of Ceará Quixadá.

There is the Population and there are many people out there that pay a lot of attention to this subject
because they have experienced something that they can’t explain. Including people from outside 
Brazil. 

It was there and we investigated this so I already want to continue here immediately and I ask you 
to listen to the 2 International Guests.

First Mr. Gary Heseltine. I want to thank him very much for his presence here, he is a Retired 
English Detective and is a Writer with UFO Truth Magazine as well as being an International 
Lecturer on the subject of UFOs. He is Vice President of the International Coalition For Extra-
Terrestrial Research (ICER), which is the latest initiative in the fight for Freedom Of Government 
Information and he is also an International Correspondent of UFO Magazine.

So, Please, I invite you to make your exhibition for 15 minutes with a tolerance of 5 and you can 
use the podium if you want or you can do it from the place that you are sitting, which ever is 
entirely comfortable. 

Thank you so much for coming.
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Mr. Gary Heseltine – The 8  th   Guest Speaker  

Hello, please interact now and pay attention as this will be a 30 minute presentation that will be 
made in 20. I will need your eyes and ears to listen to me, so please put your headphones on and 
listen to this information which is very important. First of all, I would like to thank Senator Girão as
this is a really historical moment. It may not seem like it because people are not here to see it and it 
is not a full crowd here today as there should be. But, this is an historical moment and it deserves a 
lot of credit.

My history, I spent 30 years as a Police Officer in the Military Police so I can only look at this 
subject with eyes that seek evidence. I was a Detective for 19 years and I worked in several 
investigations including rape and murder cases. I know what is evidence and I know what would be 
permissible in a Court of Law. We have so much evidence for this subject that it is a crime that it 
has not been disclosed to the people so far and events like this have become more and more 
possible.

You have lied to yourselves for 75 years and its the same for so many Governments around the 
World, so now let's start. I am the Vice President for the International Coalition for Extra-Terrestrial
Research (ICER) and this is not a Group, it is an International NGO and it is an NGO that is 
registered in Portugal. 

We have now been able to gather 30 countries and 30 National Representatives such as Academic 
Scientists and Leadership Researchers who are asking a question from a single country that is a 
worldwide issue and we have to start addressing this issue as a worldwide issue. We can stay on our
phones and think, “wow that’s crazy”, but you are wrong and I will explain why you have lied to 
yourselves for 75 years, or more. I will review some Global cases that show how real this is and the 
first case that I want to talk to you about is what occurred in 1942. 

It is as serious today as it was in 1942, during World War 2. There were Objects seen that some of 
you in this Audience may have heard about, which were called things like Foo Fighters. They were 
described as Lights that accompanied Aircraft in the war, but I'm not interested in that. 

Fig 8.1 – A Brief Description Of The Cases That Will Be Discussed In This Presentation
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I want the best cases, I want its structure, I want machines and we have evidence of machines in our
airspace, which this first case will emphasize in 1942. This happened during an attack which was 
seen by many people and it was an attack during the war in 1942, where they saw this. If this case 
was happening in London then everyone would see it and everyone had seen it. The press has 
already reviewed it as it should have. 

Fig 8.2 – A Description Of A UFO Encounter In Turin, Italy In 1942, During WW2 Seen By A Lancaster Bomber

This paragraph is what they reported in 1942, I will read it because it is important. The Object being
referred to, was seen by the entire 8 crew of the Aircraft. They say that they had 2 or 3 targets that 
were between 200 to 300 foot long with 4 pairs of red lights on the side of each Object and these 
Objects moved at a constant speed.

I will jump a little because I have no time, but I believe that when it was seen for the first time, it 
was seen below the Aircraft and what they were seeing was a Structure.

Since it was observed flying along side the Aircraft in 1942, I would estimate that these Cylindrical 
Objects were travelling at a speed of 50 miles per hour. So these Gigantic Mechanical Cylindrical 
Objects were flying in 1942.

Did we have this technology?

You cannot find this type of Aircraft in any Aviation Newspaper, not in 1942. So this document was 
kept Confidential for decades and it still is. We must ask then, what kind of Aircraft did we have in 
1942? The answer is, nothing like this! But here is the most crazy thing about it because after over 
80 years we still don't have a similar machine that reaches 500 miles per hour. There was no wings 
and it does not have the syrup and it has no propulsion system. Let's wake up Press, wake up, this is
real. (We have Syrup here again and I don’t know what it means – It may mean Fuel.)
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Now you need to look at this update to the story, from 10 years later in 1952. An event occurred that
was so important that it led to people starting to hide things on this topic and it has remained that 
way ever since.

Fig 8.3 – A Brief Description Of The Squadron Of Crafts That Flew Over Washington DC, In July Of 1952

So, you grew up in a World living with a lie that was artificially created and I will explain why. It 
happened in successive circuits in July of 1952 when some UFO formations were seen over the U.S.
Capital, Washington D.C.. They were seen by both Commercial and Military Pilots who saw the 
Objects on their Radar screens and it was not Christmas. The planes flew towards the Objects and 
when they got close enough to the Objects they disappeared. When the planes flew away from 
them, the Objects came back. The Authorities were so afraid of this event that they summoned the 
largest press conference since the end of World War 2.

They destroy the narrative that’s in some cases, but we have more information then we think and it 
is possible to explain these occurrences. But he lied, he lied and the history books will show that he 
lied to the Press. Then he said that it was all okey. There's nothing much going on here, but he lied 
to us all, while behind the scenes they were investigating it. 

What happened next was the Era of Ridicule of this subject, which everyone should be aware of 
because in January of 1953, the CIA or The Central Intelligence Agency brought together a panel of
Scientists. They told them that they wanted to end the fascination that people had about the subject 
and who were wanting to know more. But they didn’t want these people to know any more than 
they do.

So, how can we get rid of this problem? They said okey, let's release a story and after 2 days they’ll 
say that everything was alright. This is how to end the public’s fascination with the subject. After 
that, they stopped all forms of this story in the Media and they decided to ridicule both the people 
and the subject from there on. The confidentiality that exists around the World is because everyone 
has followed the U.S. Government. Most of the people born after 1969, were born into a World of 
secrets that were artificially created and you didn't know that because no one has told you. 
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That's also why it was common to say that a UFO was a thing for crazy people and this was done 
deliberately by the Authorities and especially by the US Government. They didn't want you to know
why they control this theme worldwide and now you know in this formal and historical 
environment. You must know the truth about this guy here who was the leader of the so called 
Robertson Panel. 

Fig 8.4 – Harold Percival Robertson Conducted The Robertson Panel That Started All Of The Ridicule

They reinforced this idea by bringing in new regulations in the Navy and in the Army. These 
regulations said that anyone who was in employment by the Governmental Military Forces and 
talked about the subject, would be arrested for 2 years as well as having to pay a fine of $10,000.

That is why it happened. As a result, you are all living in a World of lies and how they represent 
things that happen around the World seems to be the work of Science Fiction. 

This next case is in 1966 where some children were playing at a school in Australia. They saw that 
an Object had landed beside the school and the children ran over as they were wondering what it 
was that they were seeing during the day. Since you probably don't know, this was not the only 
reported event like this, and there are a number of such cases that occurred at schools. But no one 
knows what really happened.

If a Military Pilot doesn't know what he is chasing, then we have a big problem here because they 
don’t know what they are seeing in the Heavens. This is a problem because they have seconds to 
determine if a target is a friend or an enemy.

This next amazing case is in Iran-Asia in 1976 when Lights were seen and some Fighter Jets began 
to chase them.

The Pilot at the time eventually became a General, General Yaddi Nazeri, and when he chased the 
Object, he described it as having a Diamond Form with Flashing Lights that repeated themselves.
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Fig 8.5 – A Sketch Of The Jet Chasing A Diamond Shaped UFO Over Tehran & General Yaddi Nazeri 

Next, the Object did something that was very amazing, the Object fired a Red Beam of Light at his 
Jet and the Military Pilot's weapon system was shut down. He could not defend himself and the 
Object was getting closer and closer to the Aircraft. He thought to himself, I can't do anything. But 
suddenly the Object deflected. So General Nazeri made a circle and he returned to the zone so that 
he could once again identify the Object. Then a second Object left him vertically as if it was going 
towards land and the Pilot continued to follow him but suddenly the Object disappears. It was on 
my left one minute, it was then over there and then it was there no longer. How do these things 
move so fast? Then he came back the next day to see if something had landed but nothing was 
found and we have a lot of data on this case. But I'm moving fast now because of the time.

Let's look at another Pilot case. This time he tried to shoot down the UFO and this is how you will 
find out if an Object is real or imaginary. So, the Pilot was given an order to shoot it down. This 
must be very serious and it happened in Peru, in South America. What he saw was also confirmed. 
It looked like a Ship, he shoots his weaponry and the bullet’s do nothing so then he goes up and it 
doesn’t fly as we do on planes.

Fig 8.6 – Animation Of A Fighter Jet Chasing a UFO & To The Right Colonel Oscar Santa Maria Huerta 
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Then suddenly it rises up to 10,000 Feet and the Plane starts chasing it as he wants to try to take it 
on again. But it climbs 10,000 Feet again with Instant Acceleration until it reaches the ceiling limit 
for his type of Aircraft, where he could not go, and then he had to give up because he was too high. 
Too much?

Now, I knew this gentleman Colonel Oscar Santa Maria and he gave this testimony which I read 
live at an event in Washington DC and I was there to talk about Police Officers worldwide. But 
when they heard this testimony, they were pleased to hear from a witness that was a Fighter Pilot 
and they were enthralled by his information. But he is not the only Pilot case either. 

There are as many as 500 Military Pilots around the World who have had registered incidents and 
they have already talked about them in similar testimonies. You are all thinking, What are they 
chasing, what is it? They are chasing Structures, but you don't know that of course. You only know 
what the Media Authorities want you to know and now we will go back to the United Kingdom for 
a second case.

I have personally conducted important research over the last 5 years where we have new 
information that will be published. Another case that has already been well established is one where
we have several incidents, but they were not all on the one day. Things occurred on repeated nights, 
where Air Force Officers saw Objects at the Base or outside of the Base.

It was a Nuclear Missile Base and I have already visited 2 Nuclear Missile Bases during my time in 
the Air Force so I know exactly what is done there. I did the same thing here in this case and it was 
indeed a Nuclear Missile Base. Many people have already confirmed for me that it was a Nuclear 
Weapons Base in the United Kingdom, that was preparing for Soviet attacks and there was at least 
15 people there on the Base at the time. 

Objects appeared to be different on repeated nights, which there was at least 3 nights. I think now 
that it is actually 4 nights, where repeated activities occurred. There was a Triangular Ship found 
and no one knew what it was, there was no syrup and it had no propulsion system. (Here we have 
Syrup again) 

We have an Official Document from the Air Force here on the screen that says that the Ministry of 
Defense knows what happened between the 2 Bases and these few incidents. 

There was the first incident that occurred in the forest and that is the part of the case where they 
found a Triangular Depression with the same depth even in different places. They took many 
samples and photos and I believe that we have enough references to know that the Documents that 
record all of this data have been hidden.

We also have Operation Silver that was said to be mentioned by the Senator and I hope the Senator 
personally looks for the 16 hours of video that was recorded by the Army. That is a very large 
amount of time that was recorded by the Army and now you have a President that is willing to 
pursue this because I want to see this video and it can't be kept Confidential. 

In Belgium where the Structures are the same Objects, we have an event that occurred on the 31st of 
March in 1990. They did not see it and it gave no Target Report on any set radars in the 17 different 
Airports.
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Fig 8.7 – Major General W.J.L. De Brouwer Of The Belgian Air-force & A Jet’s HUD (Heads Up Display) 

As it was visually sighted at the beginning of the incident, they questioned what the Object was, but
the message was lost along the way, as this Officer has said something to this effect. But we do not 
know what it was and it was not a normal Plane that was around in 1990. 

The World lived in stigma as a result of the Robertson Panel right up until 2017. But then there was 
a rupture and this rupture came from the New York Times who published an article across an entire 
page. This caused reverberations that we are still feeling waves from today and it is of great power. 
But the best thing that came from it is related to the 3 Videos which were captured by the United 
States Navy Pilots as they were flying in Hornet planes on the east coast and on the west Coast.

Fig 8.8 – The “TicTac”, “Gimbal” & “Go Fast” Video’s Captured On US Pilots Infrared Camera’s

You must have seen the Video’s of the incidents, the video of the “Tic Tac UFO” that is now quite 
famous. But you have not seen something new that has been recorded about the way that these 
Objects fly. It is no different from the 1940’s description and the 1960’s description is also the same 
thing as these USA videos.
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Sometimes you may think that it's a new thing and that it's not something that has been known 
about for a long time, but these videos have changed the release of events because you can't go back
and you can’t put the Genie back in the bottle. People who saw the video say that there was 
something on the surface of the water and that was authenticated by the Military. The Aircraft 
Commander said that it was there. There was no tail. This Object was flying from side to side and it 
was real. They had to recognize that it was real and they had an Audience in Congress in May of 
2022. It has been said that there are so many incidents that we cannot explain them and that the 
technology is actually allowing us to see them.

We could not do it before, but these things are now all over the place and it starts with the 
technologies that we have today where we can now simply take a film. But we also have a security 
issue here that was highlighted in the report that was released in June of 2021. There were 11 
American Pilots who were flying Million Air made Aircraft and they couldn't understand what they 
were seeing as their way of flying was so different. So, what was it and what did they conclude.  

It was what you want to call a UFO, or a UAP these days, and everyone thinks that a UFO belongs 
to us. Let's just say that some of them might be, but some UFOs are similar and are physical as 
some pilots explained and finally they are not adversaries but are something else that is many 
generations ahead of our technology. These are things that we cannot explain in the June Report of 
2021 and we also have these cases that we cannot explain in the Pentagon Report so I like to be 
dramatic, I will do it for you. This is what we know and I will show you.

You can see it there in front as it rises quickly and then it goes quickly downward with 90 
degrees of directional change, with great speed and then it goes backwards in the same 
pattern. We cannot do this today and as far as I know we are still very far from this in terms 
of technology. They can also be Visible here one minute and the Pilots can fly there to where 
the Object is becoming Invisible and then once again the Object becomes Visible. They can be 
Visible when they want and I know it sounds like Science Fiction, but this has been seen and 
reported worldwide. They Appear and Disappear and we can't do that. We are not even close 
to doing what is being displayed here, we do not know how you can even achieve these 
characteristics because they are so different from anything that we are close to building today.

This is the reason for the Secret, it is because you have known all of this for a long time, but they 
felt that people should not know, otherwise the public would panic. So they decided that they 
couldn’t let the people know and there were thousands of people that actually thought that the airing
of Orson Wells  - War of The Worlds was a real invasion. This was aired live on the radio and a lot 
of people thought that it was really happening. 

But, after so many years there is no real sign that creating panic was their true intention because 
some people were injured after that broadcast as a result of so many people running away in terror. 
If you had that level of technology in 1942, you could do anything you wanted, you could go 
anywhere in a moment. 

You have spoken about my colleague Robert Salas who will talk about the aspects of weapons and 
also the aspects of Nuclear Weapons. 

They do not like this, they have already passed into Weapons Facilities where there are Weapon 
Storage Areas and into Nuclear Power Plants. They have already been seen around the World in 
places where they have Nuclear Weapons, so they are telling us to stay away from that technology.
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So, what is the circumstantial evidence that makes us so sure that this subject is so tangible and so 
straight forward. I know that you may be a little sleepy here looking at me, but you should be 
interested in it because we are helping to lose this stigma that is attached to this subject and we are 
doing something that is historical at this event. This event will leave a lasting memory and I 
guarantee you that in 5 years time, this will be the Event that everyone will remember. They will 
look at this place because we are here now talking about cases which are based on facts and which 
have been given to us by so many Military Pilots around the World as well as hundreds of Radar 
Operators. But yet we do not believe in the reports because of the stigma that was created.

Thousands of Military around the World have already made their statements about what they saw in
the water and other people who saw similar things have also made statements. Now, there are many 
cases captured on an iPhone which show unknown Objects entering and leaving the water which 
were then seen going to other places. It is said that we know more about the surface of the Moon 
and Mars than we know about our own oceans as we only know around 5% of the oceans. Today we
may want to go to the Moon because maybe we do not want to go in to these deep places and this 
may be as a result of us seeing things entering and leaving the water that we don’t understand.

We have seen some of the best evidence in the World and in my opinion, as Vice President of ICER,
I've been publicly speaking on this subject as I did last year, and I said that we should prepare for 
this new Paradigm Shift. We are on the eve of a great moment of contact by establishing recognition
for the subject but what you have not seen is that we do not have big audiences. But, it is good that 
this is happening because it has gotten Governments to take more action and to say well let's look at
this subject. But we should also not allow a country like the United States to dominate the subject 
alone and generate all of the Confidentiality.

We need to realize that we are on display and we are just a Human Race but we must unite all of the
Governments of the Modern World and say that we have a serious question which is now proven 
and now we must figure out how to deal with it. 

Let's cooperate with each other.

This is a question for the World, for it is one World and a Human Nation only. 

Thank you for your time.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much. It is a great honour to have you here in the Federal Senate of Brazil, Mr. 
Gary Heseltine. This is the Team that came here to inform us with his talk and he is a Retired 
Detective in England. He brought a lot of International information to us here about this subject and
he made his presentation in a chronology to the present day.

Here at this moment, I also want to thank the Team who have also made the journey here today to 
do the same. This simultaneous translation of our International Guests which is the Deerval of Aires
Júnior and Tatiana Scene Abreu who are the Team here of the Federal Senate. 

Thank you so much for making it very clear to those who are watching us and as I have said here at 
the beginning, the Senate did not pay a penny to anyone who has come to this event in Brazil in 
order to participate in this Session of International Guests. 

So there's no public money involved in that, I just wanted to clarify that.

I immediately call now on our other Guest who has come from the United States. Last we had our 
representative from England and now we have a representative from the United States to close the 
Session as he is the last Speaker that will give a presentation to us here today. He will give his 
exhibition and soon afterwards there will be many questions coming.

There are many questions here by the phone, which is free by the Federal Senate. We asked that 
you, the Citizenship, provide us with your questions for our Guests through the contact methods 
that we disclosed here earlier on to the people, and they did.

We have a lot of questions here but we will unfortunately not be able to ask many. So, we will be 
selecting some questions to ask and each panellist will have 5 minutes to make their final 
considerations after the participation of Mr. Robert Salas. He was educated by the United States Air 
Force Academy and he was an Official at a Missile Launch Control Facility. It was during the 
evening at the Montana Malmstrom Strategic Missile Squadron in the State of Montana in the 
United States that he witnessed the presence of a UFO that disabled 10 Nuclear Weapons in the 
Launch Control Installation where he was in charge. 

So he will give us his lecture now and I thank you very much for coming to Brazil and you honour 
us with your participation. We have seen you in some documentaries and we would like to thank 
you in the name of the Federal Senate.
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Mr Robert Salas – The 9  th   Guest Speaker  

Thank you Senator Eduardo Girão and I also want to thank you especially for the honour of being 
here. I want to express my sincere gratitude to this Organisation that is the Senate of Brazil. I have 
been expecting for 55 years to have such an opportunity because it is that long since my case or my 
incident that I will describe for you here today. It was here where it all started and I always wanted 
to talk about it to a Government Agency but this is my first opportunity. Thank you very much.

I brought a quick video of a UFO flying. (Go to 3.42 on Hearing Video to Watch)

Fig 9.1 – A Still Image Of The UFO Shown In Robert Salas’s Video

In a City in Peru, in the year 2000, there were many typical UFOs, you can see in some Sightings a 
more obscure part which seems like a kind of gas surrounding it and it is behaving in an undulating 
motion.

Fig 9.2 – An Overview Of The Topics That Robert Salas Wishes To Discuss
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There are many stories from people who talk about the type of movement that is exhibited by the 
UFOs so when we talk about incidents with Nuclear Bases, this motion appears to be a recurring 
theme at the Base as well. There were also Cosmic Messages that were revealed to us in 1967, after 
the UFOs disabled a series of Nuclear Weapons and I will present evidence that shows this. I will 
start with the description of the facilities at the Nuclear Missile Base which is in the photo that you 
see here and it looks like a common barn that is seen on a farm. 

Fig 9.3 – Showing The Launch Control Facility & Fig 9.4 – Construction Plans Of Said Facility

Fig 9.5 – A Cutaway Sketch Of The Underground Nuclear Missile Launch Facility

But there are Security People below in the Facility, shown in Fig 9.5, and there is a Missile Launch 
Control Installation that is located about a mile away which is shown in Fig 9.3 and Fig 9.4. The 
location of the Missiles is what we call the Launch Facilities where each Missile has its own 
Facility. On the 16th of March in 1966, Colonel Walt Figel Retired, who was the Deputy Missile 
Combat Crew Commander for Eco Flight, was in charge of what we called Eco Flight, which was 
East from Gravity, Montana. 
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Fig 9.6 – A Photo Of Colonel Filho & Fig 9.7 – A Map Showing The Location Of Malstrom AFB

Our Eco Flight Facilities are marked by the big black dots on the map in Fig 9.7. This is 
where they have the Launch Control Facilities located in those areas. The other dots are the 
Launch Facilities where we would record an audio tape in 1996. I spoke to Colonel Filho and I
asked for him to describe the events that he and 2 of the Facilities Security People had 
witnessed at that 1966 Launch Phase Facility, where the Missiles seem to have been disabled. 
He asks what happened and they told him that the UFOs were above. Very soon after that 
their Missiles were disabled. The Colonel is still alive and perhaps he could be a witness to the 
United States Congress.

Afterwards I spoke to his Commander and he was the Eco Flight Commander at the time and
also some letters were written for me, confirming what the Colonel had said. Eco Flight was 
shut down, it was deactivated and all of the Missiles were lost, but they were not damaged. 
What happened was that the guide and control system did not activate and there are some 
possibilities here that I will discuss. But there was no damage documented on the equipment 
and they returned to the warning state within a day, which I can also confirm.

You have other recorded curiosities where it was also said that the UFOs were being frequently 
observed at other Bases and I received some Documents about information after I requested them 
from the Air Force and I took them in confidentiality. They didn’t know that it was one or more 
UFOs because when we placed the request we said nothing. We said nothing about UFOs and then 
we received one of the Documents, which is this case here, saying that all 10 missiles of Eco Flight 
were disabled in 10 seconds. Then there is also the fact that there is no apparent reason for the loss 
of 10 Missiles. What has been identified is something that causes a lot of concern to the Command 
and this document has been sent from the Barracks to other Bases saying that a deepened analysis 
has to be done as fast as possible. 

So it was a very serious concern because we had lost 10 Missiles for no rational reason and we can’t
explain it.
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The Facility became operational in 1962 during the Cuban Missile Crisis, so the loss of 10 Missiles 
for a few seconds had never happened before this occasion and surprisingly one of the Documents 
that we had received was this Quarterly Report that is published by the Base. The report is talking 
about the Status of Operations and here it is said that there were UFOs around the Eco Flight area 
during this event.

These UFOs were well described but they were asking why this event was not reported earlier. But 
how could we? How is it possible to prove that something did not happen, which I think to be a half
silly statement anyway. I was very surprised to see it but it is a curious mention in an Official 
Document and the Author of this report said that he does not remember interviewing anyone about 
it and that he remembers the reluctance of all that he contacted to even discuss the subject. 

He also said that Editorial Changes were made, False Information was entered and that the 
event was due to the history of observations of UFOs. 

Apparently there was a history of these cases and all of these Documents that they are showing up 
in,  I gave copies to the General Senator and I requested that they be affixed to the files that already 
exist for this case where the 10 Missiles were shut down. 

What happened in that event was basically, the computer that calculates speed and direction 
and things like that experienced a malfunction and shut down. But then, all 10 computers 
would have had to have the same malfunction at the exact same time and these systems are 
independent so they were not connected to each other. When all of the Missiles were 
malfunctioning they were on separate systems, so the task that would occur now for all 
Missiles at the same time would be having to undergo an automatic reset.

But again, this all would have had to happen at the same time across 10 individual systems, so 
the probability was determined that both of these possibilities were very remote and besides it 
was said that there was also signs that what caused this crash was external, so it was not 
internal. It was something outside of the system that caused this over all breakdown of the 
Missiles. On one of the Teams, who were working on the investigation of what happened, was 
the Senior Communications Officer who hired me a little after I gave an interview on the 
radio to talk about it. He said that it was the Leading Engineer who wrote a long letter saying 
that there were no data or findings that could explain how 10 Missiles suffered a malfunction 
at the same time, were overthrown at the same time and that the leading cause of the event 
was a UFO. 

Before writing the Final Report, they were informed that they should not write this report which 
was a request from the Air Force who declared on a telegram that this occasion was a series concern
and that an in depth analysis had be to run by organizations that knew more about the systems. But 
that was the same Team of Engineer’s because this Team was the one that was requested to make a 
report in the first place.

The next case that I will talk about happened in 1967 where a trucker was driving towards Montana 
in the north of the United States. He says that he saw this White Light to his left whilst driving his 
truck and that the flashes of light were coming from a Very Strong Light that seemed to be Blinking
on and off to the truck. He looked at it with a bit more attention and he sees a Large White Light 
which was Flashing. He even remembered laughing about it because the area of the highway that he
is on is called Flashman Highway, as you can see in Fig 9.8 on the next page.
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Fig 9.8 – A Photo Of Flashman Highway & Fig 9.9 – The Trucker That Witnessed The UFO In 1967

The trucker thought that he was in trouble and he calls the Road Police so that they can look at this 
Object which had landed. They called the Sheriff's Office. Do they call the Army and everyone will 
see it? This Object had landed and the Air Force sent 2 helicopters in to investigate. 

Fig 9.10 – Lt. Col Lewis Chase, Base Operations Officer & Fig 9.11 – The Report By Lieutenant Einstein
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But when they arrived it was very dark and they could not land in this dangerous area, so they had 
to wait until morning. But in the morning this Object had left and I have shown a photo in Fig 9.10 
on the previous page of the Lieutenant who is the Base Operations Officer for UFOs. So the Air 
force was designating some Officers to coordinate with the investigation and I will talk about that 
next.

A very extensive and well documented report was written on the 13th and 24th of March in 1967 by 
one of the witnesses who presented himself as Lieutenant Robert Einstein and he was the Chief of 
Maintenance who took care of many of the Missiles in a daily way and on March 24th, on this 
occasion, he received a call at 10 AM which I have the audio recording of, but to save time I will 
repeat what he said. 

He said that “I was all Deactivated during a UFO event and this is not possible to see this. 
Nothing worked again until the UFO left.” This was some 20 miles away but it was on a 
different day and it was before the previous event involving missiles. So, in 8 days we lost 20 
Nuclear Missiles during the 2 UFO events and I was running the Oscar Flight Facility in 1967.

Fig 9.12 – Col. Fred Meiwald Confirms Oscar Flight Shutdown By UFOs 

My Commander was resting and one of us had to stay awake because we were on a 24 hour duty 
cycle, when I received 2 calls. The first I received was from my Top Guard who was seeing the 
Objects at the Base and that they were stopping and reversing their course by manoeuvring 90 
degrees on their trip. So I did not take much of what he said into consideration. 

I knew there were UFO Reports in the Local Newspaper, but I didn't believe much of it, so I hung 
up the phone. But he was very serious and within 5 minutes he calls once again, but this time he's 
very scared and all of the other Guards were there with their weapons out. One guard had pointed a 
weapon at a Red or Orange Light that was Pulsing in front of the main gate. 
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He was very scared and he wanted me to tell him what to do. Finally I realized that this man was 
very serious and he thought that we were being attacked. So I told him to take any measures 
necessary to keep everything protected, when suddenly, while on this call, the Missiles began to 
malfunction and we lost 10 Missiles while that Object was being observed.

So, we did the Pane Report to find out what was the problem and if the same problem was in the 
control system. We also had 2 units of the Launch Command that had observed Lights and I asked 
the Guards to check if anything had entered the Launch Units. They told me that they were seeing 
these Objects and that they were very scared, and they came back very scared. Due to this, they did 
not report it to any Team. I had never heard about Eco Flight while working there and no one knew 
about Oscar Flight either.

We never received any briefing about these events in the 2 years that I had worked there, or after 
that. The reason is because of the Scientific Studies and Research that was being done by a Teacher 
of Physics by the name of Roy Craig, at the University of Colorado in 1966. But in 1946, he had 
been accused by the Department of Justice that he was a Soviet and they didn’t know if that was 
actually true or not. But he lost his Security Access in 1949, and in 1966 the FBI contacted him 
again and asked him if he wanted to be employed once more by the FBI. He said yes, so they asked 
him to create this study. But they asked him not to take it very seriously and that the study was not 
that serious. He said that he would only come at this subject in regards to his profession. So, his 
study began publishing from November of 1966.

He began his work in November of 1966. In 1967 he became head of the Electric Group and he had 
been informed about these other strange elements to the subject. Then his boss, who was a head 
player, told him about the details and also told him the names of the people that had seen these 
Objects. He provided him with telephone numbers and addresses, as well as the dates on which the 
Missiles malfunctioned. All of this meant nothing to Roy Craig and I got these notes. They were at 
the University in the United States and these Documents can be seen here at the bottom of the left.

Fig 9.13 – Individuals Involved In The Cover-up Of The Malstrom Incidents
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Then he wrote a request to the Air Force in fact. He saw the Colonel and he made him say that he 
knows nothing about me and that he has credibility as he was the Head of Operations of the Base 
over each Maintenance Team. The Maintenance Team knew that both Oscar Flight and Eco Flight 
were deactivated because of a UFO. In any case, Robert James said that if you want to get the 
report, you have to go back yourself. But it will be very confidential and there is a possibility that 
you most likely will not be allowed to go back there. 

They were not able to make this report, so these Researchers stopped the investigation at this time 
in June of 1967. We had heard that there were machines and equipment from the time that had 
collected data at the Technology Division, which was the place where the project was developed. 
We will know eventually if this is true and the answer that they received. It's the fact that we know 
nothing about it and again Colonel Chase lied. Due to the fact that there is a very serious lie here at 
the Air Force Technology Division, where the project was developed, the project received this 
response as a result. The Air Force used the results of their investigation to stop your investigations 
and your reports about UFOs in 1969. This is the document that you can see here on the screen in 
Fig 9.13 and as I said there is no reason for force being involved here in this because there is no 
National Security Problem even if in fact there was a UFO.

Look who worked for them very soon after doing these reports. He was head of the Atlas 
Missile Team in 1977. He says in his report that on 3 occasions, at least, UFOs had been 
spotted. They had been seen flying over the Base where Dr. Jacobs was a Photographer and he
had a very advanced camera in 1964 which he took to a Missile Test Launch and he made a 
video.

Fig 9.14 – Air Force Witnesses Of Similar Events To That Of Which Occurred At The Missile Launch Facilities

In the video, the UFO was flying in circles around the Missile but the Missile did not have a 
Nuclear War Head. The UFO can be seen in the test video and then it is seen Shooting a Laser 
at the Missile which caused it to be knocked off it’s trajectory. This is well documented and 
this statement was supported by his Commander in 1966. 
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A Similar Object was also seen by a Geographical Research Team who were looking for some 
good places to install Nuclear Missile Facilities when an Object was seen that could not be 
identified. It flew above the Team and it stayed there around this part of the World. I am sure 
that already his entire Team in 1966 knew that their captain was also dealing with a Team at 
the Air Force Base where all 10 of the Missiles had been disabled for the second time due to 
the involvement of UFOs.

Sergeant Davis in 1974 was a Security Guard who saw UFOs in the Missile Bases and the Air Force
Captain also received information from his Security Guards who were in the field. They were 
seeing a UFO flying over the Missile Launch Control, Site Teenager. The were walking on the Base 
in 1979 which had an American Department on it while also being a NATO Base at the same time. 
But it was also a Nuclear Missile Base and the next day at least 12 of them saw a UFO that was 
flying around and it was Shooting Laser Beams of Light down into different locations of the Base. 
It was as if they were looking for the Nuclear Weapon Storage Areas and there was also 3 UFOs 
that were emitting a kiss. (I presume Kiss is a Pulse or a laser beam)

They have then been seen a lot due to the threat of Nuclear War since 1944, where UFOs have been 
seen by Air Force Pilots who experienced contact during the first Nuclear Bomb Tests and also at 
the place of the first Atomic Bomb Test. So this Nuclear Issue is a very serious issue. 

Fig 9.15 – Animation Of A Glowing Disk Type UFO With A Nuclear Explosion In The Background

We have about 20,000 Nuclear Weapons available today and the attempt to stop Iran’s Nuclear 
advancement has already been dissolved. So they now can also develop Nuclear Weapons. But who 
knows if they will do it. Arabia will probably do it as well and we also have 2 Powers at War today 
too. We have Russia, that has threatened the use of Nuclear Weapons so the issue of Nuclear 
Weapons is very serious today I think, and I do not believe in the idea that Nuclear War is not 
possible. 
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All that is needed is a Tactical Nuclear Weapon and that can happen anywhere in the World, or even
an accident can happen anywhere in the World that can trigger a Nuclear War. 

Who is taking the initiative to stop this? 

Once again, I thank you for your Senators general efforts as this tradition of Confidentiality would 
continue and it is these same Confidentialities that arise during a crises such as the Nuclear Crisis or
Global Warming.  

But it is the dissemination of information that we do not know yet which needs to be done so that 
we can confront the challenges of Humanity together.

Fig 9.16 – Final Slide About the Importance Of Governmental Disclosure

I think we have some Cosmic Messages here. We now know that we are not alone, that we have had
so many credible reports about the existence of UFOs and other Species who live in the same 
cosmos. We should never stop trying to abolish our Nuclear Weapons or other means of Self 
Destruction for we are responsible for increasing our level of understanding and concern for each 
other and all Life forms on the Planet. 

Thanks
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Senator Eduardo Girão

We thank you very much for showing us what you have Mister Robert Lambert Salas. Who is an 
American researcher of Ufology and he has given us a lot more data to look at. So I thank you very 
much in the name of the Brazilian Senate. Look at us here, where we have received many questions,
and also comments and the information that is being brought here today is very important.

This reflection that was brought to you by Robert Salas allows you to understand the situation 
because somehow we are living in the times of War. There has already been many lives lost in the 
Russian War with Ukraine and there are many more people running away. There has been a terrible 
level of destruction there and there is also the question of the repercussion’s from the impact that 
this misery has on the whole Planet. As Robert Salas has put it here, this is of great concern for 
these Intelligences.

While there is not much information on this subject, he gave a testimony here on his thoughts and 
concern about the eventuality of a Nuclear War. Then this could really be the future for Humanity. If
we know that a butterfly who beats his wings close to us, has cosmic repercussions on the other side
of the World in Japan. Then by viewing the question from a Quantum Physics stand point, we can 
imagine a series of other situations that can happen which will lead us to a Nuclear War. 

So it's good to know and it's good to have information like this which he gives to us so that we 
know that it is not only ourselves here that are concerned with what can happen because the 
repercussion’s are planetary in fact.

I want to thank some people which I will do here as I promised to mention the dozens of people 
who are following here in person in the Federal Senate. Most of Brasilia, Hudson Ranieri José 
Maldonado, this came from Sao Paulo Elton Brazil, Bento Santos Salvador Bahia who presents with
us here at the Leane Plenary of Brazlândia, Mallory Cristina Vieira, Brasilia, Mateus Martins do 
Carmo, Brasilia Ruan Robert.

From Brasilia, Solange Carlete and also from here Gustavo Joana, Joana Moreira Gustavo Oliveira 
here from Brasilia and to Maria Ivone Ribeiro from Brasilia who give us their research.

There are a lot of people here too, Dr. Of Research Ana Cristina de Castro Moura from Brasilia, 
Vanderlei Basto de Camargo here from Brasilia, Joaquim Vieira de Melo, also from Maria da Silva 
in Brasilia is Manuel Silva, Brasilia, Camila Cortez Brasilia, who also give us their research.

Many people here Eduardo Santos Brasilia Maria Rodrigues from that Brasilia José Tadeu de 
Brasilia, Marcia, Valéria Marques, my wife here present Fortaleza Marcos Antônio de Souza, 
Brasilia Fernando Aragão Ramalho, Brasilia.

Maria Gonçalves did not put Maria Gonçalves Militão, but I think it must be here from Brasilia 
most Bráulio Carlos of the Mato Grosso Association of Ultra-Pelable Research, Fernando Pedra is 
Goiânia Muriel Oliveira, Goiânia.

I also want to record the presence and contact that was made with our cabinet, thank you also. I 
would also like to apologize because you have been assembled for a long time in this Session. The 
chosen names were deliberated, but this subject I believe will not stop here. 
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It has requests for some interface with the Ministry of Defense, so that we can have access to files, I
think that will unfold here in time to come.

I want to also apologize to Elcio Geremias, a Saga Sweden Souza Tá e Peruíbe that is here with us, 
so too is Mr. José Batista Moreira who are people that have also asked to talk here. But at the 
moment there is no way that we can open for any longer because of the issue with the schedule that 
was made, our Sessions are all planned, but at other times we will have this opportunity. 

I will read here some questions for the final phase. 

We are coming here to the final minutes of this Session each one will have every Speaker and will 
have 5 minutes to make their considerations. I will read some questions that arrived here for our 
selection and I apologize to you that I cannot get through all of the questions. But, we will send 
them on to the Speakers here afterwards and who knows. Maybe they can put their contact 
information up during their remaining 5 Minutes so that people can contact them by E-mail or on a 
Social Network Site.
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Question 1: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

I will ask a question here from Julia Alves de Minas Gerais:

“What are the new discoveries of Ufology and who identifies them?”

Have any of you identified some new discoveries yourself and if want to answer that question 
directly from Julia you can write down your answer and send the answer to the Juliano Silveira in 
São Paulo because if Ufology can make its way into our Universities it will change public opinion 
so that the subject will be taken as seriously as it deserves. 

Question 2: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

This Question from João Marcelo de Minas Gerais is: 

“Will Ufology be recognized by the Academia?”

In his opinion the correct methodology is becoming a blind belief so a question that each one here 
can somehow make the placement and we are Democratic. I'm asking the questions that is in a way 
with criticism and also with comments. This is part of the process and we have to somehow express 
this opinion of the people.

Question 3: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Pedro Ferreira from the Federal District asks in his Question:

“When will the Films that were made during Operation Prato be released?”

Question 4: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Fernando in São Paulo asks in his Question: 

“The historical date for the appearance of UFOs is at least 75 years ago, do you all agree then that 
they cannot have been built by Humans?”

Comment 5: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Nilton Rampasso in São Paulo says that: 

“Are there Educational Projects that are now going to introduce the reality of Ufology into Schools 
and Universities in Brazil?”

Question 6: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Vitor War from Sao Paulo asks in his Question:

“Why can’t the files that you claim to be Secret be Disclosed?”
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Question 7: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Rute Oskman in São Paulo asks in his Question: 

“What do you think of the American Interference in several countries after proven cases of UFO 
crashes?”

Question 8: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Anderson de Souza from the Federal District asks in his Question:

“What do our Guests think about the events in Magé in Rio de Janeiro and events of these days in 
Caieiras in São Paulo?”

Question 9: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

This Question is asked by the media from the São Paulo Mastiglia:

“Is it possible to have access to the complete research presented by Mr Wilson Picler? Was that 
question directed at Wilson?”

Question 10: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

He gave me a question here at the time also that I think it was directed to Mr. Geraldo Lemos Neto. 

When his exposure was his question if they came from Chapel Star System to Spirits, right? 

His question in your exhibition was asking you about the Chapel Exiles. 

Question 11: From The Senator Eduardo Girão

Fernando Pedra de Goiânia asks here in his Question:

“In the 2021 Pentagon Report, are the UFOs mentioned Human or Extra-Terrestrial in Origin?” 

But since the Sightings dates from 75 years ago it would be impossible for them to be made by 
Humans and that is also an assimilated question that we had here. 

Then he addresses the 2021 Pentagon Report:

“It is worth remembering that the Senate in the United States has now made a Session like this last 
month in the same way that we have had today, but in the US Congress. This is ratifying in a way as
the US Congress has already had a Session like this one which we are doing ourselves here today in
the Senate!”

So let's go with the order of our Guests in which we started, so let's get started here. The first Guest 
that I would like to speak is Mr Wilson Picler who is a Founding Partner and President of the 
UNINTER Group. I ask you if you can make your final considerations and answer some of the 
questions that you feel comfortable with.
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Mr Wilson Picler – The 1  st   Guest Speaker  

I will talk about the advances in Ufology and I will talk here about Colonel Ashed from the retired 
Space Program of the Israeli Space Program. It is he who is talking here and I will read here what 
he has said in an interview that became public worldwide, Professor Haim Ashed served from 1991 
to 2010, as head of Israel's Space Security Program and he is a General. He is a highly recognized 
retired General in Israel for high services to the country and he is a man who enjoyed and still 
enjoys a great prestige, but he has lost a little prestige because of what he decided to say.

Nothing more than this here, “Aliens have asked us not to announce that they are here as Humanity 
is not ready yet.”

This is the General who was in charge of safety for the Israeli Space Program who was speaking. I 
will leave it to the other Guests to talk about the advances of Ufology, my education is in the 
formation of the Exact Sciences that can explain our sun in Physics. I also have a Master’s in 
Electrical Engineering too and I am Doctoral, so we are familiar with Science. The fact is that 
certain Phenomena challenge the Scientific Method. For example, in a laboratory you can reproduce
an experiment as many times as necessary for you to get a high level of evidence that can support a 
statement but that is no longer the case with Ufology, it is not the case with these Phenomena. All of
this methodology is a real challenge, so that's why I like to particularly classify Ufology as a subject
for non themed Science. I have no pretence that Morphology is Science, even if we are facing these 
methods. We even have to respect Science as it is something that if we can do it in the Models of 
Methodology then we can accept that we can do it. But the very Methodology of Science, changes 
according to the context for which it exists within the scope of Science and that is something called 
Epistemology which reflects on the method and it is within the scope of Epistemology that we find 
the foundation where we cannot use the Classic Scientific Method. 

But it is unimportant if we will fail to elaborate another method, we will work with what our 
intelligence allows us. This Phenomenon challenges our intelligence which wants to work strictly 
on Conscience but we also have Astrophysics and we have given many thanks to the Astrophysicists
of the World here for all of their great collaboration at a fantastic level of depth and we really favour
this information. 

Autonomy of Astrophysics and Astrobiology, however, as to the presence of these Beings here on 
Earth is challenging because there is a Military cover up. You have heard the complaint from 
Captain Robert Salas, who was a Minute Man Nuclear Missile Launcher and he was in charge of 
Missiles that were capable of reaching continents in Asia, delivering high powered destruction. The 
warning here about Captain Sala's Missiles is that these were bombs that were 3.33 times more 
powerful than the Hiroshima Bomb. So, now you have a sense of the magnitude of damage that 
would be caused by the detonation of just 1 of these Missiles. He was the man, even in the 
interview that I made with Captain Salas where I asked him, if he was the man who pushed the 
button. He said that he doesn't press a button, we rotate the key. 

“My Commander and I take a key simultaneously and this starts the entire Missile launching 
process that has been programmed for a strategic target”, which is something that really is scary.

I will close now with the fact that we are now facing a great threat of Nuclear War. So it's very 
timely. Congratulations Senator once again for bringing this subject here and in the words of 
General Eshed from Israel. They are out there. Ask the general. Don’t ask me as it was he who said 
it. Thank you very much.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much Wilson Picler who came here from Paraná. 

I apologize now that I didn't mention here before that he is a Physicist who specialises in Scientific 
Methodology and he used to work with the Relevant Aeronautical Services of Brazil when he was a 
Federal Deputy and he also received the Medal Santos Dumont.

So, thank you very much for your participation and for accepting our invitation to come here to our 
Senate Hearing.

I already immediately pass the floor to our brother who has helped us in the organisation of this 
event and for the knowledge that he has given us from being a pioneer in this area and that’s 
Ademar Jose. He who is a Journalist and a Lecturer for an entire magazine, called UFO Magazine, 
which is the oldest publication on Ufology in the World.

So I thank you very much for your participation, you have 5 minutes to answer a question and make
your final statement.
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Doctor Ademar José – The 2  nd   Guest Speaker  

I will answer 2 questions here Senator. First I will address the Comment from Juliano Silveira de 
São Paulo,

“If Ufology can pave the way in Universities and in public opinion so that the subject is elevated to 
the levels that it deserves!”

But that's what we do every day that we do serious conscious Ufology, with boot’s on the ground, 
by gathering testimonials and checking the testimonials. By collecting photographs and checking 
the photographs. So, that's what we are doing.

The other question of João Marcelo de Minas Gerais 

“Will Ufology be recognized by the academia.”

You are not using the correct methodology if it is becoming a blind belief. I think Wind was an 
example that this is not a blind Science as we had well qualified people who dealt with various 
Ufology issues showing that the possibility of Scientific Study of the subject is a challenge. We do 
not have the methods yet, but we we can get them an occasion.

After a talk I made at a Campus Party in Sao Paulo, I was almost stoned to death when I said that 
Ufology is pure Science, because it is in a way. If an Object is seen in the Heavens, we need a 
certain level of knowledge about the optics of Meteorology so that we can distinguish if it is a 
Physical Object which will have Physical Traces. So let's need it. We will need new knowledge of 
subjects like Chemistry, Biochemistry and Radiology so that we can use them to analyse if there is 
contact with an Extra-Terrestrial Entity and if that Entity that leaves the Ship for example. Then we 
will need a knowledge of Sociology and Psychology, not that a Ufologist does not have all of this 
knowledge.

But a person has to know where to look for us. When we had UFOs in Paraná that were in the most 
beautiful formations in 2006, we sent soil samples for analysis to the Federal University of São 
Carlos. The result’s of the analysis was surprising because the area of the internal emphasis was 
Sterilized as there was No Microbial Life living there and this was an important discovery. 

Another member of our Team, Alcides Colors discovered in the early days of Agro Grifo, an 
Electromagnetic Effect as if it were a message coming from some point in Space that was captured 
there by the instruments. 

So, this is what we are doing is Science. But it is a limited Science for the UFO question and that is 
a very delicate issue. As Professor Picler says rightly, then we are fighting for a recognized field of 
Ufology. We even want the Brazilian Air Force Documents to be opened. Someone has even asked:

“When will the 16 hours of footage from Operation Prato be released.”

My friends, I don't know if these movies are even in Brazil anymore and if they are out of Brazil or 
if they were taken to the United States in the same way that so many things have gone before. But 
they probably did end up being taken to the United States.
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I want to enjoy the closing of my speech and deliver my considerations to the Senator’s. 

The Brasilia Charter which is signed by all of the members of the Brazilian Ufologists Commission 
in which we make our considerations about the Phenomenon and we also make requirements 
between ourselves. 

While we have a mixed entity of UFO Research from Scientists to Military Personnel and Civil 
People, the important thing is that something is done in this sense so that we are more successful in 
our research. 

Thank you very much for this opportunity Senator.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

We wish to thank you in the name of the Federal Senate for these clarifications that you have given 
us and for bringing this subject here. This is a subject that in a way arouses curiosity and intrigues 
many Brazilians too.

Every day now, you can see files being released here while the American Government is also doing 
this and they are taking the subject seriously. Remember that Brazil was the first to release files 
back in the 1950’s. But we're here to serve the truth. So, you can be sure that I received this letter 
from you, from the Brazilian Commission of Ufologists, which I will read and analyse to see what 
we can do. 

Talking about it is allowed for this subject as it is there in our mandate of the Federal Senate,

I already pass the floor immediately here to our third exhibitor within the chronological line who is 
Mr. Jackson Luiz Camargo who specializes in the Analysis of Official Documentation. 

So, you can talk from there, you can pull the microphone there if you like. You have 5 minutes if 
you want to answer a question. 

There was even a question on Operation Prato for which I think that Doctor Ademar José has 
already given an answer. 

But, you are free to make some comment and give your final considerations. 

Thank you so much for your presence. 
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Mr. Jackson Luiz Camargo – The 3  rd   Guest Speaker  

Firstly I would like to take this opportunity to thank you all for this Historical Event and I would 
like to answer the question.

On the possibility of Craft being of Terrestrial Human Origin, or perhaps just let us say that it is part
of the Phenomenon. It has this Terrestrial Origin, but we know that there is a portion that is not of 
Terrestrial Origin and the cases presented here today are examples of this.

Many people try to explain, for example, the case of “The Official night Of UFOs” that I presented, 
as being espionage from the US Government, but the US Government did not have enough Aircraft 
that could do a Spy Operation of this size.

In addition to the Espionage Aircraft, you need to have a whole logistics of Fuel Management 
Aircraft. These Aircraft need to have an Aircraft Carrier with support and this had none of that. It 
was verified that night, for example from the very behaviour of the Phenomenon, where we can see 
that a technology was being demonstrated, which even today, some 35 years later, has still not yet 
been achieved. 

I would not arm a Mach 15 Super Technological Aircraft doing 18,000 km/h and flying in a Zig Zag
pattern. 

If any more advanced nation on the Planet has reached the highest speed ever reached, let's say 
Mach 5, for example. If it was going to make a turn then it would start the curve over Sao Paulo and
it would end the curve there in Goiás and the curve would be an arc, she would never get it. I can’t 
go doing Zig Zag’s on a closed curve at the speeds of Mach 15 to Mach 100 without suffering any 
structural damage.

We repeatedly witness a Technological Capability that we still have not equalled and it is in relation
to these Objects that we witness such Flight Qualities. 

Not to mention the other documented cases that have been studied and experienced in some 
way, in which we have Humans who are reporting sightings of Beings that are Short with Big 
Heads. They have Big Eyes and are Without Hair on their body and we don't have any 
country that has this kind of being dwelling there. 

If they are not from our Planet, where do you think they are from? 

So Obviously a portion of the Phenomenon is not Terrestrial.
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you very much Jackson Luiz Camargo who is an Information Technology Specialist 
Manager for the Official Documentation Analysis. He is a member of the Cipex Editor Research 
and Research Center also of the Portal Phenomenon Website and is the Author of the book’s, “UFOs
in Space and On The Moon” and the “Official Night of UFOs In Brazil”. 

Senator Isal if Lucas is here in the Federal District. He is in transit here, but he sent a speech which 
we will give to you to read as we will put it on the Senate Portal along with all of the information 
and the presentations that were made here by the Guests will all of the Documents that are here in 
the Annals of this House.

Senator Isalcir Lucas made his speech here that was a little long but it was very interesting and it is 
about today's theme in the 75th Anniversary of World Ufology Day. 

Now, I immediately pass the floor here to Mr Roni Wernet who is an Electronic Engineer with a 
specialization in Industrial Automation and Telecommunications. 

So I ask you to speak for 5 minutes and if you want to answer any of our questions that we asked, 
please do so and give us your final considerations beforehand.
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Mr Roni Wernet – The 4  th   Guest Speaker  

It gives me great pleasure to thank the Senator’s for this historical event of great proportion that will
certainly change the route of discussion for this subject from here on out and I wanted to focus on 2 
main topics. 

The first of these is a Scientific Approach and I will cite here an excerpt from an article from the 
Scientific Journal of America which is one of the most respected magazines in the World in the 
Field of Science. Today there is an article in it that talks about the subject of this Phenomenon, the 
Transient Nature of this Phenomena and the predictability of when these events will happen.

Knowing when the next event will happen is one of the reasons that we study this subject of 
Unidentified Phenomena and the Anonymous Phenomena which has not been taken seriously by the
Scientific Circle. But how can we identify patterns without systematically collecting data first?

In Astronomy, the observations of Gamma Rays, Supernovae and gravitational waves are similarly 
unpredictable and this is Science. This is Astrophysics. This is Astronomy. We study these events 
that are recognized today as Natural Phenomena which are resulting from a Star’s evolution. So, 
you go to the homes of the people that were present and who were watching and yes, this does not 
mean that we could not reproduce it in the laboratory, but it is no longer Science.  

We need to have the right equipment and point them to the right place and wait for something that 
might appear today or in 5 years from now. Science has no time for Science, it is observation and 
this observation has to be done perennially and continuously until we can collect enough data. Then
the great problem begins of interpreting a collection of huge amounts of data for this subject so that 
we can reach a conclusion because today, we do not know the origin and the intentions of this 
Phenomenon.

Regarding how to start this in Brazil.

After the release of the 2021 Pentagon UAP Report, Harvard University almost immediately created
the Galileo project which is ran by the researcher of Astrophysics Avi Loeb. Today there is an 
Unmanned Observatory on the terrace of Harvard University at the Astronomy Observatory because
we now have equipment that can observe these Phenomena for us and it is a Pilot Project that will 
surely start to work. Just some weeks ago, NASA also announced the Scientific study of this 
Phenomena and the study will take 9 months.

They highlighted an Award Winning Astrophysicist to be able to lead a Team of Scientists and soon 
we will also have the result of this study by the US Government. He created last year in an 
amendment to the National Defense Law, The Libbrandrubel Galician Amendment. This 
amendment precisely aims to give Scientific Promotion for this subject and this amendment creates 
a Permanent Investigation Body of this subject which is coordinated between the Armed Forces and
the Intelligence Community as well as other Governmental Agencies to collect data and then these 
data will be shared with Scientific Institutions. We are not aware of people who keep the data and 
engage the data so this data needs to be shared.

The idea here is that if we had a Senator here in a future discussion at new hearings in the 
subsidiaries, in the commissions, that legislation is made to treat the subject and that we combine 
the Armed Forces and our Federal institutions for our Academies with our Universities to study. 
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With this subject, I'm sure we will be able to succeed. I think that the moment for us to emerge in 
this scenario is now because if Brazil can do something organized and find out if this is a New 
Science then we will gain new boundaries and make new discoveries in the field of Physics. Just 
imagine the technology that our people will not be able to enjoy if we are having a problem in 
concluding what these Objects are or if we are having problems with the fuel price.

Maybe if we do discover new technology by this, then we no longer need to use either electricity or 
fuel. So I think that we need to go through this in relation to the last case ending, Magé was a case 
which raised a lot of buzz with the Brazilian People. This case was very popular on the internet and 
today on the internet it is bad and full of rumours.

All I can say is that I have studied this event which occurred in Magé, I made some requests to the 
Army and the Army confirmed that there was a Military Operation in the Serra dos Órgãos in the 
same period of the Magé case and also confirmed there were helicopters flying over the Magé 
Region. 

So, we hear that there was a Military Operation there, we do not know what happened, we talk 
about devices but we do not know what happened. 

But in fact the people from the agency are right when they say that there was something because 
there was a Military movement of the Army for an Operation and we do not yet know the 
instructions of the Operation to the Serra dos Órgãos. 

We don't really know what happened.

Thank you very much, 
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Senator Eduardo Girão

Thank you for your presentation here and for your participation Mr. Roni Wernet who is an 
Electronic Engineer with a specialisation in Industrial Automation and for Communications so I 
thank you very much.

You have also spent almost 10 years in the area of Oil and Gas. Is that not so? I want to register that
here before moving onto our next Guest and that will be Geraldo Lemos who will make his final 
considerations for the record of his presence here. 

I am very happy that we have been getting visitors here since the beginning of the Session and you 
are all very welcome to the Federal Senate as this house is yours.

In left Brasilia, there are not many states there but there are a lot of good things and I’ll name about 
3 or 4 of them here, Paraná, Santa Catarina, Maranhão, Minas Gerais, Pernambuco. 

The cool people are very welcome here to the Federal Senate who know that here at the house, I am
your invitation.

If there are any of you Brazilian’s who want to come here to the Senate Congress we have a 
fantastic Team here to guide you as we have the history of Brazil in several places. It has a very 
interesting Museum which is about that abolition of slavery here in the tunnel and in time it is 
important that you follow this Life as it is the politics of your country, it is good if more of the 
Citizenship like politics.

This all points to a future of the true heart of the World and homeland of the gospel that Brazil has 
no doubt that, will be an International Protagonist. I am too happy with this awakening that the 
Brazilian People are having in Politics, to know what is yours and to be able to charge your 
Representatives. 

Anyway, so I will now pass the floor to Geraldo Lemos Neto who is an Entrepreneur in the Real 
Estate Investment Sector. He is an Industrial Corporate Creator and a Leader of Pedro Leopoldo's 
Chico Xavier.

He also participates in the Spiritist Group Knowing Amar de Belo Horizonte, he was Writer and 
Editor of Vinha da Luz, and a Publisher. I thank you very much once again for your presence here 
in general. 

It's not your first time either. 

Thank you so much for always being available so that we can enrich our debate here. 

Our idea exchange, our dialogue, this is very important for this key word at this moment of Brazil, 
isn’t that right Senator Girão?
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I appreciate the invitation and I am thrilled to participate in this unique historical activity. Naturally 
I am not from the Scientific Field and my field is relative to Spirituality and I had the joy and the 
honour of living with a single personality named Francisco Cândido Xavier who is also known as 
Chico Xavier. 

Perhaps one of the largest Psychic Antennas that has already passed through Earth and through his 
Mediumistic Potentialities, we have 537 books that have been published. I was his editor since 1984
and I have known him since 1981.

He was a very brave man, because he was the first Religious personality in the World on an online 
program on TV Tupi's live program of São Paulo, on 2 occasions in June and in December of 1971. 
The 2 programs lasted more than 9 hours altogether. 

He was assumed by the public as a Religious Person who was representing the Spiritist Doctrine for
the Unequivocal Existence of Extra-Terrestrial Civilizations and not only that but at the same time 
this program is still available on YouTube for everyone to follow. 

He made historical predictions that were confirmed about the Moon at that time in 1971. He said 
that we will discover in lunar soil, water, plastic, glass, asoto and oxygen and through these 
materials it would be possible to build a Permanent Terrestrial Base on lunar soil. 

Also at that time, he predicted that soon after the inauguration of this Permanent Lunar Terrestrial 
Base, we would have an open visit of Extra-Terrestrial Civilizations that would show us 
unequivocally that they exist and he also mentioned that we would have contact with Civilizations 
from other Galaxies, so it is important and relevant information. 

I am a witness as I lived with him for more than 20 years so i know him intimately like a family 
relationship. Some of these cases, that he told me himself, were from immediate contacts that he 
had and he wasn’t very happy having them. 

On one occasion, he was between the City of Franca in São Paulo and the City of Ribeirão Pretohe. 
He was really afraid of contact with a Ship that accompanied his car, where he was situated. It 
ended up taking a cow inside it and the Ship disappeared on the horizon.

Of the 2 other contacts, 1 was in Uberaba where he had contact with Beings who were quite small 
according to him. They were around 1 meter tall and he described to us in detail their Physiology 
saying that they are Advanced Beings who communicate basically by Telepathy.

The last contact he had was in the City of Pedro Leopoldo in Minas Gerais, which was his home 
town. There he met a race that resembles what many describe as the Nordic Civilisation and they 
have been seen here on our Planet. They were very interested and they started talking to him. 

In this respect then, I just want to answer our colleague's question about the degradation of the 
Chapel which was made by Ships. 

He told me about the degradation that is being experienced when we travel from the Earth to a 
Super Planet that he called Quiron, which is in another Solar System. This journey is made through 
the use of Extra-Terrestrial Ships that carry Earth Spirits which can no longer stay here.
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They are taken to a Base that is a Prison on the Moon, a Spiritual Prison on the Moon. From there 
they are then degraded to this other Planet Quiron and that this cleaning would go on further into 
the 21st century so as to make the Earth a better World, a Regenerated World.

My last word is of thanks and to say that we all have the responsibility to know the Phenomenon, to
study and think of what it means for ourselves and see what we can do to improve Earthly 
Humanity. 

Thank you very much.
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Thank you so much for your presence here today Mr Geraldo Lemos Neto. 

Even just to clarify with our Guests. Everyone here in Brazil knows of Chico Xavier, I presume.

But to our Guests from both England and of the United States who we have here and whoever is 
watching now, or will watch this Session and do not know who he is, as you are someone who is 
watching from another country. He is one of the greatest Humanists and Pacifists of Brazil.

Chico Xavier was a Miner. He has Psycho-graphed 457 books during his Life which have been 
translated into dozens of languages and everything was given to Charity Organisations. Millions 
and millions of books being sold for charity. 

No wonder the social works today still exists around Brazil and there is no unique humility even 
though there is not wanting for such. But there was a vote on a large communication channel that is 
popular in Brazil and he was elected Brazilian of the Century. He is a good Brazilian in our history. 

He was then a great humanist in Brazil and I did not have the blessings of meeting him as he was 
already deceased on June 30, 2002. So, he is going to be dead 20 years now so we had a Session in 
the Federal Senate that was in honour of him.

As Mães is available on YouTube for those who want to look at it. There are some movies and there 
are also some productions that were made in honour of Chico Xavier, a biography and letters that 
finally brings a lot of comfort and hope for people who have lost their loved ones.

So, Geraldo Lemos had this blessing. I did not have the honour of meeting him but Geraldo had the 
privilege of living with this great man. He keeps a museum that is there in Pedro Leopoldo at the 
house of Chico Xavier where I had the opportunity to see a wonderful City that was close to Belo 
Horizonte. It is closer to the Airport of Confins than from Belo Horizonte though.

This is the house where Chico Xavier lived and it is very interesting. His little room is still there, 
where he has done all of the works with great affection for all to see and for the people of Pedro 
Leopoldo. 

So, once again I pass the floor so that you can make your final considerations here or answer a 
question. Thiago Ticchetti is a Lecturer who is a Government Advisor and he was also President of 
the Brazilian Commission of UFOLOGIST CDU. 

Thanks for your presence once again.
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I thank you once again for this opportunity to be in this House here. Besides its South Sector, I was 
also a Co-Author of the Magazine UVA which is committed to Avaré, who is the National Director 
of Mufon in Brazil. That's it! It makes it very curious, I was very proud of it several years ago.

I will try and answer Ruth's question here and that was the question about:

“What do we think of American Interference in several countries in the case of proven UFO 
Crashes.”

I have already written 13 books in English and in French and 1 of these books is in the 2nd edition, 
“Drop of Grapes”, which is published by the Magazine's UFO Library. This book talks specifically 
about crashes, because the US Government will not. The United States is the largest war country 
today and also to date in the World. They have always had a major influence on 3rd World countries 
which also includes countries in South American and Central America.

Not only have they created protocols from the crashes of Unidentified Flying Objects in the United 
States but they have created protocols for the rescue and also for the cover up. Just like what 
occurred in 1945 and in 1947, as some would believe that a crash also happened in the United 
States in 1945. But, it was from 1947 with the crash of the Craft in Roswell that the United States 
began to put this cover up in place and they recovered 1 of these Ships in the case of Roswell.

At the time, it was reported by Newspapers that the United States had recovered a Flying disk, but 
soon after, the same people, which consisted of the American Army and an Integrated Air Force at 
that time, stated that what had been recovered from there was just a Weather Balloon. 

But, that was a form of a cover up and then after almost 30 years had passed, this case once again 
had returned to the light and since then it gets a Kevin Schmidt handle. But as several Researchers 
began to investigate the case, we already had more than 300 Military and Non-Military Witnesses 
from Cardoso, stating that it was really a true case and that the UFO crash was of an Unknown 
Object of Extra-Terrestrial Origin. Then in my response Ruth, I really have this feeling that they 
have arrived here in Brazil too. 

In the Varginha Case, there are rumours that both the bodies as well as the Crashed Object were 
delivered to the United States. We have also heard in this hearing here today that this may be the 
starting point for Brazil to become interested in investigating these Objects and the factors that have
been identified. We must also begin to analyse the contacts so as to be forming the contacts that will
be in the reports about Crashed UFOs, for those who want to know in the future.

My colleague Roni might have already said that the technology that these Crafts have, could revert 
to the Brazilian People in the form of Advanced Technology and in Advanced Medicine and in Fuel 
Sources, which is a problem once again. I would like also here to give the Senator’s some of my 
book’s. I will send them to you here at your office so that you can have a knowledge about Crashes 
and Typologies and there are some other works that I have already written. 

Once again I would like to thank this open Space and to all of you here in this house and those who 
are here from the Federal Senate. 

Thank you very much.
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Thank you very much again Mr Thiago Ticchetti for attending our conference and your presence 
here is very important to us here. He is the President of the Brazilian Commission of Ufologist’s 
CDU. Thank you very much for your presence here and for your exhibition and for the studies 
which you have shared here with us. 

Look I haven’t talked about the number of people that are sharing their experiences here with us. 
There are a lot of people sharing their experiences here and I will read one for you. 

That is a comment from Mr. Maurício Campos and he thus wrote the following:

“My father was a Former War Combatant so I knew how to distinguish if it was from this World.”

So he has shared here that:

“In October of 1968, my father and my mother were lucky enough to see a UFO that was floating at
a height of 30 meters, next to our house. I remember that it was lacking of any energy at the spot 
and we were still and silent for a while and this was during the period of time that we lived in Rio 
de Janeiro.”

So we have received a lot of comments from people who are sharing their experiences which is also
very interesting.

I will now pass the floor immediately here to Antonio Kurowski who we have heard from already.

I got it right, Kurowski who is a Veterinarian University Professor of Undergraduate and is a Police 
Postgraduate and a Criminal Expert at the Paraná Criminalistics Institute. 

Thank you very much for your participation and for your time. 

You have 5 minutes for your final consideration or you can answer any of our questions there.

Thank you.
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I appreciate the questions that were asked and I will give some considerations here for one of them 
which was:

“Will Ufology be recognized by the Academic MEI and if you don’t use correct methodology how 
do you prevent it from becoming a blind belief.”

I wanted to say that, through my way of seeing things as I do in this field of study, which is a 
complex field of study and it requires Multi-Disciplinary People who are dedicated to the study of 
this subject. Many of them forget that it should not only be seen as one of the focuses of the Exact 
Sciences. It is also a Social Phenomenon and the Methodologies of Social Sciences should also be 
applied in this case then as well. But, I see that many are focused only on your field of formation. 

Then I would also say that for the one who’s only tool is a hammer, everything ahead is nail, and it 
is not like this and this must be seen. She's like I said, Multi-Disciplinary and even very complex so 
each of the Sciences will contribute to its methodology. 

So, it is not the case that the correct methodology is not used. I would say that some Ufologists do 
not know how to use all of the tools that are available to them from the various methodologies of 
the various Sciences which are completing this reasoning.

We have to still ask here, how do you know if they have been here for thousands of years if you 
can’t prove their presence? In response to that I would say that the presence is more than proven 
now and that there is more robust evidence which is still being kept Confidential. 

There are also the tests that have been done which are already general knowledge. The tests are 
physical like landing marks, photos and videos which are considered as Physical Evidence and they 
are considered Proof in a Court of Law. 

There are also Witness Testimonial’s which are also considered Evidence and Proof. This 
Testimonial Evidence is given by both suitably educated witnesses and many number of witnesses 
that are also stating the same facts. So all of this is proof and to say that there is No Evidence is a 
fallacy or bad faith.

I also wanted to comment on Fernando Allen’s Question about the historical data and the 
appearances of UFOs is less than 75 years old, and if we agree that it may be so, then it may have 
been done by Humans. 

To this I would say that using an interpretation of modern knowledge and of a modern language, I 
would say that Ufology has already raised the question of our level of Science, which has already 
been presented here today. I would say that the Phenomenon is no less than 75 years old and it is 
probably thousands of years old.

It is sufficient to translate for example the expression of an angel by this land, or Fire Carriage, or 
Flying Shield, or Flying Canoes like our Indians say. You can translate these words to mean Ship or 
Flying Saucer if you want. Then the historical data, including the written record, has come down 
from thousands of years ago and not just for 75 years. 
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Lastly, because the files that they claim to be Secret which cannot be disclosed. Well this is good at 
first because they are a Secret and they are classified so because, among other reasons, there is a 
risk to National Security for example. When this information comes out to the public, it may cause 
some risk to the system and this classification has it’s hierarchies. 

It goes from being Reserved Spending, to Reserved Confidential, to Reserved Secret and each are 
determined by a period of time for which this should be kept confidential.

It is after this period of time that this material can be revised and again Reclassified or Disclosed. 
So why can't it be Disclosed precisely. Is it because of the risk that this information can cause? 
That's what I had to comment. 

Thank you very much!
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Thank you Mr. Injule Antônio Kurowski. I am including a question here that I didn't ask from the 
people that are wanting to know about the movie area here.

Well, it is done by Gerson Sanginito who is a California film-maker in the United States. He is a 
Brazilian who lives there and I have the main actors of the film here who are O Tânia Kalil and 
Murilo Rosa.

So, it's even free there on YouTube if I am not mistaken and it was a movie that you quoted from 
the podium. Somehow I had the opportunity to help in their production from the interior of Ceará in
a region called Quixadá near Smelliobim which is a region that has many Sightings.

It's quite different there where you can see the Monoliths of Quixadá, I don't know if you all know 
of them or if you all have seen them. It's very interesting and there was a lot of cases there, 
including Abduction Cases according to the movie that was filmed there.

We will pass now here immediately to Mr Gary Heseltine

He is a retired English detective and an Editor from the UFO Truth Magazine. He is an International
Lecturer on the subject and he is also Vice President of the International Coalition for Extra-
Terrestrial Research (ICER), which is the latest initiative to fight for the Freedom of Information in 
regards to UFOs from the Government.

So, we are thankful for his presence here. 

You have 5 minutes to make some final consideration and answer any of these questions.
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I have to go to my Team with the questions that you have given me and I will answer some 
questions with crucial Scientific Data and we must apply the Scientific Method whenever we can. 
But it is much more complicated than that.

The Social Sciences that my dear colleague has just mentioned are very important because It's an 
observational thing. They also believed that there was nothing happening, but if it wasn't for 
amateur Researchers we wouldn't have this experience now. So, you can see how much we have 
advanced and we are learning from people on the television, especially with all of the events in the 
United States.

If you do not know, 2021 was the most important year of Ufology in history because something 
happened in the United States in terms of legislation, culminating in December of 2021. A law was 
passed in Congress saying that for the first time in history, the United States Intelligence Service 
had to report to Congress by producing a Confidential Report twice a year and a Non Confidential 
Report once a year. This is historical and this is something that has never existed before. So we 
advanced a lot and we almost used it as a very disciplinary approach, and it is not about what the 
Scientist is saying.

If we were not having this discussion, we have to go do it now because it delays Humanity for so 
many years, especially on this subject where it has a confidentiality aspect that is still only for the 
Senator’s to see. In a real Senate Congress, the Audience talks a lot about how we have advanced a 
lot on this subject because now it means that we have to take it very seriously. We have to Reduce 
Our Ego and cooperate with others. Therefore everyone has to open the doors and sometimes the 
political revealing of information has to happen in order for everyone to sit at the table and figure 
out what we are going to do about it.

Of course, the very fact that we have an involvement of a Non-Human or Extra-Terrestrial 
Intelligence, we have the possibility of also Interdimensional Beings because Quantum Physicists 
are saying that it is possible. Personally I think most of what we are dealing with are Extra-
Terrestrial Forces and it is happening on every continent of the World. 

Due to the fact that we are on the verge of a cliff, be it the Press, your Audience or indeed 
Politicians who may know what is happening in the Secret World, but what you have to understand 
about the Audience is the reality of the fact that we know that this subject is real! It maybe only 
10% of the data that we know but at least 10% of such information is in the public domain. But, 
90% is still locked up in Government agencies. So what are these 90%. Well we don't know, but 
hopefully the Senate here today will try and find out what happened. So if this probably happened, 
why can’t we produce any Alien Glass or produce a Ship which both the Media and the public 
wants to see.

Some people say “I will believe it when I see it”.

But whoever speaks like that is ignoring the evidence which everyone who receives a conviction in 
a court room is based on, which are 3 things, Testimonies of Witnesses, Documents and The 
Evidence, which is like what we have done here today in this hearing. So if you can teach your 
classes in the school’s based on these 3 things, then this is no different from seeing an event.
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So if you have an experience. You make a test. You take a picture and then you produce your report.
Give me the Physics of the event and then we have thousands of legislation and Documents that we 
already know about to compare it to. But what is there in the Secret World? We know that we have a
16 hour video from Operation Prato. So it was a political decision to make this Confidential and I 
also think that this was taken to the United States, because they are the main country that keeps 
these things secret, so we have to go beyond that.

These barriers have worked with others just because you are Individuals and you are not Scientists, 
I am not a Scientist, I am an Academic. But I have a sense that when we have thousands of Pilots 
seeing something and reporting it, then this is evidence, which is supported by Documents, and we 
should be listening to them.

These people who are gathered here today, made all of this historical moment happen and it will go 
down in history as a very important hearing. So you have to be applauded for your decision to 
gather this Audience and to the other countries, you have to follow Brazil, and Brazil deserves your 
attention now more than ever. 

Thank you very much.
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Thank you very much to our English Lecturer. Your very rational Mr. Gary Heseltine, who is a 
Retired English Police Detective.

I want to enjoy and greet Mrs. Jane Tour who has also come, which is part of Gary's Team and you 
are very welcome to Brazil. 

Freestyle Brasil, Good.

So, to close, I want to call on Mr Robert Lambert Salas to give the final word. He is a UFO 
Researcher who was educated at the United States Air Force Acadamy and was a Minute Man 
Officer for the Launching of Strategic Missiles at Malmstrom Air Force Base in the State of 
Montana.

He witnessed the Presence of a UFO that would have deactivated 10 Nuclear Weapons in the 
Launch Control Installation which he was in charge of then. 

Thank you so much for accepting our invitation from the Federal Senate to be here with us, Mr. 
Robert Salas.

You have 5 minutes to make your final considerations or answer any questions.
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These Objects are something that are very valuable to a person and they may have been using 
technology as an Exchange Metric with other countries, so these types of secrecy are probably also 
used as Bargaining Chips between countries and thirdly they represent a form of Political Power.

I believe that they are maintaining the narrative here and I think that it will be very difficult to 
maintain in the coming years, but I believe they are well versed in the fact that there are many real 
witnesses of much of this Phenomenon. 

This subject can be shown in so many more countries where you can have open audiences, just as 
you did here today Senator, which can express the thoughts of others at this special and historical 
moment in the World that we are experiencing, which could organise the other countries. 

They need to do the same, one needs to invite witnesses in order to listen to what they have to say. 
Once they do this then we can ask more questions of them before being obstructed by their 
Confidentiality Agreements and since a lot of other countries Service Men commit to this part of 
their service as well, we will need to have a Supervision Committee for those people who are not in 
the Government and people who do not need to do Security Checks. 

But we need to have Researchers who need to be part of a committee that can monitor what our 
Agencies are saying and what our Governments are saying. We need to know what the Agencies are
telling their own Governments and what they know because we know that this is where the secret is 
kept.

We are looking to these Agencies for the truth and all Governments in the World must have open 
audiences, including my own Government. We need to have a Civil Supervision of these Agencies 
so that they are telling our Elected Representatives what is going on.

Thank you very much
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Thank you very much Mr. Robert Salas, who is an American researcher of Ufology. 

We thank you very much once again for your participation and I wanted to make a rectification here
before ending the Session, I have mistaken the name of one of the people here in the Senate plenary,
Seu João Batista Moreira. He is also a Lecturer on the subject but due to the way that everything 
was scheduled, he could not make a presentation here today. But we will have other opportunities in
the future, by God's will.

Thank you so much for your presence here Mr. João Batista Moreira and for this information that 
has come here to me. 

We know that there are no coincidences, right? Well usually there is not but there is a coincidence 
today and the information is published in several Newspapers and one of them is a Newspaper from
the people in the state of Ceará. Where it says that at 4AM today, a very difficult alignment to 
happen will start, which you can see with the naked eye in the sky and it will stay with us for a few 
days.

It's an alignment of Mercury, Venus, Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter. 

So, that alignment started exactly today for our event and I want to thank everyone for the presence 
of everyone. I will take a minute, please if I may. I take this freedom to add some questions here 
that I have waited to do until all of the Lectures are finished with their presentation. I have taken 
some notes that will compliment the day. 

So, why do Extra-Terrestrials have so much interest in our Nuclear Weaponry and why are they 
trying to warn us to give up this madness of our good Science which is a little over 400 years old. 
Since Galileo Galilei said that we revolved around the Sun.

Until then we thought that the Earth was the centre of the Universe and everything revolved around 
it. So we have been developing our Scientific understanding for 400 years, or maybe lets say 500 
years, as we will find a lot of pretence for it. 

So, we have only recently learned how vast the Universe really is. We are dealing with some of 
Senator Stefan’s theories or hypotheses of Parallel Universes. So just for a reflection of the general 
public here in this room, we can have another Universe, another Parallel World accompanying us. If
you already think that this is so, then a Nuclear Explosion is something that will liquefy the layers 
between us in such an uncontrolled and brutal way that it can even affect Other Worlds in Other 
Dimensions and this is something that is inconceivable. 

It is man who is producing such damage to nature. Including our Cosmic Nature. This needs 
to be taken into consideration and I throw it in as a reflection there to ask too. Why do these 
UFOs not want to present themselves? Is it because we will start making laws for them too. 
It's very good for them now, they can come and go as they please and there are no laws for 
those who do not exist. So, from the moment that they are detected, now they are confirmed to
exist and then we will be forced to legislate something like you have to come through a portal 
with their Ship in the air. They would have to communicate with the Tower, they would have 
to ask for permission. They would have to land and we would inspect the Ship.
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So obviously there are many implications there and these people also know our weaknesses and our 
addictions. It may be that some want to have a private conversation because they are trafficking 
diamonds. Then we take a diamond as a bribe and it can happen that we would make things easier 
for them, so we are living in the World of great drama and of great corruption. This is not new, it is 
not only in Brazil but the whole World is immersed in the drama of corruption of our interests and I 
say again of Wars. 

So it's not easy to say why the Eternal arrives here and he is not announced because he is not silly. 
He is here because he is so much smarter than us. They are much more advanced than we are and 
they must utilise a Camouflage Technology because we already had some videos that showed the 
craft turning into a cloud. What I mean is that an Object appeared because they knew that they 
could become visible but it is obvious that if they do not want to appear they have Stealth 
Camouflage Technologies. They have enough technology and knowledge so as not to reveal 
themselves as they also know the consequences of their revelation before our Humanity. 

So this is for reflection, Chico Xavier said:

“If you have an idea to make a video that is a set deadline where it is said that as soon as the 
moment that man stepped on the Moon, we would be given 50 years of observation to see if we 
were able to live with the Beings that are coming here from the Universe and that it was important 
that we were free of war.”

Especially Nuclear War which was almost completing 50 years when there was a burst of confusion
there. It's been beautiful.

So here is a question about a Top Secret, sorry for abusing this, there is a group in the United States 
called the Paradigm Research Group. Stephen Bassett, who is a researcher and who was in Brazil 
has partly produced a Top Secret. I watched the whole video and there was a moment in it where the
Scientist speaks to Senator Girão of a supposedly Captured Ship, he said. 

“I am a specialist in Nuclear Reactors the Scientist said and he was called to examine the Ship's 
Reactor to close the net. I played with it and I was touching it, it looked like the Liver of a Huge 
Animal that reacted to our touch, we didn't have a notion how anything like that worked.”

Thanks, I thank you too very much and I also want to greet the Elementary School Students of the 
Couto Magalhães de Anápolis College who are here and coming to visit your house the Federal 
Senate so you are very welcome here and so are your Teachers and the Coordinators. 
Congratulations on the always important initiative of the empowerment of the children there in this 
wonderful country, so I thank you all and I am proud of the participation of all of our Guests 

Since you have also spoke about Chico Xavier beyond this documentary that would indicate a 
deadline of Chico Xavier which has caused lot of controversy in regards to this question of the date.
Some have said that it has already passed and so in a way it should be quieter. But it's worth 
watching again, I've watched it and I will look at it again for the deadline of Chico Xavier and once 
again I mention that Chico was nominated twice for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Once, he was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize, and a data here that the staff contacted. So we 
will end the Session on this historic day here at the Federal Senate where this historic day is being 
held.
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For Humanity, from a decision of reversal of the Supreme Court's decision in the United States 
regarding abortion, it had been released in 1969 and then in 1973 it was ratified by the US Supreme 
Court on February 22nd but it was reversed today.

I Notice this great vulgar there in their supreme court which says that it advances consciousness and
protects Life. But as a Federal Deputy and as a Brazilian, I thought that I would sign off here with 
something about this very synthetic subject and many might disagree with me at this time about 
when Life begin. But I ask you how a bacteria can be considered Life on Mars and a heart beat in 
the womb is not considered Life on Earth.

Yes, because at 3 months it is actually 11 weeks and not 3 months in an intra uterine Life, there is 
already a heart beating. It has been said here for some time in fact that there are 18 days of the 
conception period, 18 days of conception and already it has a heart beating strong. So it is a historic 
day for the World today with this decision that will have a domino effect, if God wants, worldwide. 
Brazil has provided an International symbol of resistance because it has not legalized abortion and 
this was in thanks greatly to the work of this house of the Federal Senate of the Brazilian National 
Congress.

The Parliamentarians who have very courageously positioned themselves from a majority, is the 
Brazilian Population, more than 85% according to the surveys. Therefore, it is against abortion and 
is in favour of Life from conception. So it is an historic day of congratulations to all Americans for 
this decision of the Supreme Court which is defending Life. 

Thank you very much to all of our Guests and I wish you all a lot of peace and thank you for 
fulfilling the purpose of this semi presentational Session of the Federal Senate. 

Thank you all who are here, those of you who are watching us at home and also to those who 
honoured us with their participation in his Session, which is celebrating the 75th anniversary of 
World Ufology Day.

This Session is closed thank you very much.

Hello, you now check out the news and reports that are featured in the Senate.

Senator Randolfe Rodrigues reported on Thursday that he has already achieved the minimum 
number of signatures of Senators necessary for the creation of the Parliamentary Commission of 
Inquiry to investigate.
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	Search the title below on YouTube to get the Video for their Slide shows.
	Sessão especial para comemorar 75 anos do Dia Mundial da Ufologia – 24/06/22
	As Mães is available on YouTube for those who want to look at it. There are some movies and there are also some productions that were made in honour of Chico Xavier, a biography and letters that finally brings a lot of comfort and hope for people who have lost their loved ones.

